Big business in bartering film for time
Network tv: It bills $488 million in '56
FCC and Congress: On the spot on the Hill
Craven spells out tv dilemma, his solution

FIRST IN DAYTIME, TOO!

KPRC-TV 46.8%*
Station B 34.5%
Station C 18.7%

* The January 1957 Nielsen Advance Interim Report shows the KPRC-TV share of audience nearly as large as the other two stations combined... gives KPRC-TV the top five daytime multi-weekly shows. KPRC-TV is also first in the evening.

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager
JACK McGREW
National Sales Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representatives
### Comparative Cost Spot TV, Huntington, West Virginia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Per 1000</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00-6:15</td>
<td>5:00-9:30</td>
<td>5:00-9:00</td>
<td>5:00-7:30</td>
<td>5:00-8:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **STATION WHTN-TV**
- **STATION X-TV**

### IT'S SMART TO BE THRIFTY

With the lowest CPM average in the area, WHTN-TV is the smart buy... a mighty thrifty investment. You get bigger audiences... more returns... more sales per dollar.

Every evening of the week, as indicated on the chart, you pay less and get more in Huntington.

*For the Whole Story... ASK PETRY!*
Another Perfect Score for KRNT
Des Moines Radio

72 FIRSTS OUT OF 72
Quarter-Hours Surveyed by Pulse Monday thru Friday

KRN T Leads Morning,
Afternoon and Evening . . . and
Has For Years and Years!

Katz Has All The Facts On The
Station With The Fabulous
Personalities And The
Astronomical Ratings!

THE COWLES STATION IN DES MOINES, IOWA – C. B. S.
KRLD is the Only Full-Time 50,000 Watt Station in Dallas-Ft. Worth Area

KRLD does not share time and frequency with any other station. One station—one order means greater frequency discounts—full, accurate coverage at minimum cost. KRLD is centrally located in Texas' richest and most progressive area. Few natural barriers impede its full-time 50,000 Watt signal, giving you adequate coverage of the West and Southwest at a lower cost per 1,000 listeners. For the best buy, better buy KRLD. Check with a Branham man.

KRLD Radio CBS
The radio station of The Dallas Times Herald, owners and operators of KRLD-TV, telecasting with maximum power from the top of Texas' tallest tower. Herald Square, Dallas 2. The Branham Company, exclusive representatives.

JOHN W. RUNYON          CLYDE W. REMBERT
Chairman of the Board    President
FIRST TO DIE? • There's prospect that Storer will give up on uhf in Portland, Ore. Option to purchase ch. 27 KPTV (TV) Portland at value of tangibles, plus assumption of its contracts, has been acquired by George Haggarty, Detroit attorney and businessman, who has contracted to purchase ch. 12 KLOI (TV) Portland, Ore., for $2.5 million [B&T, March 4]. Mr. Haggarty would acquire NBC affiliated uhf station upon FCC approval of his KLOI transaction, turning in uhf license and placing KLOI on NBC-TV. KPTV (TV), under ownership of Empire Coil, from which Storer bought it, was first commercial uhf station in U. S.

COMPLETION of Portland transactions would mean Mr. Haggarty would acquire NBC affiliate for roughly $4 million. Supplementing $2.5 million price for KLOI (TV) would be $1,183,000 for KPTV's plant and equipment, plus assumption of contracts for film and other services. Mr. Haggarty, who has substantial income from oil operations, is newcomer to broadcast field.

BLOCK BOOKING? • Justice Dept. is looking into practice of bulk sales of feature film packages to tv outlets. One Justice aide has visited three Washington tv outlets (WTOP-TV, WMAL-TV and WTTG TV), was obviously interested in film contracts involving "block" purchases. Most distributors will not sell individual pictures; station owners must take whole package or nothing. This apparently raises question of conflict with 1949 Paramount consent decree which outlawed "block booking" and has resulted in individual bids for individual pictures for theatre exhibition.

CHARLOTTE's second tv station, ch. 9 WSOC-TV now has new target date of April 28. To be affiliated with NBC and ABC, station has established class A rate of $900, and will be represented nationally by H-R Television Inc. and Bomar Lowrance & Assoc. (Atlanta, Dallas Charlotte). Station will be equipped for network color.

HANDS OF TIME • Though it plans to install its own men in top posts at WCTN-AM-TV Minneapolis and WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis under proposed acquisition of Consolidated Television & Radio Broadcasters properties (see early story page 80). Time Inc. hopes to work out mutually satisfactory arrangements for continued services (in other capacities) of William F. Kiley, now general manager of WFBM-AM-TV, and Miller C. Robertson, now in that capacity at WCTN-AM-TV, and to keep other key operating executives in their present posts. At third properties being acquired from Consolidated, WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Willard Schroeder will continue as general manager. Applications for FCC approval of $15,750,000 acquisition due for filing this week, probably today (Monday).

VOICE OF FIRESTONE, now scheduled on ABC-TV Mondays, 8:30-9:00 p.m., will move to 9:30-10:00 p.m. Mondays, leaving former spot open. ABC-TV now reportedly is negotiating with several advertisers for choice vacated spot.

NO. 2 MAN • George M. Moore, appointed last week as special assistant to GOP's new chairman, Meade Alcorn, has FCC background. Mr. Moore, who resigned fortnight ago as Republican member of Civil Service Commission, was on FCC staff in 1936-37, having served in Accounting Dept. while going to law school at night. In 1937 he was on staff of FCC Chairman Frank R. McNinch. Mr. Moore, 43, is native of Kentucky.

THERE may be industrywide repercussions if WTVT Tampa (TV) newswoman is sentenced today (Monday) in Tallahassee, Fla., city court because silent film coverage shot in courthouse corridor was not destroyed as court ordered (story page 84). After footage appeared on WTWT, court ordered newswoman to appear for sentence. It's thought parent Oklahoma Publishing Co. and NARTB Freedom of Information Committee, among others, might carry appeal to higher courts if fine or jail sentence is imposed.

CLEARANCE PROBLEM • ABC-TV's offer to pick up as much as two hours of NARTB Convention in Chicago April 7-11 holds good until end of business tomorrow. Ollie Treyz, ABC-TV head, has notified NARTB President Hal Fellows. Deadline is essential because of clearance aspects, Mr. Treyz says, since pre-emption of commercial business is involved and since network proposes to offer pickup to other networks on pool basis and to non-ABC affiliates in markets through which its cables pass.

ABC's offer [CLOSED CIRCUIT, March 4] was not premised on exclusivity, according to Mr. Treyz, but on assumption that certain convention proceedings (notably President Fellows' address) would be good public relations for broadcasting. Offer is to pick up any day of convention, beginning at 2 p.m., Chicago time, to run as long as NARTB desires up to 4 p.m., with ABC-TV (through its Chicago o&o, WBKB) to pay all costs or share them with other networks. Mr. Fellows on Friday was endea-

NO CLEAR indication that Joint Committee for Educational Television has done good job of lobbying on Hill reflected in questions asked FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven regarding educational reservations for tv. At both Senate and House hearings last week, Comr. Craven's views on reservations were sought in light of proposal in Craven Plan to drop table of assignments which automatically would eliminate reservations. His position: He favors maintaining reservations if educational organizations would clearly indicate their intentions to use facilities.

CRITICAL REPORT • Senate ad hoc tv committee's preliminary report, drafted by MIT Prof. Edward L. Bowles, takes some pretty hefty swings at FCC and its methods of operation. Report, now in hands of members of his subcommittee (largely top engineers), reportedly reaches no conclusions but is highly critical of manner in which FCC handled overall tv allocations and goes deeply into economics and competitive conditions, considered by some of its members as beyond ad hoc committee's province.

NEW DEVICE promising automation in tv program production, particularly where multiple program sources are involved, will be demonstrated for first time at this week's Asm. of National Advertisers convention at Hot Springs, Va. Called TeleMation, device includes elaborate-switching console-operating lighting, staging, tv camera, tape recorders and slide projectors. At ANA session it will be used to show how industrial meetings and other types of conferences can be controlled automatically from rostrum. This includes visual and audio aids of all types. Device, developed by TelePromTer, will be shown at NARTB Convention April 7-11.
HEADED FOR MIAMI? DIAL WQAM (560) AND HEAR FOR YOURSELF WHY THERE'S BEEN A RUNAWAY WITHOUT A GIVE-A-WAY.

**HOOPER SAYS: OVER 30!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WQAM</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;C&quot;</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;D&quot;</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;E&quot;</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;F&quot;</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;G&quot;</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;H&quot;</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;I&quot;</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Hooper, Jan.-Feb., 1957
  7 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Now WQAM has jumped over the 30% mark in share of audience all day. That's what the newest Hooper says, continuing a dramatic, drastic, fantastic change in Southern Florida listening since the start of Storz Station programming at WQAM. But that's not all. Latest Trendex gives WQAM first place morning and afternoon, with a 34.1% share of audience all day.

All this has been accomplished without so much as a single give-away, and without a single contest which required participants to be tuned in in order to win.

And... all this has quickly caught the eyes, ears and budgets of advertisers, who are buying WQAM, and profiting therefrom. Lend an ear yourself to the Blair man... or WQAM General Manager Jack Sandler.

**WQAM**

Serving all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc.

MIAMI

---

**The Storz Stations**

*Today's Radio for Today's Selling*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WDGY</td>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHB</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WQAM</td>
<td>Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOWH</td>
<td>Omaha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTIX</td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Represented by John Blair & Co.

Represented by Adam Young Inc.

---
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CROSLEY GETS INDIANAPOLIS GRANT, 4-3

FCC Friday granted ch. 13 Indianapolis, Ind., to Crosley Broadcasting Corp. by tight four to three vote. Action, reported as imminent [BTN, Jan. 21], gives that pioneer broadcasting company its fourth television station in midwest. Crosley already owns tv stations in Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton, all Ohio, and also in Atlanta, Ga.

Friday's decision reversed examiner, who issued initial decision June 1955 favoring Mid-West TV Corp., comprising local businesses. Also denied were WIRE-Indianapolis Star and News and WIBC that city.

Deadlocked FCC forced Comr. T. M. Craven to cast deciding vote notwithstanding fact one applicant (WIRE) was client of his consulting engineering firm (Cranen, Lohnes & Culver) before he was named commissioner. Comr. Craven said he had planned to abstain, as he has in other similar cases, but majority of Commission advised him that since they were "hesitantly deadlocked" he must vote. General Counsel Warren E. Baker, advised FCC, Comr. Craven said, that he was not only authorized but legally obligated to vote in such situation.

Indianapolis grant was opposed by Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Barton and Robert E. Lee. Comr. Hyde dissented on grounds not sufficient attention given local ownership and apparent inconsistency in "practically disqualifying one applicant for newspaper ownership while "at same time adding to the broadcast facilities of the most significant aggregate of radio and television facilities in the general area concerned." Comr. Bartley opposed Commission's denial of Mid-West TV Corp. request to show changes in principals due to withdrawal of President George Sadlier because of illness. Comr. Bartley maintained withdrawal of Mr. Sadlier was involuntary and should be treated as such.

Commission majority gave nod to Crosley on ground of greatest assurance of effectuation of proposals, based on "favorable" record of past performance, long years of experience in broadcasting, and experience of individuals who direct operations.

Mid-West was given "superior" preferences in local residence and civic participation of principals. Mid-West received "comparative defect" because of failure of Mr. Sadlier to file income tax returns 1941-1945.

WIRE and WIBC received preferences over Crosley in local residence, civic participation and diversification of business interests. WIBC also got preference for integration of ownership and management.

Crosley, owned by Avco Corp., owns WLW-AM-TV Cincinnati, WLWC (TV) Columbus and WLWD (TV) Dayton, all Ohio, and WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga. Avco owns plants that manufacture home appliances, gasoline engines, industrial boilers, wood cabinets, furniture and automobile radios.
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The Meredith Stations Present:

Hottest TV Property

in 4 key cities accounting for nearly 3 billion dollars of U. S. retail sales!

**MGM Feature Films**

Feature films are altering the program pattern of TV, we need hardly remind you! MGM Feature Films — the biggest and best “package” in the feature field, are now an exclusive with Meredith stations in 4 of the “class” markets in the U. S. — all in the top 25%. Do your clients know about the opportunity presented by this unusual combination? Availability going fast! Get in touch with your Meredith representative as soon as you can for details.

### DOLLAR VOLUME OF METROPOLITAN COUNTY AREAS Estimates, 1955. for TOTAL RETAIL SALES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AREA AND STATE</th>
<th>RANK IN GROUP</th>
<th>TOTAL RETAIL SALES</th>
<th>PERCENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total for United States (260 Markets)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$132,669,192,000</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Missouri</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,200,275,000</td>
<td>1.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, Arizona</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>315,542,000</td>
<td>.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha, Nebraska</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>202,402,000</td>
<td>.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse, New York</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>475,635,000</td>
<td>.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total four cities</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,663,329,000*</td>
<td>2.58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MEREDITH RADIO and TELEVISION STATIONS**

affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming magazines
RCA DETAILS NEW STOCK OPTION PLAN

STOCK OPTION plan for key employees of RCA, along with option grant already made to new President John L. Burns in consideration of his leaving former post at Booz, Allen & Hamilton and signing 10-year contract with RCA, will be submitted to RCA stockholders for their approval at annual meeting May 14, proxy statement showed Friday. RCA board already has approved plan, but stockholders must ratify or neither it nor grant to Mr. Burns will become effective.

Proxy statement also showed that Mr. Burns' contract calls for him to be paid $150,000 first year with compensation increasing by $12,500 annually until rate of $200,000 is reached. Board may set other amounts, but not less than specified in contract, according to his "performance and responsibilities." Stock option grant to him was for total of 50,000 shares of RCA common, exercisable over 10-year period, at $33.75 per share (market price on March 1 when option was granted). During each year of first five he may not purchase at rate of more than 20% of total 50,000 shares optioned to him.

During 1956, proxy statement also showed, Board Chairman Brig Gen. David Sarnoff was again highest-salaried officer, with $200,000 for year. Frank M. Folsom, who moved from president to chairman of board's executive committee, have varying interests in KRKD Los Angeles, KYSV San Mateo, both Calif.; KXMI-KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.; KULA-AM-TV Honolulu. Mr. Hogan also owns KFOX Long Beach, Calif. Mr. Robinson owns KOVO Provo, Utah. Besides his interest in KBVE, Mr. Brown also owns KWFT Wichita Falls and KLYM Amarillo, both Tex.; 50% of KANS Wichita, Kan.; 313½% of KGKL Miami, Okla., and 331/3% of KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo.

Crosby Closes Film Sales Unit
BING CROSBY Enterprises, which recently sold its video tape developments to Minneapolis Mining & Mfg. Co., is closing its tv film sales division, which in past few years has produced Fireside Theatre for Procter & Gamble, Rebound for Packard, several programs of GE Theatre series and three syndicated series, Crown Theatre, Where Were You? and The Chumps.

Hood Heads Ohio Broadcasters
HUBBARD HOOD, WKRC Cincinnati, was elected president of Ohio Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters Friday at Dayton meeting. He succeeds J. L. Bowden, WKB-N-TV Youngstown. Other officers elected were: Roger G. Berk, WAKR-TV Akron, tv vice president; Jay E. Wagner Jr., WLEC Sandusky, radio vice president. Elected to board: H. H. Heminger, WPIN Findlay, and Alexander Buchan, WING Dayton.

UPCOMING
March 10-11: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, San Antonio.

PEOPLE


FRANCIS CARTER (BOB) WOOD JR., elected president of Sound Masters Inc., N. Y., producers of tv and industrial films. One of founders of company in 1937, he has been vice president in charge of production, succeeds HAROLD E. WONDES, resigned to form own company.

FRED BECKER, formerly partner in Umland-Eastland-Becker Inc., San Francisco, named account executive in San Francisco office of Roy S. Durstine Inc., N. Y.

ALLAN KERR, former manager of Detroit office, Burke-Stuart, station representative, named vice president in charge of national sales in New York headquarters.

LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, president, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., cited by fame magazine with 1956 Fame Achievement award "... in recognition of distinguished contribution during the past year to the twin arts and industries of television and the motion picture."

Out for More Mileage
On Van Doren-Quiz Angle

BARRY-ENRIQUE Productions, producer of Twenty-One quiz show on NBC-TV, is searching for panel-type format for new program it would like to produce and starring among others Charles Van Doren, who meets his next test tonight (Mon.). Another problem for Barry-Enrique is question of time slot and network. It's expected that Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Geritol), which sponsors Twenty-One, would get right of first refusal to back new program. Pharmaceuticals Inc., meanwhile, Friday renewed Goodson-Todman's To Tell the Truth quiz on CBS-TV (Tues., 9:30 p.m. EST) effective tomorrow. Edward Kitter Assoc. is Pharmaceutical's agency.

WWL Cleared to Build Ch. 4

GRANT of New Orleans' ch. 4 to WWL that city was cleared Friday of prohibition on building. Loyola U. outlet can begin construction immediately. Commission also formally order added ch. 12 to New Orleans and to Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.; ch. 3 to Lake Charles-Lafayette, La.; ch. 11 to Houma, La. In order to accommodate pending request of ch. 3 WLB (TV) Jackson, Miss., to move transmitter site few miles south, and not to conflict with assignment of ch. 3 to Lake Charles-Lafayette, Commission moved Zone III boundaries five miles south, more closely approaching shoring up needs of area. Chairman Durstine and Robert E. Lee concurred in actions, he said he would have preferred to have deleted ch. 4 from New Orleans to make city all uhf.

WOR Day Rates Go Up 10%

NEW RATE CARD to be issued by WOR New York April 1 reflects 10% average increase in daytime, with current advertisers afforded six months proviso at current rates, station vice president Rober J. Leder announced today (Mon.). He said frequency advertisers still can "get low rates with guaranteed positions" because WOR will eliminate run-of-station packages on all packages between 10 and 20-second announcements.
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the week in brief

BIG BUSINESS IN BARTER
Films-for-time deals, by that and other names, are getting to be a big thing in broadcast advertising circles. B&T presents a rundown on them on ... 27

2,928 PRODUCTS USED SPOT TV
National guide shows how television was used in national, regional and local markets in three-month period ... 29

ANA TO STUDY AGENCY FEES
Interim report on services and payments to be heard at Hot Springs, Va., meeting. Record attendance of 350 delegates predicted ... 32

AN AGENCY ANSWERS KOA-TV
Don Amsden, of Allen & Richards, agrees stations can suffer abuse in placement of accounts—but asks why they permit it ... 36

EXECUTIVE CHANGES AT R&R
James E. Briggs and Charles F. Willis named to board of directors. Robert M. Watson becomes chairman in series of changes ... 40

CBS LISTS NEW RADIO RATES
Ben Loehridge, sales manager, explains new scales to affiliates at West Coast meetings ... 49

CBS DENIES CENSORSHIP
John F. Day says Sevareid and Murrow violated longtime rule calling for news objectivity ... 54

FCC QUIZZED BY CONGRESS
Senate group grills commissioners about uhf-vhf allocations. House committee questioning denial of time to toll-tv ... 58

SEN. HENNING FEARS MONOPOLY
Relents exchange of letters with FCC members and cites antitrust aspects of St. Louis case ... 64

TV, AS CRAVEN SEE'S IT
Commissioner details his plans—and the reasons behind it—in statement to Senate Commerce Committee. A condensation begins on ... 66

FCC BRAC S FOR ATTACKS
Commission looking for vigorous opposition to deterrent mixture decisions from losers. GE has no official comment on Schenectady action ... 76

COY TO HEAD TIME INC. UNIT
Magazine group forms TLF Broadcasters Inc. as subsidiary to hold radio-tv properties. Campbell, Hoffman to have new positions ... 80

NARTB BOARD MEMBERS NAMED
Ten new members elected and seven other re-elected in balloting of membership to fill posts ... 86

NARTB TO HEAR GRUENTHER
Red Cross president to address convention along with Arch N. Booth, U. S. Chamber head. Axel G. Jensen to address engineers ... 88

PROGRAMMING FEATURES CLINICS
BMI opens series of two-day television sessions in New York. Fay urges active role in community affairs by station personnel ... 94

departments

Advertisers & Agencies 29
Art Deadline 7
Awards 100
Closed Circuit 5
Colorcasting 44
Editorial 116
Education 98
Film 46
For the Record 107

Government 58
In Public Interest 24
In Review 12
International 102
Lead Story 27
Manufacturing 98
Networks 49
On All Accounts 22
Personnel Relations 96
Professional Services 100
Program Services 94
Programs & Promotion 104
Ratings 35
Stations 80
Trade Assns. 86
WFRV-TV is now
KING SIZE!

* Maximum Power
* Wisconsin's Highest Antenna
* One Third of the Population of Wisconsin
* A Third of Wisconsin's Counties including the fabulous Wisconsin Fox River Valley

Green Bay, Wisconsin

CHANNEL

ABC, CBS, plus strong local and regional programs

HEADLEY-REED Company, Representatives

Our NTH* tower

Filter, too!

... Program criteria—the all-family audience.

Nearest To Heaven. 1165 feet above average terrain.
IN REVIEW

ROMEO AND JULIET

AFTER last week's telecast of "Romeo and Juliet" on the NBC-TV Producer's Showcase, it looks as if Will Shakespeare has caught up with Rod Sterling, Reginald Rose and the rest who have mastered the art of television writing.

Of course half the credit goes to the skillful editor who pruned what the prologue optimistically calls the "two hours' traffic" of the play to fit comfortably in today's 90-minute TV format. But the final impression — of at least one viewer — is that "Romeo and Juliet" is better on television than on the stage. Actors didn't have to shout their finer lines. Every expression was caught by the camera. Witticisms that would please an Elizabethan crowd but offend contemporary ears were cut from the TV version. But the immensely satisfying blood-and-thunder, tears-and-true love essentials of the drama were left intact.

The production was beautifully designed within the limits of the television frame. Costumes and sets seemed authentic, never obtrusive. Restrained color established the mood (as was cannily pointed out for monochrome viewers during the RCA color commercial).

It was a rare pleasure to hear the old lines spoken so simply and credibly by Shakespeare's heirs, to see a production by a troupe uniquely equipped by geography and art to interpret the Bard's work. All honor to Claire Bloom, John Neville and company for performances and production that were in no way disappointing, in every respect a rich experience.

Production costs: $150,000.
Sponsored by RCA and Whirlpool-Seeger Corp. through Kenyon & Eckhardt and John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. through McCann-Erickson on NBC-TV's Producers Showcase, Mon., March 4 8:30-9:30 p.m. EST.
Production by The Old Vic Company under management of S. Hurok.
NBC executive producer: Mort Abrahams; directors: Michael Benthall and Clark Jones; music director: George Bassman; orchestra conductor: Arthur Lief; program supervisor: Alvin Cooperman; associate producer: Leo Davis; production supervisor: Shelley Hull; unit manager: Warren Burmeister; associate director: Dean Whitmore; settings: Otis Riggs; costume supervisor: Robert Fletcher.

THE DEFENDER, PART II

THE DEFENDER was acquitted in the second part of television's first original two-hour drama: the playwright was found in contempt.

This is written in disappointment, for we had hoped the second installment would fulfill the promise of the first [BT, March 4]. All we got was hot rhetoric garnished with lots of hokum. In his contrived ending (the defense established a probability of mistaken identity by producing a man strikingly similar to the defendant), Mr. Rose knocked down in 10 seconds much of what was inherently good in the story.

What saved the second installment from being a total bore was the brilliance of the acting — particularly that of young Steven McQueen, playing the tortured defendant.

P.S.: CBS-TV wasn't violating Canon 35, gentlemen: that was just a misplaced Studio One camera that failed to back out of the big picture. Justice will have to remain blind.

Production costs: Approximately $40,000 per show.
Sponsored by Westinghouse Electric Corp. through McCann-Erickson on CBS-TV, Feb. 25 and March 4, 10-11 p.m. EST.
Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Martin Bauman, Steven McQueen, Ian Wolfe, Rudy Bond, Vivian Nathan and others.

PANIC

SUSPENSE, drama and power, an incredible plot, and a feeling by this viewer as to "why all the effort?"

The new Panic show on NBC-TV last Tuesday had a priest fighting the clock to uncover a hidden timebomb. A distraught man routs the priest at four minutes after midnight to make penance with a confession that he will commit murder at 9 a.m. Then he suffers a heart attack in the confession box, leaving only a few clues for the priest to follow up. From that point on we fight a battle against odds that the priest will uncover the explosive, which, of course, he does.

The clergyman finds the answer and the timebomb at about 30 seconds to 9 a.m., detaches the lead-in wires and removes the device from its lodgings in (a local courtroom). But this doesn't happen until the viewer has made the rounds with the priest, walking streets in the wee hours of the morning, nearly yoked by a policeman when mistaken for a robber, talking to a night editor at about 10 minutes to 3 a.m. in a local newspaper office, getting inside the now dead man's apartment (the bomb planter had died in the hospital and we find out he has been hiding his identity as an escaped convict) and managing to enter the courtroom before it is opened to the public, precisely at 9 o'clock.

As the priest leaves the courtroom, the guard asks: "Saving souls, father?" To which the priest answers, "Yes, and you'll never know how many." We share the priest's secret, which he cannot — never divulge. We will be lucky tomorrow night, too, since a teaser at the end of the program hinted that a prisoner will break out of jail to see his dying wife who is behind bars in another prison — he breaks out to break in, we assume.

This show is quite a thrill — a panic, if you will.

Production costs: $36,000.
Sponsored on alternate-week basis by Libby & Myers (Chesterfield) through McCann-Erickson and Max Factor through Doyle, Dane & Bernbach on NBC-TV,
Greatest Team Since Lewis and Clark...

CAPTAIN MERIWETHER LEWIS:
"No doubt about it, that KING-KGW tie-in is the biggest thing that's happened in the Pacific Northwest since we opened up the country."

CAPTAIN WILLIAM CLARK:
"You're so right... think what it does for smart time buyers. When they buy the high-powered pair of Seattle-Portland ABC affiliates they know that they are getting the word out to 80% of the Washington-Oregon market."

LEWIS:
"That's because KING and KGW cover the 'Green Strip', Western Washington and Western Oregon from the Cascade Mountains to the sea. That's where the money trees grow."

CLARK:
"And that's where the natives are wampum-heavy... loaded with spendable income. Makes a man want to wheel right out there with a wagon-load of blankets and trade-beads..."

LEWIS:
"That's not the way you do it now, trail-mate. To crack the rich Pacific Northwest market all you need to do is load up with spot schedules on KING and KGW..."

EDITORIAL:
If your client isn't shaking the money tree out in the heavy-spending Pacific Northwest market it's probably because the natives are getting restless waiting to hear your message over KING and KGW...

ABC FOR THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST...
THE PARIS of Maurice Chevalier, it turns out after all these years, is a rather tame affair. Sans straw hat and music hall routines of yesteryear, Monsieur Chevalier conducted a personalized tour of the French capital (NBC-TV colorcast, last Wednesday) that had the same leisurely pace as one of the Parisian luncheons he described—but was by no means as appetizing.

The fault, in part, can be laid to the fact that the grander aspects of the Parisian scene—the historic landmarks and art treasures—lost much of their impact when reduced to the confines of the tv screen. And the simpler scenes of everyday French living, while they had a modicum of charm, failed to make up for this deficit.

Surprisingly, Chevalier did no singing and the only music used during the filmed production was of the background variety.

Edited to a half-hour's length and put on the widescreen of a movie theatre, Maurice Chevalier's Paris possibly could become real travelogue-type entertainment. On tv last week it was decidedly ho-hum.

Production costs: Approximately $100,000.
Sponsored by Breast O'Chicken through Foote, Cone & Belding on NBC-TV March 6, 8-9 p.m. EST.
Producer: Ted Mills; director: Andrew Marton; screenplay: Stephen White, Ted Mills, Maurice Chevalier; music composed and conducted by Michel Legrand; photographer: Jacques Letelier; associate producer: Joe L. Cramer; production supervised in France by Poste Parisien.

ENGLAND AFTER SUEZ

ENGLAND after Suez doesn't seem to like America very much, and for a good number of reasons. Most of them were brought out with clarity and wit during the course of Murrow & Friendly's hour-long inquiry into British public opinion towards its own government and that of the United States.

The U.S. came under particularly heavy fire, the principal target being our Secretary of State and his Middle East foreign policy, with due emphasis placed on the "Eisenhower Doctrine." Asked for a definition of this doctrine, one newspaper editor replied: "It simply means, 'let's be jolly nice to the Arabs and see how much oil we can get.'" Though both Eden and MacMillan cabinets came in for their share of barbs ("The only difference between the two is that Eden is out and MacMillan in"), wise and cool heads prevailed. Sample: "It would be as unfair of you Americans to judge the British people by what happened at Suez as it would be for us to judge you by the vacillations of Mr. Dulles."

While the most enlightening part of the 60 minutes was reserved for a sort of British version of Meet the Press, in reverse with Murrow posing the questions to four of the country's top newspaper editors. John Con-
top-attention from homemakers

and these major-market stations pioneered in programming that brightens a woman’s day

Are women important to your business? Yes? Then Spot Radio is important to your advertising strategy.

Today’s homemaker is part of a gigantic mobile market. Hour after hour she’s on the go—from bedroom to kitchen—to bathroom—to living-room—to bedroom—to kitchen—and on through the day. Radio and only radio can deliver sales messages wherever she goes, even when she goes by car.

Spot Radio fits perfectly into her pattern of living. Listening does not interfere with her work. Instead the companionship of her favorite local radio personalities actually lightens the daily monotony of ‘dishes and duds.’

The companionship nature of Spot Radio has universal appeal. In the years when television changed listening habits, certain major-market stations were studying audience-preferences more closely than ever before. Out of these studies came local-interest and service programming—the solid foundation of radio’s strength and vitality today—the main reason why radio-listening continues to rise.

Forty stations in these major-markets are represented by John Blair & Company—by far the strongest group of markets and stations served by one representative firm.

Our association with these stations has been a constant source of pride in accomplishment. Beyond our primary responsibility for sales, we work closely with them as partners on programming, rate-structure, research, personnel, and promotion.

So it is no mere coincidence that today, in market after market, the Blair-represented station stands first in audience, first in advertising accounts, first in sales-results.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
OFFICES: NEW YORK - CHICAGO - BOSTON - DETROIT - ST. LOUIS
      ATLANTA - DALLAS - LOS ANGELES - SAN FRANCISCO - SEATTLE

Exclusive National Representatives for

New York ............. WABC  Minneapolis-St. Paul .......... WDGY  Birmingham ............. WAPI  Nashville ............. WSM
Chicago .............. WLS  Providence ............. WPRO  Columbus ............. WBN5  Binghamton .......... WNBF
Philadelphia .......... WFIL  Seattle ................. KING  Tampa ................. WFLA  Fresno ................. KFRE
Detroit .......... WXIZ  Houston ................. KTRH  Albany-Schenectady ........ Troy ................. WTRY  Wichita ................. KFH
Boston ............. WHDH  Cincinnati ............. WCPO  Troy .......... WTRY  Tulsa ................. KRMG
San Francisco ........ KGO  Kansas City .......... WHB  Memphis ................. WMC  Orlando ................. WDBO
Pittsburgh .......... WWSW  Miami ................. WQAM  Phoenix ................. KOY  Savannah ................. WSAV
St. Louis ........... KXOK  New Orleans .......... WDSU  Omaha ................. WOW  Wichita Falls .......... KFAB
Washington .......... WWDC  Portland, Ore .......... KGW  Bismarck ................. KFYR
Baltimore ............ WFBR  Louisville .......... WKLO  Jacksonville .......... WJAX  Amarillo .......... KWFT-KLYN
Dallas-Ft. Worth .... KLIF-KFJZ  Indianapolis .......... WIBC  Knoxville .......... WNOX  Bismarck ................. KFYR
nell (The Evening News), Michael Curtis (The News Chronicle), Henry Fairlie (The Daily Mail) and Michael Foote (The Tribune), most of the fun came during the first—but we hope not the last—television appearance of the Oxford (U.) Union Debating Society. Their topic, “The American Way of Life,” was certainly a tempting dish, and suffice to say, these razor-sharp youths made the most of it, ripping it apart with considerable elan.

After subsisting, for the last few months, on a steady diet of news and commentary concerning itself with the U. S. attitude towards Great Britain this latest edition of See It Now was indeed refreshing.

Sponsored by Pan-American World Airways, through J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., on CBS-TV Sun., March 3, 5-6 p.m. EST.


BOOKS


THIS is the fourth edition of IT&T's reference data manual which has grown in 14 years from a 20-page pamphlet to the present volume. The third edition was published in 1949 and contained 640 pages, a 29-page index and 29 chapters. The 1957 edition has almost doubled the number of pages, and contains 38 chapters—ranging from frequency data to mathematical tables. It also includes almost 1,000 illustrations and contains a unique spectrum chart as the frontispiece. The book is indeed “improved and expanded” as IT&T declares on the dust jacket.

JOURNAL OF BROADCASTING, published quarterly by the Assn. for Professional Broadcasting Education, U. of Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles 7, Calif.; paperbound; $5.00 per year subscription price.

THIS research magazine is designed for tv and radio broadcasters, teachers and students. Special articles, summaries of research work and features in four departments will be included in each issue. The first issue features an opening discussion on the controversial Canon 35, with an article by Judge Justin Miller, legal consultant to the NARTB and its president from 1945-51.


Reader Applause

EDITOR:

Obviously, the trend is for everyone everywhere to read BT. This is not a new trend, I am sure, but a happy continuation of a trend that has existed and will go on and on and on.

This was confirmed to me personally by the many comments I have received about the BT report [Feb. 18] of my talk before the Advertising Club of Washington. There were comments from all around the country—and from ministers, teachers, students, etc. as well as from associates in the trade.

This note is just to add my own pat on your back.

Louis G. Cowan
V. P., Creative Services
CBS, New York

EDITOR:

We enjoy BT very much and look forward to seeing it each week. Your reporting is well done and the entire makeup of the magazine is excellent.

Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
San Francisco

Equal Time

EDITOR:


The senator stated:

“While Comr. Craven offers a defense of his proposal to realign unused educational tv channels, he admits that if, under his proposal, educational tv channels are not used within a reasonable time, his plan provisions for other uses of such channels. This is precisely what I am opposed to, for it means that these channels will go to commercial operators, and it forces educators to determine now their future use of educational channels. Educators need further time to develop educational tv, which is just coming into its own.

“Without the reservation of educational tv channels, such as that which currently exists under FCC regulations, desired tv channels are unlikely to be used for educational purposes.”

Walter H. Dodd
Washington, D. C.

Exception

EDITOR:

I note your “Luther Lather” editorial [Feb. 25] and beg leave to file a minor exception.

Airways belong to the people—not to the station. They are granted broadcasters on condition that the basic purposes of
B is for

Also for baby
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line, butane, butter

...some of the more
than 200 kinds of
business which make
United Press news
programs the most
widely sponsored.
democracy be served. Those basic purposes are the free interchange of information on the market place of men's thought. A station has no right to bend the property of the people at large to the service of sectarian or partisan interests. Fear is the short cut to dictatorship—courage is the necessary ingredient of democracy. In making facilities available to one faction, withholding them from another, the station becomes partisan and has demonstrably added greatly to the "sectarian bickering" which your editorial deplores.

John David George
Inland Empire Broadcasting
Loma Linda, Calif.

Vanishing Subscriber

EDITOR:
Please continue to send me BIT even if it does rain here every Monday just to wet my copy.

Please make an effort to help make a need for first class licensees rather than pushing this remote [technique]. You are slowly but surely eliminating subscribers like me. Don't forget, an automatic station operator can't read a word. An all uhf tv [system] could help place we lost souls who were rooted out by remote control and third class ticket men.

Donald Harris
Greensboro, N. C.

Thanks for the Memory

EDITOR:
In your Feb. 25 issue there is a story headlined "WSLI Digs Out of Flood Damage." It refers to a station in Pikeville, Ky. The call letters [should have read] WLSI.

WSLI is a fine station in Jackson, Miss., which I had the honor and privilege of helping to open up and was its program director and assistant general manager back in 1938. This story, because of the understandable juxtaposition of the letters L and S, renewed many fond memories of 20 years ago.

Paul H. Goldman
V. P. & General Manager
KNOE Monroe, La.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: No thanks to BT's proof-readers for their error, no charge to Mr. Goldman for his memories.]

No Longer There

EDITOR:
State Sen. Dudley J. LeBlanc is in no shape or form connected with Hadacol Inc., the present manufacturers and distributors of Hadacol.

Harry B. Goldsmith, Pres.
Hadacol Inc.
Lafayette, La.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Goldsmith refers to a story in B-T Feb. 25 saying that Sen. LeBlanc was promoting a new product, Mary-On vitamin and mineral tablets. Although not now associated with Hadacol Inc., he was the "Inventor" of Hadacol.]
among **TOP 10** in America
IN THE early 1930's David Sarnoff, then president of RCA, was entertaining a group of important businessmen at his New York residence. As the evening progressed, he said, "Here's something I'd like to show you," and with some pride pulled back a curtain to reveal one of the few television sets then to be found outside the laboratory. The next moment his pride was mixed with first, amazement, then amusement, as the screen revealed a small figure who sleepily waved and said, "Hello, daddy."

As the youngest son of the man who is so largely responsible for making television the important part of American life it is today, it was probably inevitable that Thomas Warren Sarnoff should have selected tv as his field of endeavor.

Born in New York City on Feb. 23, 1927, the young Mr. Sarnoff learned his three R's at Columbia grammar school and then attended Phillips Academy at Andover, Mass. He was an electrical engineering student at Princeton in 1945 when Uncle Sam moved him to Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., as a combat engineer. He next was transferred to the Army Signal Corps at Camp Crowder, Mo., and then was sent to West Point as a Signal Corps instructor.

Discharged from service in 1946 as a T-4 (sergeant), Mr. Sarnoff returned briefly to Princeton and then went west to Stanford U. at Palo Alto, Calif., where he received his degree in electrical engineering in 1948 and topped off his academic career with a year at Stanford's Graduate School of Business Administration. Now was the time to get some actual on-the-job experience in television and for this Mr. Sarnoff went to ABC-TV which, he says, "at that time had the best facilities on the coast."

Starting as floor manager at KECA-TV (now KABC-TV) Los Angeles, he worked his way up to assistant director, then assistant to the production manager and finally supervisor of sales operations of the station, before moving to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as a unit manager to get film production experience.

"It was sure I wanted to work in television," Mr. Sarnoff recalls. "It was new and challenging and exciting—a young business made up of young people with young ideas and it seemed to offer lots of opportunity. But I wasn't at all sure what phase of tv I ought to pursue—programming, sales or the business side, so I tried to get some actual experience in them all. I even wrote and produced a few shows at ABC."

In 1952, he joined NBC as assistant to the director of finance and operations for the Pacific Coast Div., subsequently becoming director of production and business affairs, to give the position its present title. Mr. Sarnoff also served as vice president of California National Productions, NBC's film-producing subsidiary, but resigned that post this January when he became vice president of NBC, head of production and business affairs for the Pacific Div.

Like many another young man who has forsaken the eastern scenes of his childhood to carve out his own career, to establish a home and raise a family in the West, Tom Sarnoff is proud of his adopted part of the country and prouder still of its growing importance in his own field. Noting that tv employment and production in California has tripled or quadrupled in the past few years, he declares "we can do things here they can't do back East." Starting from scratch, western tv was able to build studios from the ground up and therefore to effect a more flexible, more efficient arrangement than was possible in the East, where lack of room for expansion made it necessary for tv to take over studios originally designed for radio, he says.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA will become even more important as a tv production center as programming moves from black-and-white to color, Mr. Sarnoff believes, and he is confident that that day is not far away. "Color is here, ready for the public, and soon, probably this fall, they'll discover it and rush to buy color sets as they bought black-and-white tv receivers 10 years ago. Color programming is already here and its volume is increasing constantly. Advertisers are already aware of the impact of color commercials and are demanding more chance to sponsor them, despite the relatively small color audience in comparison to black-and-white. By going all out for color, RCA-NBC has taken it out of the early doldrums where we couldn't get sponsors because there were no sets and couldn't sell sets because there were no programs. Color is here now, starting to roll and nothing can stop it."

Mr. Sarnoff and his wife, the former Janycce Lundon, whom he married in 1955, and their five-month-old son, Daniel Jay, live in Beverly Hills, an easy drive either to Tom's Hollywood office or to the Brentwood Country Club, where "I play tennis and am learning to play golf," he says. Most evening hours are spent playing with the baby, working on his stamp collection or playing bridge ("My wife is a bridge player, so I have to be") or occasionally going to the movies, "which I still like to do." he states.
the rancher from Menard
and the Indian from Broken Bow...

Their homes are some 400
miles apart — yet both reside
in WFAA RADIOLAND!
With "Big D" in the very
middle, and WFAA's
powerful 50KW clear channel*
signal booming into
more than 200 counties,
your message reaches
more attentive ears than with
any other radio station
in the great Southwest!

And, be it rancher, Indian,
business executive, or just
"Mrs. Housewife", they
combine to make WFAA
RADIOLAND one of the
richest, biggest-spending
markets an advertiser could
hope for!

To reach more of them, let
your PETRYMAN provide
the proof of the pudding!

*shares time with WBAP
ON ALL ACCOUNTS

Ruth Mayon

IN 1947 the American public discovered television and embraced it wholeheartedly. They stopped talking, stopped reading, stopped playing bridge and, especially, they stopped going to the movies.

Among those whose lives and livelihoods were being affected by tv was a young choreographer, Ruth Mayon. She had left her native Springfield, Mass., for New York, where she danced in a number of Broadway productions, an activity that led to a career as a dance designer in Hollywood.

As she observed options dropping all around her, Miss Mayon realized that her movie days were numbered, so out came the shorthand book, forgotten since high school. Between dance routines, she studied assiduously and by the time the bad news came, she was ready.

Fate landed her in the advertising department of Austin Studios, Southern California photographic chain of some 40 studios, for whom Miss Mayon was soon buying radio time and newspaper space. When the studios changed ownership, she decided it was time to make a change as well and she went to work for Robert J. Black, Los Angeles agency owner. This association worked out so well that when Mr. Black closed his own agency to join Hicks & Greist, she went along. Today, Mr. Black is vice president of the New York agency in charge of the Los Angeles office and Miss Mayon rejoices in the title of time and space buyer.

AMONG the accounts on whose West Coast activities she keeps an eagle eye are Walter Johnson Candy Co., whose Powerhouse bar is currently advertised with tv spots in the Los Angeles market; Sandura Corp., using weekly participations in the Queen for a Day telecasts for Sandran (Vinyl floor covering); Helm’s Bakeries, sponsoring two periods a week of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles’ Tricks & Treats women’s program for appearances by Helm’s home economist; Cracker Jack, which has used both radio and tv time in the Southwest, and State Mutual Savings & Loan, which sponsors Echoes and Encores, Mon.-Fri. evening half hour on KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles.

As befits a dancer and a resident of Southern California, Miss Mayon’s hobbies are chiefly on the athletic side: skating, swimming, tennis and golf, to which she has recently added the less strenuous art of ceramics.

Businesswise, Ruth is completely optimistic as to the advertising futures of both radio and television. Tv, she says, is already a great medium and is headed for even greater achievements when color comes into its own. And radio, which “has come back with a bang,” is “going to go on and on and on” as a primary mass medium.
WKMH airs minute-by-minute coverage of drama in the skies!

FROM SHORTLY AFTER CAPITAL’S FLIGHT 930 REPORTED TROUBLE . . . UNTIL THE LANDING AT WILLOW RUN AIRPORT, WKMH’S LISTENERS HAD MINUTE-BY-MINUTE REPORTS

While Capital Airline’s flight 930 thundered thru the skies toward Detroit’s Willow Run Airport for a crash landing, thousands of Detroit area listeners heard detailed reports of the entire drama. First reported shortly after 1 p.m., WKMH newscasters kept listeners informed of the frantic efforts of crew members to repair a disabled landing gear. WKMH’s Mobile News Cruiser continued coverage of the tense drama right thru to an on-the-spot description of the plane’s actual landing. WKMH stays with the news . . . and listeners stay with WKMH.

Save up to 15% by using two or more of these powerful stations:

WKMH Dearborn, Detroit
WKMF Flint, Mich.
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.
WKHM Jackson, Mich.

USE ALL 4 STATIONS . . . SAVE 15%
USE ANY 3 STATIONS . . . SAVE 10%
USE ANY 2 STATIONS . . . SAVE 5%

WKMH Dearsborn—Detroit
5000 WATTS

FRED A. KNORR, Pres. JOHN CARROLL, Mg. Director
Represented by Headley-Reed

KNORR BROADCASTING CORP.
COVERAGE SOARS ON SIX!

1956 Nielsen Coverage Service report for the WCSH-TV market coverage area in southern Maine, eastern New Hampshire and Vermont, encompassing 22 counties, shows . . .

76 percent reached monthly
74 percent reached weekly . . . and
a daily average circulation as high as 59.6 percent.

No other television station has comparable viewer acceptance in Maine and eastern New Hampshire.

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Nearly Half of Cancer Checkups Credited to Radio-Tv Appeals

APPEALS on radio and television were responsible for 45% of all registrations for cancer checkups last spring at the New York U.-Bellevue Cancer Prevention and Detection Center, American Cancer Society officials, last week told a luncheon meeting of media executives in New York.

The meeting was held in preparation for the April Cancer Crusade, which has set a campaign goal of $30 million for 1957. The meeting consisted of a discussion of radio-tv materials which will be offered to stations and networks.

WCAU-TV Presents Tax Forums

WCAU-TV Philadelphia reports it was flooded with telephone calls last week when it presented a forum on federal income tax problems. Titled, "Is It Deductible?", the program provided 20 tax experts from the regional revenue office, led by L. A. Chamberlin, regional commissioner, to answer questions. Listeners were asked to call in with their problems and then they were answered on the air. WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa., affiliated with WCAU-TV, also carried the program.

Jaycees Have Their Day

JUNIOR Chamber of Commerce members took over WGFS Covington, Ga., Feb. 27 for Jayzee Radio Day. Jaycee did all announcing and sold the day's radio time to benefit their teen-age safe driving program.

Valentine Bonus Via Radio

BILLY WILLARD got 1,200 valentines this year. Billy, who is kept at home by a blood ailment, was mentioned on the Jack Bennett show, CFPL London, Ont. A request for mail brought the 1,200 letters and $102 to the eleven-year-old boy.

IDOL OF THE CROWD

A LA Rudolph Valentino, a personal appearance by Tab Hunter, current Hollywood bobby sox idol, produced near bedlam at a Baltimore intersection, but helped WITH Baltimore last month collect 173,000 "Red Pennies to Combat Red Aggression" to aid Hungarian refugees through CARE.

Scheduled to appear on the afternoon Joel Chaseman show, broadcasting from the WITH "Show Window Studios" at one of the city's principal intersections, Mr. Hunter drew an estimated 3,000—mostly teenagers—who completely blocked rush-hour traffic. Result: Mr. Hunter's interview was cut short by the Baltimore Police Dept.

In the saner, earlier phase of the WITH's appeal, the music station's "Big Seven" disc jockey team, led by morning man Buddy Deane, appealed to Marylanders to send in "one recent" appliance and CARE-audited totals showed a final tally of 173,000 pennies in the drive.
WHO'S ON TOP?

Why, NTA, of course... 
with typical ratings on 
feature films like this:

In Chicago...

31.6 Rating 88.5% Share

(ARB)

With the two bruisers shown above, you can't always 
tell which one's on top, but in contests that aren't fixed, 
such as television, there's less confusion.

For example: NTA's fabulous feature films, which con-
isistently outrate competition almost everywhere. The 
figures etched upstairs resulted when "Since You Went 
Away" was shown on Chicago's WGN-TV, where it was 
the city's top-rated feature film in December, almost 
doubling the rating of the next best rated feature film.

That's typical of the ratings pinned to the mat by NTA's 
feature films from here to Catalina. Why not...when 
they derive from not one but a whole slew of distin-
guished producers, such as 20th Century-Fox, to name-
drop just a little.

So who's on top in the rating story? Why NTA and its 
buyer-stations, of course! A call, wire or letter can't hurt.

It Figures!

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
60 W. 55th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100
KWKH sports a mighty fancy listening average throughout its 140-county Nielsen coverage area—including many towns like Ball (La.), 110 miles southeast of Shreveport.

In Shreveport itself, latest Pulse figures credit KWKH with top rating in 55% of all daytime quarter hours—in 100% of all nighttime quarter hours!

In listeners-per-dollar, KWKH beats the second-best station by 89.4%. Get all the facts from The Branham Company.

KWKH Nielsen coverage map (NCS No. 2, Nov., 1956) showing counties with daytime weekly audience of 10% or more of total homes. Nielsen actually credits KWKH with measurable audiences as far distant as Luna County, New Mexico!
FILM BARTERING IS NOW BIG BUSINESS

- Variations on the theme are many—and widespread
- Glut of movie output forces deals, distributors say
- Is it ethical? You can get arguments on both sides

A WHOLE new system of sales techniques is gaining prominence in the television film business as the problem of getting full mileage out of both syndicated and feature films becomes more acute with the constant outpouring of new product.

Advertisers as well as film distributors are taking the initiative in advancing the new system, which in essence consists of variations on the so-called concept of bartering films for time.

Many practitioners of the so-called barter concept variations deny that what they are doing is “bartering.” Others, while acknowledging that they have “barter arrangements,” are disinclined to discuss them in detail—although to a man they uphold the principle as ethical and proper. A few openly proclaim their arrangements as barters—sometimes to the discomfort of stations with which they are doing business.

The newness of the barter technique is not in the idea itself, but in the variations which are being developed and, more particularly, in the extent to which the concept and the variations are gaining currency. Stations throughout the country are participating in one or another of the plans, including stations owned by some of the nation’s major group owners and several network-owned stations.

Growth of the techniques is attributed primarily to the problem of continuing to place films which already have had one or several runs, plus the last years’ freeing of millions of dollars worth of motion picture films for use on television. Distributors employing plans of this nature not only insist that the arrangements are ethical and above-board, but also that the practice is going to become more and more widespread—and more and more accepted. Trading off a dollar’s worth of unsold time for a dollar’s worth of film, they maintain, is as good as “found money” for the station and beneficial to the distributor as well.

One basic variation involves the exchange of money rather than a simple assignment of a specified amount of spot announcement time in return for a specified film package. That is, a distributor may agree to sell a package to a station for a set price—but at the same time agree to pay the station an equivalent (or lesser, in some cases) amount for spot announcement time. The amount paid for the time may or may not be at the card rates depending upon the respective bargaining abilities of the negotiators. The distributor then sells the time to advertisers at a price which, again, may or may not be at the station’s card rate.

Those willing to discuss their negotiations almost uniformly insist that the time is bought, at, not under, card rates. In another variation, it is the advertiser who takes the initiative, acquiring films and negotiating with the stations. Or the distributor may sell spots within his films to an advertiser, and then find stations—in markets of interest to the advertiser—to buy the package with built-in sponsorship.

How About Reps, Agencies?

For the most part, it appears that station representatives get their commission regardless of how the time is sold or traded. At least they do if their contracts with stations are “exclusive” and call for a commission on all spot time sales, however sold. Agencies may or may not be so fortunate, sometimes being by-passed on direct sales.

The distinction—dubious or not—of having masterminded the barter technique in TV generally is accorded Matty Fox, currently president of C&C Telecasting Corp., who last summer effectuated a far-reaching bartering agreement with International Latex Corp. More than five years ago, however, Mr. Fox began bartering feature films of his Western Television Corp. and in the process reportedly accumulated enough time on stations throughout the country to acquire about $1 million in stock of C&C Super Corp., New York, to which Mr. Fox assigned his quota of announcements. Many of these same features are reported to be running on about 200 stations throughout the country in a barter deal for Hazel Bishop, with Guild Films holding distribution rights to them. Guild Films obtained these distribution rights several years ago when it assumed a large portion of the catalogue of Motion Pictures for Television, Mr. Fox’ tv distribution firm.

Whereas other distributors largely have been reticent to discuss trades, Mr. Fox has made it a pivotal feature of his operations. Under C&C TV’s plan, a station may assign to the distributor a specified number of spot announcements—in some cases 10 a day—in return for the RKO library of feature film. Or the station may pay for the library and receive, in return, payment for the agreed-upon amount of spot announcement time.

Last summer C&C entered into an agreement with International Latex Corp. under which the film company pledged to deliver 10 announcements (minutes and 20 seconds) daily for seven days—a week on 100 stations over a five-year period. In return Latex reportedly agreed to pay C&C some $20 million. The time to which C&C got rights in its negotiations with stations is turned over to Latex for commercials promoting Latex products.

E. H. Ezze, vice president and general manager of C&C TV, told B&T that he felt the sales made to date under this arrangement “are an indication that stations understand the unique opportunity of paying for film with unsold tv announcement time, an asset previously wasted by every tv station in the country.”

King-Shell Films Ltd., New York, engages in film-for-spot trading for Seaboard Drug Co., New York, sponsor of the new syndicated Errol Flynn Theatre. Seaboard sponsors the series in 150 markets, approximately 100 of them on the barter basis.

In this arrangement, King-Shell negotiates with a station in exchange for spot announcements on behalf of Seaboard’s Mericin. Waterman pen, which is distributed by Seaboard, is involved only in a minor way, according to King-Shell. Transactions vary, although the distributor did not reveal details.

This is the initial use of television by Seaboard, a big radio advertiser. Its sponsorship of Errol Flynn began only recently [B&T, Feb. 18].

Charles Antell Inc., Baltimore, is a big
booster of the bartering method. According to Antell, it has been swapping film for station time for only the past nine months and already has $2 million (gross per year) in it.

This film-for-spot empire reaches 92 tv markets and, according to Paul Venze, Assoc. of Antell's agency, the firm will expand further into as many markets as it can. As detailed to Bt by the agency, this is what the Antell dealing entails:

Charles Antell (for its Formula 9 hair spray and men-women shampoo products) claims access to any and all types of film—syndicated half-hours to features—which stations might want. It uses two distinct methods of time-spot trading.

One of these essentially is a straight film-time exchange, the station handing spot announcements to Antell which are equivalent in value to the film and based on the stations' rates. This other method is somewhat more complicated but the one used most by Antell and the type of barter that Antell finds has appealed most to the stations. Unique in this system is an actual exchange of checks in payment, which, as it was expressed to Bt "takes the curse off the word 'trading.'"

With this approach, Antell contacts stations for their interest in a time-film deal. Once Antell has about 12 or 15 stations tentatively lined up, the advertiser signs a contract with a distributor for specific film, thus obtaining a lower price than it would get for a one-market sponsorship.

Stations are negotiated and signed individually, however, Antell receiving a check in payment for the film from the station and in return paying the station in check for the spot announcements received. Antell signs for 52 weeks to receive the maximum in discounts.

As a measure of how Antell has refined its method: The agency has an experienced film buyer who assesses the value of the film according to the type of market and the station rates. Thus, the number of spots received in return would depend on the value of the film and the card rate according to each market.

As explained by Antell's agency, the firm actually acts in the role of a wholesaler between the distributor who is able to place his product in a number of markets, and the station which can get the film at low cost and also fill up empty spots in its availability schedule. Film distributors reportedly used at one time or another by Antell: NBC Film Div., Interstate Television Corp., ABC Film Syndication, Bernard Shubert Inc., Official Films, "some" Guild Films and RKO Television (although RKO Television said no deal had yet been made).

ABC Film Syndication division spokesmen told Bt their firm has sold seven different packages to Antell covering a total of 17 markets. But they noted that ABC Film sold the packages directly to Antell and was not involved in barter. Their arrangement includes such series as Passport to Danger, Code Four, Playhouse of Stars, and "Anniversary Package" of feature films. A spokesman said the cost to Antell was lower than for a single station sale because of the large purchase.

From Official Films, Antell has obtained on barter such series as Cross Currents, My Hero, Willy, Colonel March, This Is Your Music, and The Scarlet Pimpernel. The series are reported to be carried on more than 70 markets.

A spokesman for Official expressed the view that barters will be increased in use as more product goes through various re-runs and certain stations find slots for them that normally are unsponsored. He voiced the belief that a distributor views this arrangement with some of its product in certain markets because these transactions are made with a minimum of effort and expense to the distributor.

NBC Film reported that the only barter-type transaction it has made with Antell has been on Paragon Playhouse in one market on the West Coast, and said it has no immediate plans for other programs. Antell has obtained Mr. and Mrs. North from Bernard Schubert Inc. for showing in 33 markets. Wallace Lancton, general manager of Schubert, said he viewed the emergence of the barter with mixed feeling but believed "It's a situation we have to live with because so many distributors are doing it."

Schubert also has arrangements with Hazel Bishop for use of Tv Reader's Digest on a barter basis in 10 markets.

Mr. Lancton, who reported that he was associated with Antell in an executive capacity during the years that that company helped develop this sales pattern, said there was "no fast rule" as to the participation of agencies and station representatives in such arrangements. Station representatives are most helpful in lining up stations, he said, and they are paid by the outlets they represent. In other cases, advertisers deal directly with the station, and the representative may or may not be paid. In general, this practice applies to agencies too, he said, and payment to agencies depends largely on the largesse—or lack of it—of the advertiser.

Mr. Lancton contended that much of the product traded is "junk," though he called Schubert's Digest and Mr. and Mrs. North "good quality film." He felt that many stations could not otherwise obtain programming—good or bad—without such bartering.

RKO Television acknowledged that discussions have been conducted with Antell regarding bartering some of its feature films and serials but said no agreement has been reached. A spokesman for RKO Television is seriously considering a trade, pointing out the arrangement has made a "good track record" to date.

He stressed that some of the owned stations of the major tv networks have entered into barter deals and RKO Television will follow suit, although it does not intend to barter its films for "peanuts." Without saying so, he pointed out that Antell had not made a favorable offer.

Sy Weintraub, executive vice president of Flamingo Films, New York, acknowledged freely that over the past three years his company has completed several such transactions. Mr. Weintraub indicated that he and his associates have become "real masters" at setting up various approaches to the bartering process, but declined to elaborate. He was at one time a top-level executive with Motion Pictures for Television, in association with Matty Fox, and reported he has added "new tricks" to those he learned at MPTV.

At Flamingo, Mr. Weintraub said, he has received time for some of the features the company distributes and for some of the 15- and 30-minute syndicated series. He preferred not to discuss the advertisers involved in trades, although he hastened to add that he considered such transactions "ethical and above board." He confirmed that Reddi-Wip, in which Flamingo held an interest, had bartered films for spots.

Sterling Drug Co. is perhaps one of the oldest traders of time for film, having begun its "bartering" in mid-1945. Sterling owns three-film series which it bought, after the series had network exposure, for an estimated investment of approximately $1,750,000. These series include 57 episodes of Mark Saber, 52 episodes of The Pendulum and 39 episodes of a series titled Uncovered (The Pendulum and Uncovered were seen on network tv as The Vise).

The Thompson-Koch agency in New York acts as the distributor for Sterling, licensing the films in individual markets and receiving spot announcements for Sterling in return. Products advertised are Bayer's aspirin, Phillips milk of magnesia and Ironized yeast.

At present, Sterling is in about 170 markets for each of the film series, most of these markets duplicated (some include all three series in a package deal). Contract is made between Thompson-Koch and the station with the agency receiving its regular commission.

Official Films is using what it calls a "new sales approach, not a barter" in selling 80 half-hours of American Legend (re-runs of Cavalcade of America) under this plan [BT, March 4]. National advertisers may buy middle commercials and/or opening billboards five days weekly in 50 to 70 markets, making purchases directly from station but Official indicating where the series is available. Official has spotted the first group of 39 programs in more than 50 markets.
NEW ADVERTISERS' GUIDE SHOWS 2,928 PRODUCTS USED SPOT TV

A TOTAL of at least 2,928 different product brands relied on spot or local television in 17 U.S. markets to promote sales during the fourth quarter of 1956.

This was revealed last week as Broadcast Advertisers Reports published its first National Guide To Local, Regional And Spot Television Advertiser, showing how 1,101 national and major regional brands and 1,827 local or smaller regional products used tv in the 17 markets covered during the three-month period [CLOSED CIRCUIT, March 4].

To be issued quarterly, the National Guide is based on monitoring of stations by tape recorders and is described by BAR officials as the first compilation of precise on-the-air schedules of all tv advertisers in all the markets surveyed. A total of 6,820 hours was spent monitoring 62 stations in the 17 cities in order to compile the data.

A full week of monitoring in each market served as the base, so that the total of 2,928 tv brands is a minimum for the quarter.

BAR has been reporting on radio and tv commercial activity by monitoring networks and also stations in individual markets for approximately four and a half years, but the National Guide marks the first time the spot and local data for the separate markets has been brought together to show the activity of each advertiser in all of the markets.

While the first National Guide covers 17 markets, BAR currently has expanded its monitoring to include a total of 20 which will be the basis of the next quarterly report.

The Guide shows the exact time of day, within 15 minute segments for each announcement for each product. Announcements are described in terms of program sponsorships, participations, station breaks, or IDs. The entire broadcast day of each station is covered—from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. —for a full week.

Indicative of the size of spot and local television's client list, the report breaks the tv-advertised brands in the 17 cities into 44 major categories (plus miscellaneous) and sets up almost 200 sub-categories ranging from additives to wines.

Another example of the range of television users: the appliances and appliance stores category lists time purchases made by 75 national, regional and multi-market advertisers within the 17 cities, plus 93 local market advertisers.

The food products category shows 586 different brands, including 30 different brands of coffee alone.

The Guide's data is offered in two forms: (1) A quick summary of each advertiser's activity, with a page reference to another section giving (2) a detailed listing of each advertiser's time purchases, city by city, with complete information on amount of time, program involved, and time carried.

The "Quick Summary" on Marlboro Cigarettes, for instance, rounds up Marlboro's activity during the monitored week as follows in tabular form (the cities also represent the list of markets covered in the National Guide, since Marlboro was in all 17 markets):

In Atlanta, one program and seven spots; Baltimore, one program and seven spots; Boston, one program and five spots; Chicago, one program and four spots; Cincinnati one program and four spots; Cleveland one program and seven spots; Columbus two programs and five spots; Detroit eight spots; Los Angeles four spots; Minneapolis two programs and four spots; New York eleven spots; Miami one program and three spots; Milwaukee one program and six spots; Philadelphia six spots; Pittsburgh five spots; San Francisco two spots, and Washington thirteen spots.

The appropriate page in the city-by-city listings then shows what programs and spots Marlboro bought at what time and on which stations.

Simultaneously with publication of the National Guide, which BAR calls "the first real measure of local and national spot television," the monitoring-reporting firm is expanding its services to include a number of "by-products" derived from information gathered for the basic studies. Examples:

- A quarterly report on spot films. This will cover each syndicated film program carried in any of the monitored markets and will show: (1) name of program; (2) advertiser or advertisers using it in each market; (3) type of sponsorship (program, participation, etc.) by each advertiser in each market; (4) distributor of the program; (5) station carrying it and at what time; (6) program's average ARB rating in each market. This report also will show the same information by advertiser, compiling under each sponsor's name the full list of syndicated films he sponsors, time involved, etc. The first quarterly spot films report for 1957 will include details on major feature film packages as well as syndicated films.

- Special analyses of tv and/or radio activity, to be made on order for agencies, advertisers, networks, or stations.

In the "Special" category BAR has prepared, on order from several agencies, a study of "Cold Remedies in Television," covering both network and spot. Based on monitoring in seven major markets, this shows that in the average market during an average week in January some 15 cold remedies carried a total of 142 commercials (52 on network shows, 90 placed on a spot basis). Details as to advertisers and brands, also are given in city-by-city breakdowns.

A special study of beer advertising in three cities has been compiled as another example of what can be done in the way of special studies.

- This sample shows that in Detroit during the week ended Oct. 14, 1956, a total of 16 beers had 98 commercials on television and 631 on radio, and gives details on each brand. Similarly, it is shown that in Los Angeles 17 beer advertisers had 291 television and 466 radio commercials, while in Pittsburgh 14 beers were on the broadcast media with 34 tv and 279 radio commercials in a full week's time.

Another special study example is a Product and Brand Time Analysis of Appliance Advertisers Using Network Television during a full year's span. This covers 25 advertisers who aired network commercials in behalf of appliances during the 12 months ended in August 1956. It shows, for each, the alloca-

---

QUOTETHERATINGS NEVERMORE

THE rating whirl—advertisers seeking ratings and measuring their advertising effectiveness—thereby—was punctuated Tuesday by Ben Gadalecia, associate director of research at BBDO, New York.

Mr. Gadalecia, who appeared at a timebuying and selling seminar of the Radio & Television Executives Society, warned that the rating services have come to believe everybody else "lives in their world" and as a consequence, in many instances, advertisers "live for ratings."

He was critical of the practice of "impressing" rating services and called upon the industry to measure advertising effectiveness according to how it moves or sells goods.

Mr. Gadalecia's remarks were made following his reading of a speech by Fred B. Manchee, BBDO executive vice president and treasurer, that originally was delivered at a sales executive club seminar in New York last July.

In that talk, Mr. Manchee had called for media research which would answer how an advertisement performs in terms of sales effectiveness. While he found no ready answers to this need, Mr. Manchee had suggested the following steps be taken:

- First, face the fact that the problem is a major one for the advertising industry and its researchers, and that motivation research, while stimulating and salutary, does not answer all questions.
- Follow with a research program to determine a method for measuring sales effectiveness. Begin the program with an examination of work completed and a pilot study series seeking out relationships probably to be handled through the Advertising Research Foundation and financed by the industry.

RTES, meanwhile, announced that Robert E. Steers, president of Doherty, Cliford, Steers & Schenfield, New York, has been slated to address the seminar on March 19 on "Media As A Career." Scheduled for tomorrow's luncheon is a discussion of new trends in rate cards by Ben Margolis of CBS Television Spot Sales and Ann Janowicz, broadcast buyer of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
THE increased spending by blue chip advertisers in network television last year (total gross for all networks: $488,167,634) brought it with a number of firsts, among them:

- Procter & Gamble, the top buyer of network time in 1956, purchased, at gross rates, before discounts, a record $43,449,027, nearly $9.5 million more than its 1955 network tv allocation.
- All of the advertisers in the top 10 for the year spent more than $10 million in network time compared to eight in 1955.
- The number of product groups showing $10 million or more for the year grew from seven in 1955 to nine in 1956.

Procter & Gamble in December came within a hair of the $4 million monthly mark, actually reaching $3,928,743, or $800,000 more than in December 1955, or more than the whole expenditure in network tv in 1956 by all national advertisers in the apparel, footwear and accessories product category.

The big money in network last year came from national advertisers of foods, toiletries, soaps, automobiles, tobacco, drugs, household equipment, radio-tv sets and industrial materials, ranked in that order. These were the same categories as in 1955 but with the addition of radio-tv sets and industrial materials.

Together the categories accounted for more than $429 million out of the total of over $488 million spent for tv network time in 1956.

The makeup of the top 10 tv network clients for 1956 reflected these purchases. Colgate-Palmolive, which spends most of its network tv ad dollars for toiletries products and some for soap, was second among the blue-chips. Gillette, also big in toiletries, was No. 7. The big three auto firms, General Motors, Chrysler and Ford, all spent more in 1956 than in the previous year. In the drug field, American Home Products, which failed to place in 1955, was No. 5. R. J. Reynolds spent the most in the tobacco category, General Foods in foods.

### GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS DURING DECEMBER AND FULL YEAR 1956, COMPARED TO 1955

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Dec '56</th>
<th>All '56</th>
<th>Dec '55</th>
<th>All '55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGRICULTURE &amp; FARMING</td>
<td>499,311</td>
<td>32,300</td>
<td>134,577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPAREL, FOOTWEAR &amp; ACCESS.</td>
<td>292,814</td>
<td>3,489,000</td>
<td>233,799</td>
<td>2,828,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTOMOTIVE, AUTO EQUIP. &amp; ACCESS.</td>
<td>4,774,775</td>
<td>56,729,835</td>
<td>5,399,187</td>
<td>47,059,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVIATION, AVIATION EQUIP. &amp; ACCESS.</td>
<td>10,492</td>
<td>133,947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEER, WINE &amp; LIQUOR</td>
<td>759,581</td>
<td>7,679,592</td>
<td>752,858</td>
<td>7,588,396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLDG. MATERIALS, EQUIP. &amp; FIXTURES</td>
<td>180,590</td>
<td>3,267,087</td>
<td>98,088</td>
<td>1,860,776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFECTIONERY &amp; SOFT DRINKS</td>
<td>879,201</td>
<td>8,742,417</td>
<td>1,172,417</td>
<td>8,113,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSUMER SERVICES</td>
<td>243,174</td>
<td>2,600,889</td>
<td>34,080</td>
<td>1,173,357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUGS &amp; REMEDIES</td>
<td>3,975,777</td>
<td>39,428,048</td>
<td>2,591,934</td>
<td>23,280,306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTERTAINMENT &amp; AMUSEMENTS</td>
<td>84,281</td>
<td>13,141</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOD &amp; FOOD PRODUCTS</td>
<td>8,156,017</td>
<td>89,054,700</td>
<td>7,254,841</td>
<td>79,988,578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS &amp; OTHER FUELS</td>
<td>378,753</td>
<td>4,198,026</td>
<td>517,225</td>
<td>4,994,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORTICULTURE</td>
<td>211,185</td>
<td>35,268</td>
<td>146,978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSEHOLD EQUIP. &amp; SUPPLIES</td>
<td>2,579,171</td>
<td>34,262,366</td>
<td>2,870,470</td>
<td>31,548,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS</td>
<td>235,025</td>
<td>3,038,527</td>
<td>230,261</td>
<td>2,570,634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS</td>
<td>1,466,987</td>
<td>11,241,891</td>
<td>941,889</td>
<td>7,507,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSURANCE</td>
<td>500,536</td>
<td>4,924,495</td>
<td>380,811</td>
<td>2,219,079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS &amp; CAMERAS</td>
<td>747,694</td>
<td>6,383,395</td>
<td>510,032</td>
<td>4,834,779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFICE EQUIP., STATIONERY &amp; WRITING SUPPLIES</td>
<td>441,268</td>
<td>4,153,682</td>
<td>718,923</td>
<td>5,921,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLITICAL</td>
<td>2,655,630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLISHING &amp; MEDIA</td>
<td>247,762</td>
<td>2,046,581</td>
<td>34,295</td>
<td>708,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIOS, TV SETS, PHONOGRAPHES, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS &amp; ACCESS.</td>
<td>680,780</td>
<td>11,469,607</td>
<td>616,765</td>
<td>8,096,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETAIL STORES &amp; DEPRT. BY MAIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10,392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOKING MATERIALS</td>
<td>3,795,564</td>
<td>40,746,531</td>
<td>3,869,086</td>
<td>42,121,762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOAPS, CLEANSERS &amp; POLISHES</td>
<td>5,266,134</td>
<td>60,559,298</td>
<td>4,431,586</td>
<td>45,967,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPORTING GOODS &amp; TOYS</td>
<td>110,240</td>
<td>938,267</td>
<td>184,694</td>
<td>697,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOILETRIES &amp; TOILET GOODS</td>
<td>8,447,750</td>
<td>85,571,670</td>
<td>6,190,022</td>
<td>74,175,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAVEL, HOTELS &amp; RESORTS</td>
<td>133,833</td>
<td>649,581</td>
<td>43,830</td>
<td>508,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td>468,145</td>
<td>3,277,742</td>
<td>243,464</td>
<td>2,695,023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>44,761,571</td>
<td>488,167,634</td>
<td>39,398,617</td>
<td>406,899,059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Publishers Information Bureau

### LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE GROUPS DURING DECEMBER 1956

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>All '56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEST FOODS</td>
<td>84,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRYSLER</td>
<td>1,938,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING</td>
<td>214,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL ELECTRIC</td>
<td>67,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCA-COLA</td>
<td>284,113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN HOME PRODS.</td>
<td>1,245,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL FOODS</td>
<td>1,480,519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GULF OIL</td>
<td>183,273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL ELECTRIC</td>
<td>576,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG CORK</td>
<td>172,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOA</td>
<td>329,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRUDENTIAL</td>
<td>293,085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULOVA WATCH</td>
<td>310,965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. A. SHEAPPER PEN</td>
<td>148,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME INC.</td>
<td>247,762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>222,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO</td>
<td>904,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCTER &amp; GAMBLE</td>
<td>3,417,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEAL TOY</td>
<td>80,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLGATE-PALMOLIVE</td>
<td>1,288,972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN-AMERICAN</td>
<td>133,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAKER OATS</td>
<td>133,147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The gross time purchases of network advertisers in each of these product classifications were more than $10 million in 1956. Together, the nine categories accounted for $429,327,946 of the total $488,167,634 spent for TV network time last year.

**TOP TEN ON TV NETWORKS—DEC. 1956**

1. PROCTER & GAMBLE $3,928,743
2. CHRYSLER 1,938,307
3. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE 1,626,609
4. GENERAL FOODS 1,480,519
5. AMERICAN HOME PRODS. 1,409,287
6. GENERAL MOTORS 1,222,358
7. GILLETTE 1,116,579
8. FORD MOTOR 1,034,337
9. LEVER BROS. 909,792
10. R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO 904,172

**TOP TEN ON TV NETWORKS—1956**

1. PROCTER & GAMBLE $43,449,027
2. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE 19,880,282
3. GENERAL MOTORS 19,086,646
4. CHRYSLER 18,159,264
5. AMERICAN HOME PRODS. 15,758,019
6. GENERAL FOODS 15,688,789
7. GILLETTE 15,257,871
8. R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO 11,424,421
9. LEVER BROS. 11,322,643
10. FORD MOTOR 10,316,641

**The Top 9**

Figures in millions

Grant Emphasizes P.R. Service In New Board, V.P. Promotions

FORMATION of a public relations plans board and election of three vice presidents and directors were announced by Grant Adv. Inc. last week in a move to harness that activity more firmly to advertising and merchandising programs of its clients.

J. Robert Conroy was named vice president and public relations director for Grant's Detroit office and national director of the agency's Dodge News Bureau, it was announced by Lawrence R. McIntosh, executive vice president-manager of Grant-Detroit. Also promoted to vice presidents and directors were Tom Johnston, Grant-New York, and George Sampson of the Los Angeles operation.

Messrs. Conroy, Johnston, Sampson and Jack P. Bathe, vice president-director of Grant's domestic and international public relations activities, will comprise the new board. The public relations network also operates in Chicago, Miami, Dallas, Portland (Ore.) San Francisco and Dayton, Ohio. John O'Reilly heads the Grant-Chicago office.
ANAlegates TO GET BRIEFING ON AGENCY COMPENSATION STUDY

• Association's spring meeting opens this Wednesday
• Record attendance expected at Hot Springs, Va.

AN interim report on the Assn. of National Advertisers' study of agency services and compensation methods will furnish a highlight of the four-day 48th ANA spring meeting which convenes Wednesday at The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.

A record attendance approaching 350 of the country's leading advertisers is expected for the meeting, which has been extended from three days to four this year in order to accommodate a greater number of informal discussions. Robert J. Gunders, director of advertising and sales promotion for Hamilton Watch Co., is program chairman for the meeting.

The interim report on the ANA study of the services and compensation of agencies—a subject which has created a stir in both advertiser and agency fields for more than a year—will be presented at a Friday afternoon session. John McLaughlin, director of sales and advertising for Kraft Foods and chairman of the ANA special study committee on agency compensation methods, will discuss the interim report. He also will introduce Prof. Albert W. Frey of the Tuck School of Business Administration, Dartmouth College, who was commissioned by ANA last October to undertake the study [B&T, Oct. 29, 1956].

Prof. Frey, who in the intervening months has been engaged in field research for his analysis, is slated to indicate to the ANA members on Friday what they may expect from his final report, which is due for delivery at the ANA annual meeting next fall.

In brief, the study was authorized in hope of providing basic information on which individual advertisers can make up their minds to continue, alter, or amend the long-established 15% media commission system of agency compensation.

This week's spring meeting will have other new features, including the latest ANA survey of members' advertising plans. This just-completed survey, to be released at the conclusion of the Wednesday morning session on Monday, is based on replies from 279 ANA member companies whose advertising expenditures total more than $1 billion.

An agency guest, President Norman Stouse of J. Walter Thompson Co., will open the Monday afternoon session with a discussion of "The Seven Areas of Opportunity"—an analysis of the challenges facing both agencies and advertisers in creating the "wants" necessary to achieve a possible $600 billion economy by 1965-67.

Another agency guest, Ralph C. Robertson, vice president and marketing director of Geyer Adv., will offer examples of stretching advertising dollars through improved media strategy in a presentation on "How to Get Maximum Results From Your Advertising by Gearing Media Strategy to Marketing Needs."

Jesse Robinson, Carstairs advertising and sales promotion manager, Calvert Distillers Co., will detail a case history showing how "Direct Mail Advertising Keyed to Salesmen's Calls Provided a Needed Tonic and Stepped Up Sales." In another case history, Frank Harrington, manager of public relations and advertising for North America Companies, will show how his firm developed a program that sold $2 million worth of insurance in three weeks.

Irving Kahn, president of TelePrompTer Corp., will show that electronics and new-fashioned salesmanship can team up to increase the effectiveness of live presentations without a corresponding increase in costs. His presentation, specially prepared for the ANA meeting, will be on "Group Communications—A New Dimension in Advertising." It will demonstrate techniques for putting new life into company, sales and dealer programs.

The Thursday morning session will feature a panel on "My Best Ad—and Why," with a group of ANA members outlining the stories and plans behind their most successful broadcast or print advertising programs. Panelists will include Mrs. Josephine N. Shea, Crucible Steel Co. of America; Albert Barber, Dan River Mills; Don Cady, Nestle Co.; Al Thiemann, New York Life Insurance Co.; Charles Moosbrugger, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., and Robert Whitney, Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

A set of principles developed by AT&T to help guide creative people working on its advertising, and progress made in predicting the attitude-influencing power of its advertising before it runs, will be sketched by C. T. Smith, of the company's market research department. His presentation, with actual advertisements to illustrate, will center on "How to Enhance the Yield From Your Advertising Investment Through Attitude— Influence Research."

Milton Immerman, partner in Walter Dorwin Teague Assc., New York designers, will demonstrate "How Industrial Design (From Product to Package) Can Improve the Salability of Your Product."

Pitfalls to be avoided in selling to women will be pointed out by Mrs. Margaret Carson, copy supervisor, Foote, Cone & Belding, in the feature speech at the Thursday luncheon. She will show that women want truth and vitality in advertising, not merely believability, and will offer examples of both "good" and "bad" advertising appeals to women.

Advertising management will get the spotlight in Friday morning's program, starting with a skit on "We'll Manage—Somehow!" Members of the ANA advertising management committee will then describe the contents of the first two completed volumes and outline the material to be included in the five volumes yet to come in the ANA advertising management series. The first two volumes deal with planning and organization of the advertising operation and contain specific guides and examples drawn from ANA's study of more than a score of leading member companies. Participants in this presentation will be Henry Schachte, Lever Bros.; Donald S. Frost, Bristol-Myers; George Frost, Cannon Mills; Clifford Samuelson, General Mills; Howard Marple, Monsanto Chemical Co., and John Jackson, RCA.

Three case histories will then be presented to illustrate the successful application of fundamentals of modern advertising management: "Basic Management Principles Provide the Key to Worthington's Streamlined Advertising Program," by M. E. Ziegenhagen, manager of the advertising and sales promotion department of Worthington Corp.; "How National Biscuit Modernized Its Sales and Advertising Under New Market Conditions," by Lee Bickmore, vice president for sales and advertis-

PEPSODENT COLLECTING SMILES

A SPOT radio advertiser—Pepsodent Div. of Lever Bros.—has come up with a novel plan to make its campaign give the product extra mileage where it would count heavily in the competitive drug and food field.

This is based on a conviction that in spot radio, the local personality in effect assumes the function of a salesman for the product. Pepsodent, through its agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, has asked all of the stations in its spot radio lineup for five photographs of each disc jockey or air personality who broadcasts live on behalf of Pepsodent toothpaste or in whose program the toothpaste participates (on recording or otherwise). Pepsodent also asked for a standard release and reportedly acceptances totaling more than 70% already have been received, with still more expected.

Pepsodent is in some 100 top major markets in its spot radio campaign with the stations totaling at least twice that number. The photographs will be used to promote the personality as an efficient and effective salesman for Pepsodent. No personal endorsement involved. The idea is to use the advertisements in the drug, food, and perhaps also in variety store trade papers.

A particular advantage of the campaign is the fact that local salesmen for Pepsodent actually can't cover all of the drug stores and other retailers or dealers. The belief is that the radio personality promotion would describe vividly how Pepsodent has a radio star salesman in the dealer's hometown.
23.4% Gas-Oil Dominance

Market figures prove WXEX-TV Grade B area families spend 23.4% more at filling stations than Grade B area families of any other Richmond market TV station.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WXEX-TV</th>
<th>Amount Spent on Gas, Oil, Lubricants by Grade B Area families</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$73,806,000</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station B</td>
<td>$59,529,000</td>
<td>80.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station C</td>
<td>$59,812,000</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

---

Tom Tinsley, President  NBC BASIC–CHANNEL 8  Irvin G. Abelow, Vice Pres.

...and twelve months out of every year stations under the sign of MEEKER benefit by:

SENSITIVE soundings of the "Pulse of the Business".
We constantly cover the field to maintain established relationships with all important sources of spot business.

SERIOUS study to research and develop sales stories that are clear, accurate and brief... designed to save the precious time of media executives.

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives

new york  chicago  san francisco  los angeles  philadelphia
ing, National Biscuit Co.; and "Marriage or Mirage—Agency Relations Are What You Make Them," by Melvin Hattwick, director of advertising, Continental Oil Co.

After the report on and discussion of agency services and methods of compensa-
tion Friday afternoon, ANA members will break up into small, informal groups for closed-session discussions of such subjects as "How To Insure More Effective Agency Relations and Better Performance"; "How To Organize Your Advertising Functions"; "Planning and Preparation of Advertising Budgets and New Methods for Securing Better Budget Control"; "Better Ways and Means of Personnel Selection and Training," and questions from the floor.

An off-the-record preview of "Advertising to a 'New Look' America—A Dramatic Presentation of How Tomorrow's Advertising and Marketing Implications Affect Us Today" will be shown Saturday morning. In this presentation, J. Walter Thompson Co. in New York and U. and Fortune magazine collaborated to convert bare statistics into a picture suggesting how advertisers can reach vast new markets.

Charles A. Holcomb, president of H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards, will then explain "The Growing Necessity for Corporate Advertising," Dan Foramen, manager of public relations, Monsanto Chemical Co., will demonstrate that integrated public relations and advertising can pay off, in answering the question, "Public Relations and Advertising: Competitors or Cooperators?" J. C. Doyle, general sales and marketing manager for the Edsel Div., Ford Motor Co., will present a case history of a $22 million vehicle—including a discussion of an agency and bringing it into the plan before the product is launched—in discussing "The Agency's Role in Planning the Introduction of a New Product."

An informal get-together and reception will be held Wednesday evening, and the annual spring dinner and reception by the ANA board will be held Thursday evening.

---

**LATEST RATINGS**

**TOP 20 WEEKLY SHOWS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Ed Sullivan</td>
<td>18.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>I Love Lucy</td>
<td>17.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Disneyland</td>
<td>16.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Perry Como Show</td>
<td>16.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Steve Allen</td>
<td>16.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>December Bride</td>
<td>15.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>$64,000 Question</td>
<td>14.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Dragnet</td>
<td>14.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>The Lineup</td>
<td>14.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>GE Theatre</td>
<td>14.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY**

1. Mickey Mouse Club
2. Queen for a Day
3. NBC News
4. Arthur Godfrey Show
5. Captain Kangaroo

**BACKGROUND:** The following programs, in alphabetical order, appear in this week's '57 tv ratings roundup. Information is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsors, agency, day and time.

**CBS** News (CBS-100): American Home Products (Bates), Mon.-Thurs., 7:15-7:30 p.m.

**ABC** News (ABC-131): P. Lorillard (Y&R), Tues., 8-9 p.m.

**NATIONAL** News (CBS-141): Knorrman (Mo-
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AGENCY-STATION RELATIONSHIP: PART II

IN BT last week [March 4], Robert D. Murphy of KOA-TV Denver delivered himself of some criticism of the agency-station relationship—particularly of the agency which draws its 15% commission yet relies on the station to prepare the commercials. Reaction was not long in coming.

This is an "open letter" to Mr. Murphy from Don Amsden, assistant director of radio-tv at Allen & Reynolds agency, Omaha, Neb. It is the latest word on the subject: BT suspects it will not be the last.

Dear Mr. Murphy,

I'm glad you said it. I mean your criticisms of the "agencies" who collect their 15% commission on television contracts and, by default, force the station to provide the copy, artwork and other commercial materials that an agency should normally be expected to furnish.

Yes, I'm glad you pointed out the problem. And I agree you're not overstating your case. How many times we here at Allen & Reynolds have heard the same plaint from television stations not only in your city but here in our home market and many others where we have close friends on the station management side.

If it surprises you slightly to hear an agency man agree that something needs to be done about it, let me elaborate.

Yes, we hear lots of complaints about the laxity of smaller local agencies. But until you had the courage to put the problem on the record, these criticisms were always confined to off-the-record conversations, over a cup of coffee or across the luncheon table.

It so happens we've taken pride in doing the full production job for our tv clients. With us, copy, props, artwork, slides or film are all delivered to the stations ready to use. Yes, and with proper regard for station deadlines, too! Apparently you heartily endorse our policy of not hovering at the station director's elbow during actual performance.

We believe that client objectives and the use of agency-supplied materials should be spelled out in pre-planning conferences with station production staffs when practical. Or in specific written instructions.

But when your station compatriots tell us the words we like to hear—that our attitude helps them know and deliver what we want—they frequently add comments like yours about the other kind of "agency." The smaller ones you label "old college buddy" agencies. They vent their spleen about being forced to do the agency's job. And when they've finished, we're properly sympathetic but there's really only one constructive comment we can offer. That's the simple question: Why do you permit it?

There's the substance of this letter, Mr. Murphy. Why do the stations put up with it? Because that's where the responsibility lies, you know. The medium determines who is entitled to a 15% commission and who is not. The medium sets the qualifications for recognition of the "agency." And why those qualifications shouldn't include the fundamental one of "ability to perform the agency's job," we cannot understand.

The only apparent reason sticks out like a tv tower on the salt flats. The obvious answer is that the stations are reluctant to refuse recognition to the local agencies at fault because they can't face the possibility of losing the immediate dollar from the till. Takes backbone—and maybe a stronger one than I'd possess under the same circumstances, I admit.

If I sound slightly bitter, please forgive. You mentioned that the agencies who take the time and trouble to give an advertiser his money's worth usually have the best accounts, too. That, of course, is our reward—and we do think our accounts are the best in this area.

Yet the same, we can't help feeling it's wrong that agencies who contribute nothing beyond the writing of an order are still accorded the same rate of compensation by the stations that we are.

So there are my feelings. Your station pays the commission. Your station sets the standards for earning that compensation. Let me ask you. Why do they continue to pay a commission that's not being earned? It's that basic, even if it's not that simple.

Anyway, I'll say it again. I'm glad at least to see the problem aired in print. I admire your courage. You'd be surprised how many people are discussing your article wherever I go. And agreeing with you—in private, of course.

Seeds Co. Realigns Executives At Policy-Administration Level

CREATION of an executive committee and management council on policy at Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago, was announced last week by Freeman Keyes, president and board chairman. The agency ranked among the top 40 of the U. S. in broadcast billings last year.

The executive group, charged with administrative duties and reporting directly to Mr. Keyes, includes Harry B. Goldsmith Jr., who becomes senior vice president; Daniel W. Foster, vice president-administration, and E. Dean Landis, vice president in charge of client relations. Harry H. Maus, executive vice president, was appointed vice chairman of the board.

Serving on the management council, along with these members, will be James Witherell, vice president and media and research department director; Jesse L. Livermore, vice president and account executive; Dale G. Mehrhoff, account executive; Fred Wilson Jr., vice president and merchandising-marketing chief; Lee J. Marshall, vice president and copy chief; Donald A. Reed, vice president and account supervisor; Russell B. Young, radio-tv director. The eleven men will contribute to the agency's creative activities and exercise management duties.

In announcing the new alignment, Mr. Keyes said he felt those executives "should have more control of the policies and progress of the agency and that this plan is "workable and cannot fail to provide better service to the clients we serve."

Radio-tv accounted for about 40% (or $7 million) of Seeds' estimated $17.5 million overall billings in 1956, according to BT's annual agency survey. Its clients include Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Lanolin Plus, Pinenx Co., Elgin-American, Tastee-Freez and Field Enterprises Inc.

Dunn to Discuss Ratings

WALTER DUNN, H-R Representatives Inc., New York, will discuss "Media Ratings—What Do They Measure?" March 13 before the Pittsburgh Radio and Tv Club at the Hotel Pittsburgher in Pittsburgh. He will discuss the comparative evaluations of the various media—by broadcast rating services on the one hand and print circulation auditing bureau on the other—and what each purports to measure.
A NEW TV AFFILIATION

for the California Great Central Valley

KOVR-TV
IS NOW abc

Now, VHF coverage for ABC-TV in California's Great Central Valley.
Blanket Coverage of Sacramento-Stockton-Modesto...plus 27% more Valley TV homes than any other Valley station*.

What better way to tap this moneyed market than with TOP-RATED adjacencies?

CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE: FRANK KING & CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: AVERY KNODEL, INC.
225 EAST MINER AVENUE • STOCKTON • HOWARD 6-6981

*ONE STATION — 395,000 TV FAMILIES (Tel. Mag.—Aug. 1956)
MILLION ALLOCATED FOR HALL RADIO-TV
• Campaign begins this month
• Spring spots on 430 outlets

ROBERT HALL Clothes, New York, family clothing chain, has allocated a million dollars for a spring radio and television spot announcement campaign, it was announced by Frank B. Sawdon Inc., New York, agency for the clothing firm.

Robert Hall will use 300 radio and tv stations in 130 cities, Jerry Bess, vice president in charge of radio and television for the Sawdon agency told B&T. He estimated that more than 10,000 radio and 1,300 tv announcements per week will carry the Robert Hall message to over 80% of radio and tv homes in the U.S. The schedule is starting this month and running through June, composed of one-minute announcements, live and transcribed for radio, and sound-on-film for tv.

In New York, the spot schedule will run on all seven television stations and 11 radio stations in metropolitan and suburban areas. Approximately 121 spots per week will be seen on television and 600 on radio in this market, Mrs. Bess said. In Los Angeles they will run each week on five tv stations and 14 metropolitan and suburban radio stations with more than 60 announcements in tv and 375 in radio.

Along with this campaign, Robert Hall will open 16 new stores this month which will be heralded by radio and tv campaigns in the following cities: Memphis; Salt Lake City; Portland, Ore.; Saginaw and Bay City, both Mich.; Toledo; Youngstown; Akron; Natick, Mass.; Elyria, Ohio; Providence; Rochester, Elmira, and Newburgh, N. Y.

The Sawdon agency has serviced the Robert Hall account since 1941

Ideal Toy Plans 10-15% Boost In 1957 Advertising Budget

AN INCREASE of 10-15% in its total advertising budget for 1957 was predicted last week by Ideal Toy Corp., one of the most active toy manufacturers on television. Ideal spent $600,000 in the pre-Christmas season last year and will set its new budget following the industry-wide Toy Fair next month.

Melvin Helitzer, Ideal's advertising and public relations director, told B&T that the firm will not only renew NBC-TV's coverage of the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade for the third consecutive year, but that Ideal also is shopping for a new network program it could sponsor just before the Yuletide season. It also plans to sponsor the top local "kiddies" shows in some 50 large markets for a seven-week period beginning mid-November, Mr. Helitzer said.

Additionally, Ideal will break out of the pre-Christmas bracket by running tv spot drives in major cities starting next month and continuing throughout the year on behalf of a new doll which "is strictly a non-seasonal item." All campaigns are to be placed through Grey Adv., New York.

BBDO Report Cites Radio Trend to Spot

"RADIO, in the wake of television's impact on the American audience, shows a marked trend toward a great proportional use of spots," BBDO points out in its new sourcebook of economic facts about the American consumer for use by all advertisers. The report is called "Your Target" and is the latest in a series of periodic analyses of the American market, the first of which was published by BBDO in January 1946.

"Today, this medium (radio) is used by the advertiser not only to reach a national coverage pattern, but also for intensive coverage, as it applies to individual markets as well. He can use radio as a strong advertising 'plus' in the major markets or as a method of supplementing coverage in areas that are weak, media-wise. An important media fact is that, while television has moved from a completely new medium to one of high saturation within five years, radio-set ownership has increased even faster! Today there are over 142,000,000 radios in the United States," the report said. "With television's expansion, radio is a relative newcomer, and within five short years has taken an impressive percentage of the media dollar, one can see that other media, while suffering share decreases, gained dollar volume."

"Television has enjoyed a meteoric rise in popularity. From 8,400 sets in 1946, tv reaches 33,550,000 homes in a potential national coverage of 80%. Within the past six years, it has become as much or more a part of the American way of life as the other major media. Its audience is universal. Its greatest strength lies in the major urban areas, and its share of the advertising budget increases with the same rapidity that set ownership has increased."

Pabst, National Guard Shopping for Agencies

TWO advertising accounts, one billing $7 million total, the other in the neighborhood of $300,000 last week were reported to be footloose and "talking" to outside agencies.

The major account, Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago, which went to Leo Burnett Co. from Warwick & Legler, New York, a little over a year ago, is said to be listening to bids from "at least" seven agencies, scheduling interviews in Chicago last week and for next week. Several of the soliciting agencies at one time handled beer accounts, and are naturally eager to dip into the foam of the extensive broadcast billing that Pabst brings to the Wednesday night fights on ABC-TV and ABC Radio. They are: Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, which last year lost Blatz to Kenyon & Eckhardt; Lennen & Newell, which lost Schlitz in a triple-play last year, from L&N to Biow to J. Walter Thompson Co., all within several weeks, and Bryan Houston, which at one time serviced the Gunther beer account. Other agencies bidding for Pabst include Edward H. Weiss and Henri, Hurst & McDonald, both Chicago, and several more.

The $300,000 account is that of the National Guard, which for the past few years has been handled—subject to yearly renewal—by Robert W. Orr & Assoc. Principal agency bidding for the Guard account is Joseph Katz & Co., New York, and Baltimore, more, which last week was reported to have been meeting with NG officials at the Pentagon. A switch in agencies for the Guard—if made—would come as no surprise to Madison Ave., which has been following the running fight between the Army and Guard brass precipitated earlier this year by Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson's remark about draft dodgers. The Guard makes good use of radio tv spot, but mainly on a public service basis.

Foreman Elected Executive V.P., Chairman of BBDO Plans Board

ROBERT L. FOREMAN, vice president in charge of radio and television, BBDO New York, has been elected an executive vice president of the agency, Bruce Barton, board chairman, announced last week. Mr. Foreman also has been appointed chairman of the agency's new plans board.

He joined the agency in 1939 as a copywriter and later wrote radio commercials. Eventually, he was named chief of all commercial writing. In 1948 he was appointed a vice president and since then has been a director of the company and vice president in charge of radio and television.
Anytime an aggressive, qualified industry organization comes along to help us keep on top in the Shreveport TV picture, we join*. And the newly organized BROADCASTERS’ PROMOTION ASSOCIATION is right up our alley.

After all, KSLA-TV is the ONLY Ark-La-Tex television station with a full-time, experienced PROMOTION DEPARTMENT to keep your shows and your spots in front of a dominant, responsive audience. Just another reason why more people watch ... more national advertisers use KSLA-TV in Shreveport.

Your Raymer man has the whole story.

KSLA-TV
channel 12

in Shreveport, Louisiana

*CHARTER MEMBER—BROADCASTERS’ PROMOTION ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE CHANGES ANNOUNCED BY R&R

Briggs, Willis on board

- Robert Watson chairman

EXECUTIVE appointments at Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, were announced last week by Agency President F. Kenneth Beim, including election of two new members of the board of directors.

James E. Briggs, vice president and creative director, Geare-Marston Div. of Ruthrauff & Ryan, and Charles F. Willis, assistant to Mr. Beim, are the new board members.

Robert M. Watson, vice chairman of the board, has been elected chairman to fill the vacancy created by resignation of Paul E. Watson who is retiring from active responsibilities with the agency. Paul Watson continues as a member of the board, however.

Delbert J. Cook, account supervisor on Bon Ami, was elected a vice president of the agency. He joined the firm in September 1956, and is a merchandising expert on package goods.

Spafford J. Linc, business manager of the agency’s Chicago office, was elected vice president and business administrative manager. He has been with the firm since 1932.

Mr. Beim also announced that responsibility for management of the agency’s Chicago office will be taken over by H. B. Groshet as executive vice president in charge. For nine months this responsibility was carried out by a committee of Mr. Groshet, R. W. Metzger and W. D. Watson.

M. Metzger moves to chairman of the agency’s executive committee succeeding F. B. Ryan Jr., Mr. Beim stated. Mr. Ryan is retiring April 1, although he will continue as consultant on specific assignments and as a member of the board of directors.

W. D. Watson will function as vice president of the Linc agencies.

As part of the present program for reorganization as well as expansion of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Mr. Beim announced that F. G. Mullins Co. would take over as correspondent agency for Ruthrauff & Ryan in Seattle effective April 1.

F. G. Mullins Co. is a newly organized agency with Mr. Mullins as president. Ken Michaels, who joined R&R’s Seattle operation in 1955, will be vice president and a director of the firm.

In making the announcement, Mr. Beim said that F. G. Mullins Co. will take over the present clients of Ruthrauff & Ryan in Seattle and will assume the responsibility for servicing national accounts in the northwest territory.

Mr. Mullins has been Seattle manager for Ruthrauff & Ryan for 17 years.

The agency’s two new board members have had wide experience, Mr. Beim noted. Mr. Briggs originally formed his own agency in 1948 and merged with Geare-Marston in 1952. Mr. Willis, who joined the agency in January 1956, was formerly assistant to Charles E. Wilson, chairman of W. R. Grace, and before that a White House assistant to President Eisenhower.

---

**AS HE SOWS?**

IF it’s true, as they say, that “you’ve got to spend money to make money,” a Los Angeles automobile dealer, Frank Taylor, who is advertising on KTLA (TV) there is probably the man to prove the point. Frank Taylor Ford Agency has paid $5,400 to produce a one-minute animated commercial that may turn out to be a pacemaker.

The expenditure is unusual for an advertiser using only one station. In fact, Adrian D. Woolery, president of Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, which made the spot for Frank Taylor Ford, says this is the first complete animated commercial the firm has produced for a one-market advertiser.

But sponsor and producer are both convinced that Mr. Taylor’s is money well spent in terms of audience interest, retentiveness and cost.

It is a marked departure from the fender-slapping remote broadcasts we have been accustomed to,” says Mr. Woolery.

The one-minute local commercial cost more to make than some of Playhouse’s national Ford spots. It is complete animation with original voice and sound effects tracks. And Frank Taylor is collecting the payoff as the tv cartoon makes his triple-guarantee plan a trademark for his company and the commercial.

---

**Plans Drawn Up In New York For Advertising Exhibit Center**

PLANS were drawn up last week for the advertising industry’s first permanent exhibit center in New York by a new corporation. Advertising Center Inc. Corporation is directed by Larry Schwartz, president of the Wexton Co., New York advertising agency.

The center, which opens May 20, it to be located on the ground floor of 285 Madison Ave. (which houses, among other agencies, Young & Rubicam Inc.). It will have no corporate relationship with the Wexton agency and will essentially be a showcase of the latest techniques in advertising art and exposition, allowing, for example, radio and television stations to draw attention to themselves in the nucleus of the advertising world.

Mr. Schwartz told BT that the exhibit center will have room for 3,000 exhibit units. Each unit equals 1 sq.ft. of space and has a monthly rental of $15.

The Advertising Center Inc. also has called upon industry executives to serve on a national advisory board which would meet from time to time to aid advertisers in setting up their visual displays. Included on the board are David T. Moore, Transcontinental TV Corp. (WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Pa., WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.); John L. Mills, Friendly Co.; Spike Jones, WTVY-AM-TV Steubenville, Ohio, WPFG-AM-TV Atlantic City, WPIT, Pittsburgh, and WBMS Boston; Lewis Avery, Aver-Knodel Inc.; Joseph J. Wead, BBDO; Paul J. Geden, Burlington Mills; Edward Gorman, Melville Shoe Corp. (Thom McAn shoes); Herbert Shaw, Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.; Lester Harrison, League of Adv. Agencies, and publishers of radio-television magazines.

**Goodyear Weighing Monday Sponsorship**

**Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., through Young & Rubicam, is expected to make a decision this week as to whether it will undertake on an alternate week basis fall sponsorship of the Monday 9:30-10 p.m. EST, time period on NBC-TV. Goodyear, which currently sponsors Goodyear Televising Playhouse every other week, Sundays 9-10 p.m., will drop the hour show at the end of this season and would utilize a half-hour version of the Playhouse in the Monday night half-hour.

Aluminum Co. of America, which alternates with Goodyear in the Sunday night slot, already has signed for alternate use of the Monday night half-hour. Alcoa also plans to drop to the Sunday show. However, Fuller & Smith & Ross, Alcoa’s agency, is hunting for an “adventure dramatic” program format for the new time.

Arthur P. Hall, Alcoa’s vice president in charge of public relations and advertising, said “no decision has been reached as to the specific program” in the new time. He said the company wants to continue the program by a desire to expand its use of local and regional advertising media, while continuing nighttime network tv programming. Sponsorship of a 30-minute program will enable us to support the sales efforts of our customers by reaching millions of consumers regularly and frequently,” Mr. Hall said, “and will also give us greater flexibility in our sales promotion and advertising efforts.”

The Sunday period vacated by Goodyear and Alcoa will be occupied on alternate weeks by the 20 Dinah Shore shows sponsored by Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald Co., New York. Alternate program to run with Dinah Shore has not been selected.

**Spike Replaces ’Your Wife’**

LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co. (L&M cigarettes) will terminate its sponsorship of Do You Trust Your Wife?, a quiz program, on CBS-TV, Tuesday, 10:30-11 p.m. EST. and replace it effective April 2 with a new show that will feature Spike Jones and his City Slickers band. Mr. Jones at one time had a program on NBC-TV that was devoted largely to his traditional approach to "music depression.” Dancer-Fitzgerald-Samuel, New York, is L&M agency.
Louisville's
BEST KNOWN FIGURE

The WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure draws the cap pistol crew to their TV sets at 4:00 pm daily for "T-BAR-V". At other times, he ages a bit to call adults and children alike to another outstanding WHAS-TV production, "Midday Roundup" for the latest news, weather, market reports and country music.
However he's cast, on ID and promotion slides, the Channel 11 figure constantly reminds viewers where they can find the best in entertainment and information.
He should remind you that for selling results, individual and distinctive treatment, your advertising deserves the impact of programming of character. In Louisville, WHAS-TV programming PAYS OFF!

Are you participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington, Nigher & Parsons
Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

BASIC CBS-TV Network
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

ACTIVITY

THERE WERE 122,230,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week Feb. 17-23. This is how they spent their time.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Time Spent (in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69.5%</td>
<td>85,054,000 spent 1,825.8 hours watching television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.2%</td>
<td>70,001,000 spent 1,004.5 hours listening to radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>100,964,000 spent 400.5 hours reading newspapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.8%</td>
<td>36,592,000 spent 175.0 hours reading magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>29,983,000 spent 283.3 hours watching movies on TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>31,145,000 spent 130.9 hours attending movies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the “attending movies” category, which is a cumulative total for the week. Sildinger tabulations are available within 5-7 days of the interviewing week.

INTEREST, NO SALES IN KRON-TV ‘FLASH’

- PGW makes agency pitch
- Popular at local level

AGENCIES in New York which have been briefed on the radical, new “flash” spot (about two seconds) developed by KRON-TV San Francisco [CLOSED CIRCUIT, March 4] have expressed interest. As yet, however, no national sales have been made.

Actually, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, New York, KRON-TV’s representative, reports that it will take time for advertisers to adapt the “flash” to their thinking. The little “fella” of two seconds is a novelty for the time being but eventually, it is felt, will work itself into the buying pattern of some national advertisers.

Locally, the two-second “flash” is doing fine. KRON-TV reports great success with its sales to local advertisers seeking a quickie reminder. And, the station points out, the spot is applicable when the station’s automatic switching device is used (normally sandwiched in between two network shows). Local advertisers have been buying the spots for the past five months.

PGW believes the national advertiser could use the two-second spot for special purposes such as a reminder message. In addition, the “flash” can give the advertiser frequency at low cost.

In Class AA time, cost of the two-second announcement ranges from $74.50 at the one-time rate down to $59.50 for the 52-week. In Class A, the range goes from $48 to $38.50; Class B, $31.50 to $25.25 and in Class C from a high of $21 to a low of $12. The $12 rate includes morning time.

What type of advertiser could make use of the two-second “flash” spot? Examples of possible advertisers: Lincoln-Mercury—“Be Sure to See the New Lincoln Continental”; Westinghouse—“You Can Be Sure with Westinghouse”; R. J. Reynolds—“Try a Camel Today”;

P. Lorillard “Light Up an Old Gold Today”, and any number of variations. A spot is flashed along with the voice—the world Lincoln or perhaps the insignia; the Westinghouse trade mark; a package of Camel or Old Gold cigarettes, etc.

KRON-TV’s electronic system actually was developed by Mechron, a subsidiary of Chronicle Publishing Co. (licensee of the station). The method permits 20-second announcements and then ID to be followed by the two-second “spot”.

An intriguing aspect of the device is the fact that no network services are lost—i.e., there is no delay in the switching which actually is speeded up and instantaneous. It is indicated that Mechron, which uses KBTK- TV Bakersfield, Calif., also Chronicle-owned as the “guinea pig,” has received inquiries from other stations interested in being licensed to use the new device.

CBS-TVS Signs Dupont For 90 Minute Specs

CBS-TV is expanding its schedule of special hour-and-a-half programs. The network Wednesday afternoon signed with the E. I. Dupont De Nemours Co. of Wilmington, Del., and representatives of its agency, BBDO, New York, to stage ten ninety-minute live programs during the course of the 1957-58 season. Some will be in color.

This will represent Dupont’s heaviest plunge in network television to date. Long identified with the Cavalcade of America series on network radio, Dupont switched to tv several years ago with the Dupont Cavalcade Theatre, dramatizations of real-life events, which recently was changed to Dupont Theatre. It will drop this ABC-TV series after June 4.

So far, no title or format has been made public, but [B+T] was told by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV executive vice president, programming, that the series "would consist of six dramatic and four musical shows."

Costs on the 10 programs, according to a [B+T] estimate, would come to approximately $3 million—a budget increase of about $1 million over what it paid per season for the Dupont Theatre. Announcement of the contract was made by William H. Hylan, vice president of CBS-TV sales administration.

While no producer or specific program properties were made known, it was understood some of the individual programs, which will not be seen at any fixed intervals or on any one particular time or night, will be in color.

The last time the network was involved with special schedule shows was in the 1955-56 season when it carried the Ford Motor Co.’s Ford Star Jubilee. This series, which kicked off the 1955-56 season, continued through the Nov. 3, 1956, telecast of the “Wizard of Oz,” after which Ford dropped the series.

Flav-R-Straws Expands Cartoons to 65 Markets

FLAV-R-STRAWS INC., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., last week signed to expand its current line of Associated Artists Productions cartoon series in 25 markets for a total of more than 65 markets. The agency for Flav-R-Straws is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.

Under its latest contract with AAP, Flav-R-Straws has ordered three participations a week for 52 weeks on 25 stations for either the Popeye or Warner Bros. Cartoons, depending on which package AAP sells the station. Flav-R-Straws reported last month it planned to invest up to $3 million this year to sponsor the AAP cartoons in about 170 markets, moving into time slots as soon as AAP sells the package to stations [B+T, Feb. 4].

Burnett Chicago Open House Draws 1,000 Media Visitors

APPROXIMATELY 1,000 media representatives attended a three-day series of “Open House” tours and receptions conducted by Leo Burnett Co. last week, observing its new organizational-operational setup in Chicago’s Prudential Plaza, the agency reported Thursday.

Among special facilities at Burnett’s new quarters are studios including one with working kitchen-laundry equipment, tape recording pickup products, conference rooms, projection room for both 16 mm and 35 mm film, control and screening rooms, a small theatre, film library and the various departments. The agency occupies 11th through 15th floors in the Prudential Building.

Lemon, JWT Officer, Dead at 56

FUNERAL services were held last Monday at St. Luke’s Chapel, New York City, for Luther O. Lemon, 56, who died Feb. 28 at his home in Mount Kisco, N. Y. Mr. Lemon was treasurer and a director of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, which he joined in 1924. He was made assistant treasurer in 1937, controller in 1944, treasurer two years later and a director in 1947. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Hortense Bleker Lemon, his parents and two brothers.
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KRON is TV in SF

San Franciscans are sold on KRON-TV

GOLDEN GATE PLAYHOUSE
3:45 PM M-F
AVAILABLE

S. F. CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE • CHANNEL 4 • PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
Ad Week Success Reported; C&W Task Force Commended

MORE than $1,800,000 in time, space and materials was contributed to this year's Advertising Week, Ben R. Donaldson, chairman of the Advertising Federation of America, reported last week.

Mr. Donaldson, who is manager of institutional advertising, Ford Motor Co., commended the “effective” material created by Cunningham & Walsh, task force agency for the national salute to advertising co-sponsored by the AFA and the Advertising Assn. of the West.

The AFA meanwhile has invited those interested in placing advertising professors in internship positions to write to its College Cooperation Committee.

Armour May Buy Part Of Fisher-Gobel Series

ARMOURED & AGENCIES

ARMOUR & Co. (Dial Soap), Chicago, has expressed interest in co-sponsoring or alternatively purchasing a new musical variety series with singer Eddie Fisher and comedian George Gobel next fall [AT DEADLINE, March 4], it was reported last week.

Armour has co-sponsored The George Gobel Show with Pet Milk the past two seasons and had planned to drop out of that series. But with the suggested Fisher-Gobel format, it is prepared to buy into the new show as one of two or three sponsors, it was understood. Agency for Dial is Foote. Cone & Belding.

D-F-S to Handle Brand Names

DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE will again be the voluntary agency for this year's Brand Names Week April 28-May 4. Brand Names Foundation announced last week. The foundation estimates that both national and local media and some 20,000 merchants will take part in the campaign, centered on the copy theme "You're Satisfied Most With a Brand That's Made a Name For Itself." National tie-in kits include radio and television spot announcements.

Hertz Appoints Gantner

ANDREW S. GANTNER, formerly advertising and sales promotion director for Peter Hand Brewing Co., Chicago, has been appointed advertising manager of Hertz Rent-A-Car System, that city, and will coordinate its 1957 $2.6 million media budget. Mr. Gantner succeeds Jay P. Kent, who moves into a training school capacity. Both Hertz Rent-A-Car System and Hertz Corp. plan to add broadcast media to their advertising plans later this year for the first time [AT DEADLINE, Feb. 11]. Hertz agency is Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.

RCA Laundry Sales Hit Record

SALES of RCA Whirlpool laundry appliances reached their “highest level” for Whirlpool products in 1956 under management of the newly-organized Whirlpool-Seger Corp., the company said last week. Its annual report, covering the first year of operations ending Dec. 31, 1956 listed net sales of $368,220,975 and net earnings after taxes of $13,808,294.

The Next 10 Days Of Network Color Shows

Of Network Color Shows

CBS-TV

Mar. 14 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Shower of Stars, Chrysler Corp. through McCann-Erickson.

Mar. 15 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby Show, participating sponsors and agencies.

Mar. 17 (5:30-6 p.m.) The Boing-Boing Show, sustaining.

NBA-TV

Mar. 11-15 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Club 60, Co-op sponsors and agencies (also Mar. 18-22).

Mar. 11 (8-8:30 p.m.) Adventures of Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal through Ted Bates and Lever Bros. through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles (also Mar. 18).


Mar. 13-15 (3-4 p.m.) NBC Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors and agencies (also Mar. 18-22).

Mar. 13 (7:30-7:45 p.m.) The Xavier Cugat Show, sustaining (also Mar. 15, 20).

Mar. 13 (8-8:30 p.m.) Masquerade Party, sustaining (also Mar. 20).

Mar. 13 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods through J. Walker Thompson (also Mar. 20).

Mar. 14 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros. through J. Walter Thompson Co.

Mar. 15 (10:45-11 p.m.) Red Barber’s Corner, State Farm Insurance Co. through Needham, Louis & Brorby.

Mar. 16 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show, participating sponsors and agencies.

Mar. 16 (9-10:50 p.m.) TV Emmy Awards, Oldsmobile Division of General Motors through D. P. Brother and RCA and RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt.

Mar. 17 (7:30-9 p.m.) Hallmark Hall of Fame, Hall Bros. through Foote. Cone & Belding.

Mar. 17 (9-10 p.m.) Alcoa Hour, Aluminum Co. of America through Fuller & Smith & Ross.

Note: Mar. 10, 1957.

NETWORK RENEWALS


AGENCY APPOINTMENTS

Avoset Co. (Qwik whipped cream), S. F., appoints Honig-Cooper, same city.

Tuborg Breweries Ltd., Copenhagen, Denmark, appoints Robert Otto & Co., N. Y.

Portland Cement Assn., Chicago, appoints J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.

Foremost Records and Salvajor Co. (kitchen equipment), both Kansas City, Mo., appoint Litman-Stevens & Margolin Inc., same city.

A&A SHORTS


Doremus & Co., Boston, moves to 60 Battery Street. Telephone: Hubbard 2-5665.

Marks & Neece Adv. Inc., Jackson, Miss., announces corporate name change to Gordon Marks & Co.

Albert Woodley Co., N. Y., moved into temporary offices at Hotel Seymour, 50 W. 45th St., pending completion of office building at 530 Fifth Ave. Telephone: Murray Hill 2-6881.

SPOT NEW BUSINESS


John Morrell & Co., L. A., will use numerous stations in spring radio spot campaign in Southern Calif., to be placed by Mogge-Privett Inc., same city.

Bandini Fertilizer Co., L. A., using minute and half-minute radio spots in Southern Calif., about 16 per week on KMPC Los Angeles, 26 per week each on KBBG Avalon and KLAC Los Angeles, during 13-week lawn-starting period, effective March 1. Agency is Meyers Div., Cunningham & Walsh.

A&A PEOPLE

Fred Barrett, Len Carey, Harold Olsen and W. Barry McCarthy named directors of BBDO, N. Y.

James P. Shelley, senior account supervisor
In this corner — a strong contender for Oklahoma City viewers — the Channel 5 Kid! Oklahoma City is no longer a 2-network match. KGEO-TV has bounced into the center of the ring wearing the colors ... uncorking the reach of a 1356-foot tower ... and packing a full 100,000 watts behind every "power punch." Over a million fans have bought ringside seats for the fun and excitement on KGEO-TV.

Before you make a definite buying decision, better check the contender's growing attraction. He'll have plenty to do with "increasing the sales gate" in Oklahoma City.

KGEO-TV
The Center of Attraction
ENID • OKLAHOMA CITY
FULL ABC NETWORK
REPRESENTED BY JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
and member of advisory committee, Mc-
Cann-Erickson, L. A., named vice president. He will continue in his previous capacities.

John R. Van Arsdale, senior vice president-supervisor of account management and creative divisions, Charles L. Rumrill & Co., Rochester, N. Y., appointed to firm’s board of directors. Donald B. Miller and John E. Troskosky, account executives and assistant vice presidents with agency, named vice presidents.

Albert Carroll, vice president-director of professional marketing division, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to Vick Chemical Co., same city, as vice president of Merrell-National Overseas Labs division.

Sydney A. Skillman, assistant general sales manager over zone sales-field marketing at Studebaker-Packard Corp., South Bend, Ind., elected vice president general sales manager.

W. Kedzie Teller and L. J. Thompson named executive vice president and vice president in charge of sales, respectively, by Pharma-
Craft Co.

James D. Evans, executive media super-
visor, and Harry G. Keibel, account execu-
tive (Quaker oats), Lynn Baker Inc. N. Y., elected vice presidents of agency.

Marshall Edinger, media director account executive, and W. F. McWilliams, account executive, elected vice presidents at Grant, Schwenck & Baker Inc., Chicago.

Howard L. Edsall, executive vice presi-
dent of Reed Wittner Adv., N. Y., resigned effective March 1 and is on three months terminal leave.

Lee M. Montgomery, account executive, KGMB-TV Honolulu, to Honolulu office of N. W. Ayer & Son, in charge of radio and tv; Barbara Graham, B. Altman & Co., to copy research bureau in Ayers Phila-
delphia office, and Sidney Gathright, WIP Philadelphia, to radio tv department in agency’s N. Y. office.

Alan Bautzer, advertising-promotion director, KYW-TV Cleveland, and Edward S. Bartlesville, vice president, Marcus Adv. Agency, to G. M. Basford Co., Cleveland, as account executive and copy director, respectively.


Richard F. Casey, senior research execu-
tive, National Analysts, to Benton & Bowles, N. Y., research department as project di-
rector.

Cecil West, formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y. to Kenyon & Eckhardt, same city, as art director.

Arthur W. Poretz, reporter and rewrite man for New Haven Register, joins Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., as assistant director of public relations.

Tyler Davis, formerly with J. Walter Thompson Co. and Mason Inc., both N. Y., in account executive capacities, to Endorse-
ment Inc., (agency specializing in testi-
monials), same city, as group supervisor.

FILM

Paramount Stock Seen
As Good Investment

PARAMOUNT Pictures’ stock is seen as a
profitable investment by Bache & Co., one
of the largest brokerage houses in the coun-
try. In a report the Wall St. firm recently
circulated to its clients, Paramount’s shares are regarded as “attractive for capital ap-
preciation.”

This evaluation was made by Bache’s re-
searchers. Optimism is based on five main
factors, which include an improving out-
look in the film industry, the high asset value of the shares, the company’s extensive inter-
est in the entertainment field, manage-
ment’s plans for growth and the retrenchment of the total number of original shares out-
standing.

Specifically, it was found that Paramount’s “profit margin” has been the highest in the
film industry in four of the past six years (1950 through 1955) with two films. “The Ten Commandments” and “W Ard Peace”
expected to be “big money makers.”

Noted was the fact that Paramount has not released its pre-1949 film library (Paramount is the sole major studio withholding its pre-1949 feature product from tv and still seeks a prospective customer [B&T, March 41]).

This library, Bache estimated, is worth $20 to $25 per share, and although the book value per share as of Dec. 31, 1955, was $34.63, “if a more realistic value is given to various assets, the asset value would be about $65-$70.”

In detailing Paramount’s interests, Bache noted the company owns 51% of Famous Player-Liban. Corp., largest theatre chain in Canada and over one-half of three tv stations in Canada, and has acquired Dot Records Co. as an entre into the phonograph record industry.

For foresight, Bache pointed to Para-
mount’s 50% ownership of Chromatic Television Labs., developer of the Lawrence tubes and licensor of Litton Industries to develop industrial applications of the tube; 90% holding of International Telemeter, a pay tv system, and various other electronic interests. Paramount also has 26.6% interest in Allen B. DuMont Labs.

Since 1950 the findings continue. Para-
mount has retired more than 38% of the original shares outstanding, purchasing 161,-
900 shares in the open market and thus reducing the outstanding shares to 1,999,-
816. and enhancing the underlying value of the outstanding shares.

New Screen Gem Package Release
Sold to WABC-TV for $750,000

IN a transaction estimated at $750,000, WABC-TV New York last week obtained 50 feature films of the Columbia Pictures library from Screen Gems Inc., New York, acquiring the first-run films in advance of their general release to stations. The films, which will be carried on WABC-TV seven nights a week from 11 p.m. to conclusion, inaugurate a policy of first-run films for the station, according to Robert L. Stone, vice president in charge of WABC-TV.

The package of feature films, titled “Hollywood Premiere Parade,” is the third
to be released to tv by Screen Gems, tv subsidiary of Columbia Pictures. Included in the package are “The Awful Truth” with Irene Dunne and Cary Grant; “Golden Boy” with William Holden and Barbara Stanwyck; “Johnny O’Clock” with Dick Powell and Lee J. Cobb; “Deak Reckoning” with Humphrey Bogart; “You Were Never Lovelier” with William Holden and Barbara Stanwyck.

Telemovie is Film Hope,
Says Video Pres. Griffith

THE hope for the future of the motion picture business is telemovies—a wired tv system for home movies soon to be started in Bartlesville, Okla.—Henry Griffith, presi-
dent of Video Independent Theatres Inc.,
told the United Theatre Owners of Okla-
ahoma in Oklahoma City last Thursday.

Mr. Griffith invited theatre exhibitors “to see where” in the development of Video’s telemovies. “The biggest mistaken idea is that we’re involved in some kind of subscription tv [with the Bartles-
ville wired system],” he said. “This is not toll tv . . . As a matter of fact, telemovies are the best weapon the exhibitor has to fight toll tv and restore the audience we have lost in the last 11 years.”

He said telemovies are open to anybody and are not the exclusive property of Video, as many exhibitors believed. Success of the wired home tv movie operation will create a demand for more pictures and production will be stimulated, he predicted. “In the past we have done the telefilms of motion picture entertainment go downhill—
attendance, employment, profits and the number of pictures. We believe telemovies will stop the decline and put this industry on the rise once again,” he said.

In Bartlesville, city of approximately 28,-
000—Video hope to get by in the near future.

The 14.8% stock in the tel-
vision system, tv stations

CBS-TV, Screen Gems Sign Pact
SCREEN GEMS will produce a minimum of five new films for the CBS-TV Playhouse-
90 series during the 1956-57 season under a renewal of the agreement whereby Screen Gems has produced eight Playhouse 90 shows in the current season, five already broadcast and three upcoming. Announce-
ment of the contract renewal, made jointly by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-Tv execu-
tive vice president in charge of network programs, and Ralph Cohn, vice president and general manager of Screen Gems, calls for an increased budget over the $150,000 per program allotted for the 1956-57 films.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Do children avoid you?

If they're crossing the street and watching your competition instead, maybe it's because you're not showing them what they like best of all—Terrytoons! Television stations that show Terrytoons find they can draw a crowd anytime. For example...

8:00 am, Los Angeles: KTTV added Terrytoons and increased its ratings by $2^{1/4}$ times during the first year!

12 noon, Philadelphia: WFIL-TV put Terrytoons on and more than doubled its share of audience the first year!

6:00 pm, Washington: WMAL-TV programmed Terrytoons and quadrupled its share of audience the first year!

7:00 pm, New York: WOR-TV put on Terrytoons and doubled its ratings the first year!

And the story's the same across the nation. Wherever and whenever a broadcaster programs Terrytoons, up go the ratings. If you want children to like you, get details on Terrytoons (available to all stations) by calling or wiring the nearest office of...

CBS Television Film Sales, Inc.

"...the best films for all stations"
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY...

The NEW WPTV

FULL POWER CHANNEL 5 - NBC-CBS for the PALM BEACHES is represented by...

BLAIR Television ASSOCIATES INC.

THE NEW WPTV IS A SERVICE OF

John H. Phipps Broadcasting Stations

WTAL 1270 KC TALLAHASSEE FLORIDA
WCTV Ch. 6 TALLAHASSEE - THOMASVILLE FLORIDA GEORGIA
WPTV Ch. 5 WEST PALM BEACH FLORIDA
WKTG 730 KC THOMASVILLE GEORGIA
WTYS 1340 KC MARIANNA FLORIDA

P. O. BOX 3166, TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA

HERSCHEL GRAVES, Managing Director
BILL WOODS, National Sales Manager
Stock Issue by NTA Would Raise $8 Million

National Telefilm Assoc. last week disclosed plans to raise as much as $8 million in the near future through an issue of debentures convertible into common stock.

NTA's plans were outlined in a proxy statement accompanying a notice of a special meeting of stockholders in New York on April 1. The statement said that stockholders will be asked at the meeting to approve an increase in common shares from one million to two million and to confer conversion rights on any notes or debentures that may be issued up to the amount of $8 million.

Ely A. Landau, NTA president, said in a letter to stockholders that the company's "rapidly expanding operations make additional financing necessary if the company is to achieve the full growth potential that is available." If the sale of debentures is completed, the proxy statement said, net proceeds "are expected to be used to retire certain short-term indebtedness and to meet certain commitments in connection with the acquisition of motion picture product."

NTA will begin commercial operations of the NTA Film Network on April 1, using motion picture product acquired from 20th Century-Fox. Last November NTA committed itself to purchase 390 feature films from Fox over a three-year period for about $30 million and also entered into an agreement with Fox and Desilu Productions for the production of ten new half-hour film series. The Fox product will be utilized both on the NTA Film Network and on stations purchasing the films through NTA's regular distribution channels.

Sterling TV Signs 13

THIRTEEN stations signed with Sterling Television Co. during the 10-day period of Feb. 18-28 for seven of the firm's programs, it was reported last week. Stations and properties follow: Betsy Magic Key WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich., Movie Museum KSD-TV St. Louis and KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash., For the Ladies WGAN-TV Portland, Me., Beat Experts WGR-TV Buffalo, Bowling Time KAKE-TV Wichita, WCVO-TV Montgomery, WTVR (TV) Richmond Va., WLV (TV) Columbus, and WESH-TV Daytona Beach, I'm the Law WBNO (TV) Chicago, and Features WHEC-TV Rochester and WLEV-TV Bethlehem, Pa.

FILM PEOPLE

Glen Ellyn, Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc. sales promotion, to Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc. as sales promotion manager with headquarters in Wilmette, Ill.

FILM RANDOM SHOTS

UPA Pictures Inc. opening new office in Chicago at 360 N. Michigan Ave.

Television Programs of America's Fury, currently sponsored by General Foods and Borden Co. on NBC-TV, is being dubbed in Spanish.

CBS RADIO'S NEW RATES DETAILED

DETAILS of new rate structure for CBS Radio evening and Sunday program segmentation plan [B+T, Feb. 25] were revealed last week by Ben Lochridge, network sales manager, in meetings of executives of west coast advertising agencies made Monday and Tuesday in San Francisco, Wednesday and Thursday in Los Angeles. The same meetings have been held in New York, Mr. Lochridge said, but with individual agency groups. Last week's luncheon sessions were the first general meetings on the new CBS Radio rates which became effective Friday.

For a five-minute segment of any of 22 CBS Radio nighttime and weekend programs, purchased one to five times a week for a period of from one to 12 weeks on the full network the per segment price is $1100 for time and talents. Mr. Lochridge said this drops to $800 when the advertiser uses 16 or more segments a week for 52 weeks. In addition, advertisers who want to use network radio for special short-time campaigns, such as announcing a new model automobile, can see these segments on a run of schedule basis, priced at $950 each for six to ten a week, $900 for 11-15, $850 for 16-19 and $800 each for 20 or more segments a week.

Programs included in the segmentation plan, Mr. Lochridge said, include: Amos 'n Andy and Robert Q. Lewis, both Monday-through-Friday evenings; Garden Gate, farm news, Galen Drake and Robert Q. Lewis all Saturday morning; Kathy Godfrey, Man Around the House on Saturday afternoon; Saturday Night Country Style and a new sports round-up on Saturday evening; Renfro Valley, World News Roundup and Washington Week on Sunday morning; Suspense, Indictment and Johnny Dollar on Sunday afternoon: FBI in Peace and War, Our Miss Brooks, Mitch Miller and a sports round-up on Sunday evening.

In the daytime hours on CBS Radio, where a 5% increase also went into effect Friday, advertisers buying five or more 7 1/2-minute run-of-schedule participations will be charged 15% of the hourly rate, instead of the 20% normally charged for such a time unit, it was reported. This means a cost of $19,800 for ten 7 1/2-minute segments per week, or family impressions at 52 cents per thousand and listeners impressions at 31 cents per thousand, at annual rates.

Those figures are based on reaching 22,842,000 homes and 38,935,000 individuals at home each week and 4,083,000 families or 7,072,000 individuals in their automobiles, it was said, or an unduplicated audience of 7,539,000 families or 12,731,000 individuals. Over a four-week period the unduplicated net coverage reaches 12,924,000 families or 21,824,000, it was added.

In urging the use of daytime radio to augment television there was cited a study made by P. C. Nielsen Co. for CBS Radio in December 1955, which divided the then 35 million tv families into five groups. Families in the first group devoted, on the average, 170 minutes to daytime tv, 19 minutes to daytime radio. In the next group the figures were 79 minutes for tv to 33 for radio, then 33 for tv and 38 for radio and finally those tv families who spent no time with tv in the daytime but used their radios an average of 49 minutes. There were also the 11.8 million non-tv families whose use of daytime radio averaged 68 minutes.

Night Radio Network Organized by Ownby

PLANS for organization of an All-Night Radio Network as a coast-to-coast hookup of some 300 stations were revealed last week by James T. Ownby, owner-manager of KONI Phoenix and its affiliate KELE (FM), who is acting chairman and chief organizer of the new network. Mr. Ownby also owns WXN Jackson, Miss., and has an application pending for a new am in Honolulu.

A number of western investors have expressed interest in ANRN, which would have four hours of programs, nightly in each time zone, Mr. Ownby said. He added that the new network's financing has not yet been worked out.

Program director of ANRN will be Henry D. Spalding, editor of Deejay, trade paper for disc jockeys, who said that it is planned to originate all programs from three western cities: Los Angeles, San Francisco and Las Vegas. Programming will be all-music and will include interviews with celebrities.

ANRN affiliates, which also may be affiliates of other networks as the others do not provide service during the hours to which ANRN is limiting its programming, will pay from $1 to $2.50 per hour for ANRN service, Mr. Spalding said. The network's main income, he reported, will come from the sale of programs or announcements to national and regional advertisers. Time sold locally by individual stations will be retained completely by the station, he said.

CURIOSITY PAYS OFF

NASH and Hudson dealers all over the country were hard pressed last week by phone calls from viewers of NBC-TV's The Price Is Right. The callers wanted to know the price of a 1957 Nash Rambler station wagon, offered as one of the prizes on the daytime show 11-13:30 a.m. show. The Price Is Right, whose contestants and audience are mainly women, awards its whole kit of prizes to the sharp-eyed lady shopper who comes closest to estimating the total retail price. Some Nash-Hudson men reported their switchboards jammed with more than 100 queries daily. The dealers, however, weren't begrudging the time they spent satisfying the women's curiosity. Said one: "I'm not complaining, I've already sold four cars."
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AFFILIATES GROUP BACKS NBC-TV PLAN
- 'Crisis' extension discussed
- Some loath to give up time

THOUGH some affiliates are protesting NBC-TV's plan to extend its programming next season into a half-hour of station time on Monday nights, network affiliate officials said last week that they did not anticipate unusual problems on that score.

In fact, there were indications that NBC-TV programming would run into station time on other nights of the week in addition to instances where it does now.

Immediate object of the affiliate complaint is the plan to install Crisis, a new mystery-melodrama series, at 10-11 Monday nights, shifting Robert Montgomery Presents from its current 9:30-10:30 period to another as yet undetermined spot in the week's schedule [B*T, Feb. 25, 18].

NBC authorities feel that the trend in television is toward extending network service through to 11 p.m. And, for that matter, by the time NBC-TV's fall planning is blueprinted in its entirety, service may run to 11 p.m. nearly every night of the week.

Already, NBC-TV has programs running past 10:30 on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with Hold That Note, Lux Video Theatre, Red Barber's Corner and Your Hit Parade the respective programs those nights. Only Lux Video Theatre overlaps network and station time, however. The three others start at 10:30 making it possible for affiliates to refuse them without cutting off any network option time programming.

Problems Confronting Affiliates

Some affiliates have solid sponsorship for syndicated film shows in the station time in question and don't want to drop this revenue in accommodating another half-hour of network service. On the other hand, it's noted that NBC-TV also had been faced with similar dissent when Lux Video Theatre was aimed for a 10-11 p.m. exposure, but the program finally was cleared without too much trouble.

A reported feeling among some stations that NBC is extending its service in order to reduce the amount of syndication was denied by the network.

Of more and of particular interest to NBC-TV, it was stated, is the competitive factor on Mondays—Studio One is seen on CBS-TV at 10-11 p.m. CBS-TV already services its affiliates with network shows through to 11 p.m. each night of the week. ABC-TV now has service to 11 o'clock on two nights a week—its Wednesday night fights and the Ray Anthony Show on Friday.

It was reported that some protests on the option time problem were raised at a Feb. 14 meeting of the NBC Television Affiliates executive committee. But last Tuesday, the committee released the adoption of a resolution "unanimously endorsing" NBC-TV's fall programming plans and efforts.

The announcement was made by Walter
J. Damm, vice president and general manager of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and chairman of the committee. The resolution commended NBC for its “adaptability and willingness to change concepts and techniques” to provide the affiliates with the “greatest programming from the standpoints of revenue and mass appeal in the medium.”

Mr. Damm’s statement concluded that the committee “looks forward with confidence” to the tremendous audience gains that will be the results of this prodigious effort.

ABC-TV Names Mullen Manager Of New Detroit Sales Office

ESTABLISHMENT of a Detroit sales division of ABC-TV and the appointment of William P. Mullen as its sales manager were announced last week by Stocum Chapin, ABC-TV vice president in charge of sales. Mr. Mullen joined the ABC-TV sales department as an account executive in New York in May 1955.

Two Return to NBC-TV Wed., Sat.; 'Party,' 'Vise' From CBS, ABC

WOLF Productions Inc.’s Masquerade Party, the quiz program piloting a panel of well-known personalities against thoroughly-disguised celebrities, will return to NBC-TV this Wednesday 8:8:30 p.m. The program, as yet unsponsored, played on NBC-TV between July 14-Aug. 25, 1952 when it went to CBS-TV and later ABC-TV.

Also joining the NBC-TV program lineup will be Detective's Diary this Saturday 12:30 p.m. The program, sponsored by Sterling Drugs (through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York), will be presented via re-runs of the Mark Saber adventures in The Vise series, also seen on ABC-TV, Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. (for another story on Sterling Drugs and The Vise, see film barter story, p. 27).

CBS NEWS REFUTES CENSORSHIP CHARGES

Day hits ARTRA accusation

Says Sevareid, Murrow Erred

CBS NEWS last week branded as “completely erroneous” the charges filed against it by several magazines and the Ann. of Radio-TV News Analysts that the reason for “censoring” Eric Sevareid and “exposing” Edward R. Murrow was because both had attacked the State Dept. ban on travel in Red China by U. S. newsmen [B&T, Feb. 11, et. seg.]

The reason, according to John F. Day, CBS director of news, both had simply violated a long-standing CBS News policy by taking an editorial stand while on the air. Said Mr. Day: “We would have taken a similar attitude even if the topic hadn’t been Mr. Dulles’ policy—one, with which, ironically—we do not happen to agree.”

Mr. Day, in an effort “to set the story straight for the first and last time,” told B&T that this long-standing policy has been in effect for over 25 years, that it is reiterated every so often and boils down to a matter of “basic objectivity.” “The guts of the policy,” Mr. Day said, “is to be found in the May 25, 1954 speech of CBS Board Chairman William S. Paley, speaking before the NARTA in Chicago.” It is as follows:

“...in both news and news analysis, the goal of the news broadcaster or the news analyst must be objectivity. I think we all recognize that human nature is such that no newsman is entirely free from his own personal prejudices, experience and opinions and that, accordingly, 100% objectivity may not always be possible.

“But the important factor is that the news broadcaster and the news analyst must have the will and the intent to be objective...”

Reason for the Kill

CBS News Editor Jim Roper in Washington, D. C. killed Mr. Sevareid’s 9:25 p.m. broadcast Feb. 6 because it questioned the validity of the Dulles ban. The following week, when Mr. Murrow took a similar position, he was told that he too had violated CBS policy. Both moves were made in spite of the fact that CBS News, as a department, has gone on record as opposing the travel ban. It has given airtime to William Worthy of the Baltimore Afro-American, one of the three newsmen who visited China in spite of the State Dept. edict, and bases its decision “on the right to cover news from all over the world, wherever news is made.”

In the exclusive B&T interview, Mr. Day lamented the fact that “this intramural matter was blown up into a public issue.” He denied the allegation made by the ARTRA that “editorializing and analyzing were one and the same,” saying that “editorializing means ‘having preconceived opinions and marshalling your facts in an effort to win public support for this opinion,’ and defines ‘analyzing’ as ‘rounding up all the available background material to a given situation with the aim of shedding enough light on the topic so that your audience may draw its own conclusions.”

By “posing a series of rhetorical questions to which there were no answers,” Mr. Day said, Mr. Sevareid had “violated our policy of analyzing instead of editorializing.” He said that if Mr. Sevareid had presented both sides of the questions “we would have okayed the script.” He added: “Had Ed (Murrow) shown us his script in advance of airtime—something he does from time to time with an attached note ‘this will bear correcting’—I would have been able to correct it... Ed’s script could have been reworked without too much difficulty, but Eric’s couldn’t have been without a complete rewrite.”

Describing CBS News policy as “not always 100% workable and not the easiest to subscribe to,” Mr. Day told B&T that he has repeatedly passed out interoffice memos to the effect that the “important factor is that the news broadcaster and the news analyst must have the will and intent to be objective” and that “no one in the organization is above or outside this policy.” This does not mean, he added, that CBS News “wants its policies to be blown up into intellectual eunuchs,” but merely that the network doesn’t want to use its broadcast time as a means of venting this personal opinion.” Mr. Day explained that he never objects to a script on the basis of subject matter—“so long as it’s within limits of good taste,” but that he bases his decision mostly “on the way it’s presented.”

Radio-TV news may be presented by either one of two ways. One is “the CBS way;” the other that of “the spectrum system.” Citing ABC’s policy of presenting commentators and analysts of all shades of political opinion—“extreme right to left”—Mr. Day found that its news program has been its own “within the network’s responsibility to the public,” it has two basic failacies.” The first is that the network assumes that the audience “hears all of the speakers.” the second that reporters are “chosen on the basis of their political coloration, not necessarily on the basis of their objectivity.”

Concerning Mr. Day: “The matter is closed. Since the time it happened, we haven’t talked about it, and until a better policy comes along, our present one will stay in effect.”

NBC-TV Gets Football, Baseball: NCAA, Major Leagues are Signed

NBC SPORTS claimed two major accomplishments last week as it (1) won for the sixth time in seven years the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. tv rights for 1957 intercollegiate football games, and (2) lined up a 26-game schedule of major league baseball games on Saturday afternoons starting April 6.

The 1957 NCAA contract, announced jointly last week by NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff and NCAA TV Committee Chairman Robert J. Kane, basically repeats last year’s contract. It provides for nationwide telecasts on nine dates, eight of them Saturdays (when a single game is scheduled) and three games on Thanksgiving Day via a split-network basis. Regional games will
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<table>
<thead>
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<tbody>
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</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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be shown on four other Saturdays during the season. The baseball games will be seen on 130 stations, but will not be carried by any station within 50 miles of a major league ballpark. They will feature all eight National League clubs and five American League clubs.

**RKO FEATURE FILMS RENTED BY ABC-TV**

- 26 films for one showing
- To run Sundays, 7:30-9 p.m.

A BLOCK of 26 feature films was acquired last week by ABC-TV from RKO Televison, distribution arm of RKO Teleradio, at a cost estimated between $650-750,000. Rental is for one-time showing on the network with the film for ABC's RKO.

ABC-TV stated that the films would be shown Sundays, 7:30-9 p.m. EST, beginning April 7. This will pit the features against the highly-rated *Ed Sullivan Show* on CBS-TV and the *Steve Allen Show* on NBC-TV.

Both ABC and RKO Teleradio will be watching the results carefully since this will be the first showing of American feature films on a network feed basis. For some time, ABC has been telecasting British films — *Film Festival* program — on a 90-minute basis, formerly in the Sunday slot and now in the Saturday evening period, also 7:30-9. The RKO features, however, are all American made and are top box office attractions. Included among the 26 are such titles as "Gunga Din," "China Sky," "Flight For Freedom," "Walk Softly, Stranger," "Story of Vernon and Irene Castle," "NIGHT Song," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "Enchanted Cottage," "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House," "King Kong" and "The Locket."

It was reported that ABC-TV, if successful in attracting an audience with the features, may use this approach as a build-up for a projected "Gary Cooper Theatre," an hour-long western film series made especially for tv and probably slated for the 7:30 p.m. period on Sunday. (Mr. Cooper was to serve as host and Allied Artists would produce the series if plans are made final [At Deadline, Feb. 25].)

ABC-TV plans to offer nine one-minute periods to advertisers at the charter rate of $7,500 for a single participation, $7,000 for 10 to 99 participations, and $6,500 for 10 or more. The charter rate runs to May 26 with the rates boosted thereafter to respective prices of $8,500, $8,000 and $7,500.

The acquisition was made public by Oliver Treyz, vice president in charge of ABC-TV and C. Robert Manby, vice president of RKO Teleradio Pictures. RKO last year sold 740 feature films to C&C Super Corp., retaining the right for RKO Teleradio's tv stations in six cities to use all of the features and also the right to rent 150 of the films to a national advertiser for a one-time showing before they pass on to the C&C Televising Corp. The 26 films rented to ABC-TV were among the 150.

RKO television, meanwhile, is still negotiating for the sale of the other features. Nine of the 26 have been shown on tv in the New York and Los Angeles markets.

To accommodate the Sunday night feature film scheduling, ABC-TV will move *Ted Mack and the Original Amateur Hour* to a new time period, 9-10 p.m. EST, on that day. Pharmaceuticals Inc., through Edward Kletzer Assoc., sponsors *Amateur Hour.*

Among the many stars in the acquired features are Raymond Massey, Shirley Temple, Maureen O'Hara, Hedy Lamarr, George Brent, Laraine Day, Pat O'Brien, Ginger Rogers, John Garfield, Kirk Douglas, Fred Astaire, Dorothy McGuire, Katherine Hepburn, Cary Grant, Randolph Scott, John Wayne and Dana Andrews.

**ABC Promotes Smith, Cummings in Tv Posts**

**APPOINTMENTS of J. English Smith as manager of tv network programs, ABC, New York, and Sandy Cummings as manager of tv network programs, ABC, Western division, were announced Thursday by James T. Aubrey, Jr., vice president in charge of programs and talent for the ABC television network. Both appointments are effective March 17.**

The appointments are indicative of the increased network programming activity and will help to coordinate more efficiently the activities of ABC headquarters in New York with its western division in Hollywood, Mr. Aubrey explained.

Mr. Smith, presently with the network's western division, Hollywood, will assume his new duties at the network's New York headquarters. He joined ABC New York in February 1954 as business manager of the iv production services dept. In September 1954 he was promoted to program service manager for the ABC-TV network. Subsequently, he was named coordinator for the network's Warner Bros. series—*Cheyenne* and *Conflict,* assuming this post in May 1955, when he transferred from ABC's New York headquarters to the West Coast. On May 1 last year, Mr. Smith was appointed manager of the network program department, western division, the post he maintained until his new appointment.

Prior to joining ABC, Mr. Smith had been an associate producer with MCA, with Kudner Agency and a production coordinator for NBC.

Mr. Cummings joined ABC's western division in June 1954 as ABC-Disney coordinator, responsible for coordination between ABC, Walt Disney Studios and the agencies and clients on the network's *Disneyland* and *Mickey Mouse Club* program, produced by Disney, and the most recently announced new Disney weekly half-hour *Zorro* series which will debut on ABC-TV this fall.

Prior to joining ABC, Mr. Cummings was with the Hollywood office of William Morris Agency and before that had his own radio and television packaging agency. His other associations include head of the radio dept. for Jaffe Agency, Hollywood, and radio representative for various Hollywood agencies and personalities, including Donald O'Connor and the late Humphrey Bogart. He also had been with Columbia Pictures and Paramount Pictures in their production departments. Prior to World War II Mr. Cummings organized the Hollywood offices of Benton & Bowles.

A successor to Mr. Cummings' position as ABC-Disney coordinator at the Walt Disney studios will be announced shortly, the network said.

**NBC-TV Signs 13 For T-H-T, Expects $1.5 Million Gross**

**PARTICIPATION schedules amounting to approximately $1.5 million gross were ordered during the month of February in NBC-TV's *Today-Home-Tonight* lineup, it was announced Thursday by William R. (Billy) Goodheart Jr., vice president of NBC Network Sales. Some 13 advertisers purchased a total of 143 participations in the T-H-T structure, with *Today* accounting for the highest (80) number of buys.**

Among the advertisers who signed last month are: McKesson & Robbins Inc., Washington State Potato Commission, West Clox Div., General Time Corp., Insurance Co. of North America, Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. and California Packing Corp. (Del Monte Brand Foods). Five who made their bow as NBC-TV sponsors were: International Swimming Pool Corp., Midas Inc. (Auto Mufflers), Juvenile Shoe Corp. of America, McKesson & Robbins (for its new Kessamin Dietetic Formula) and the Washington State Potato Commission.

**NETWORK PEOPLE**

Frank Blatter, formerly head of Mumm, Mullay & Nichols Inc., Chicago, to ABC Radio network sales staff, same city.

Benel Fullmer, ABC Radio continuity acceptance department in Hollywood transferred to ABC-TV to work on tv network packages in Western Div.

Cliff Evans, reporter on NBC-TV's *Today* program, promoted to sports editor of Dave Garroway weekday series.

Sally Cohen, KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo., to promotion-advertising-press information department of ABC Central Div. in Chicago.

Andy Ross, ABC art director, father of girl, Amy Beth, Feb. 23.
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CONGRESS ASKS FCC SOME QUESTIONS

Senate group quizzes on allocations; House group concerned with pay tv

THE FCC—seven commissioners and at least a dozen high level staff executives—spent two days on Capitol Hill last week. They are scheduled to spend two more days before Congressional committees again this week. The Senate Commerce Committee last Tuesday quizzed the Commission on the allocations picture. The House Commerce Committee last Thursday put the Commission on a hurried one-hour grill, concerned mainly with pay tv. This is what happened.

SOME PROGRESS IS SEEN IN UHF-VHF ALLOCATIONS

THE seven FCC commissioners plus a dozen top aides spent two uncomfortable hours on Capitol Hill last Thursday, but they didn't suffer unduly.

They were grilled about uhf and vhf allocations by eleven members of the Senate Commerce Committee, but it was obvious the Senators did not know what to do about the matter—other than what the Commission has done—either. They seemed to feel that the Commission was making some progress, but some were not too happy about what the Commission has accomplished to date.

The hearing, running all of Tuesday morning, recessed at noontime to permit the Senators to participate in the floor debate on President Eisenhower's Mideast policy resolution. The hearing was continued to March 14 (Thursday). It was understood that this session would continue with the allocations question, plus queries on boosters and satellites, AT&T intercity line charges, and other such matters. Not scheduled, but sure to be raised, are questions on subscription television, the progress of the FCC's network study and other facets of television activities.

AT TOP (l to r): Hyde, McConnaughey, Barley, Mack, Craven, Doerfer, Lee.
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Highlights of the morning's testimony included:
- Comr. T. A. M. Craven reiterated his stand on what has become known as the Craven Plan—delete the table of allocations, permit vhf drop-ins, allow directional antennas, lower power, and other relaxations of present rules.
- Comr. Craven also revealed that the Commission has decided to order a study of allocations from 25 mc to 890 mc. There already is underway an FCC investigation of spectrum assignments above 890 mc. The broadcasting services fall in the 25-890 mc range—fm, from 88 mc to 108 mc, and television, from 54 mc to 890 mc (but not consecutively).
- Comr. John C. Doerfer inquired, as he did in his Fresno dissent two weeks ago, about the deintermixture moves taken by the FCC majority two weeks ago. He held that they were illegal and against good public policy. He also urged the use of vhf drop-ins, directional antennas, precision offset to add vhf channels to areas where competition is needed.

Comr. Doerfer also repeated a previous suggestion that the Commission prohibit a station, in a city where there is only one vhf and two or more uhf outlets, from affiliating and broadcasting the programs of more than one network.
- Although Chairman George C. McConnaughey held that the removal of the 10% excise tax on all-channel television receivers was "vital" to the solution of the uhf-vhf problem, Sens. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) and Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.) expressed pessimism. Efforts to remove this tax have been tried before, they recalled, and have failed. There is no assurance that a third try will be successful, they said.
- Chairman McConnaughey held that until the industry research program on uhf is completed (he was referring to the Television Allocations Study Organization) in about a year (he thought), there should be no haste in taking major measures to deintermix large areas. This attitude was commended by Republican Sens. John Marshall Butler (Md.) and Charles E. Potter (Mich.).

In addition to Sens. Pastore, Butler, and Potter, others present during virtually all of the morning session were Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman, and Democratic Sens. A. S. (Mike) Monroney (Okl.), Alan Bible (Nev.), Strom Thurmond (S. C.) and William Blakley (Tex.) and Republican Sens. John W. Bricker (Ohio), Andrew F. Schoeppel (Kan.), and William A. Purtell (Conn.). The senators were flanked by special counsel Kenneth A. Cox and committee communications specialist Nicholas Zappile.

Most of the commissioners agreed, as did most of the senators, that uhf must be used in order to establish the element of competition in television broadcasting.

Comr. Craven foresaw improved coverage for uhf through the use of new techniques. He urged, in addition to deleting the table of allocations, the encouragement in the development and marketing of all-channel receivers. In fact, Comr. Craven saw in 20 years many uhf stations being operated successfully in uhf markets. "It's necessary now to create uhf 'islands'," he said, "otherwise the whole industry will suffer."

In answer to implied criticism that Comr. Craven's recommendation that the table of allocations be eliminated would wipe off educational reservations, the engineering commissioner pointed to his suggestion that educational groups receive special consideration in their applications for outlets.

Mr. Craven raised a warning flag when he noted the large number of purchases of uhf stations by major financial entities. This trend, he said, may "lead ultimately to these scarce but preferred transmission facilities in this tremendously significant media of mass communication being operated by a mere handful of persons."

He also expressed fear that the increasing popularity of feature film shows may cut into time normally allocated for information and live origination. He suggested that package film deals are proving so alluring to tv station operators that a trend may be developing leading stations away from the network system of distribution.

Comr. Craven also warned that the Con-
No...just some of the major advertising agencies who have picked Broadcasting-Telecasting as a nourishing place to run their house advertisements.
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gress and the Commission should not be blind to other facets of communications—use of the spectrum by non-broadcast services. "It is even possible, but not necessarily probable," he said, "that the lower portion of the vhf television spectrum could be affected."

[For a condensed version of Comr. Cran-ven's statement, see page 66.]

Like Comr. John C. Doerfer, Comr. Cra-ven recommended that the Commission permit dual operation on vhf and uhf in major cities to the advantage, he said, of building uhf viewers. The duopoly rule which forbids ownership of more than one station of each class in the same market should be waived, he said.

Comr. Doerfer made the point that the Communications Act and the first priority in the 1952 tv report was to bring television service to all the people. This is in conflict with deintermixture, he held, since deletion of vhf channels means the withdrawal of service from rural watchers in favor of competitive services for city folk. He said he could not understand how the creation of uhf "islands" could help, since deintermixture also created uhf "islands." He claimed that it was "highly impractical" to talk of moving all tv to the uhf band until it is known how much service will be lost.

This attitude was seconded by Comr. Richard A. Mack. He felt that the Commission had not gone far enough to create substantial uhf areas. He felt, he said, that the Commission should not revise the 6th Report and Order plan unless it was prepared to take major actions.

Both Comr. Doerfer and Comr. Mack dissented in all instances where the Commission withdrew vhf channels in the deintermixture actions.

Comr. Doerfer argued that the FCC permit vhf drop-ins in the first 100 markets; relax mileage separations and permit the use of directional antennas, precision offset and other techniques to accomplish this.

He also recommended the adoption of a rule limiting network affiliation to one station in mixed markets where there might be one vhf and two or more uhf. The vhf station should not be permitted to "skim off the cream of programs," he declared.

Chairman McConnaughey's statement, six pages in length, recited the steps that have been taken since its June 1956 declaration. This held out the possibility that the best answer to the uhf-vhf problem might be the shift of all tv to the uhf band, or such a move in a major geographical area.

Among these steps, Chairman McCon- naughey stated, was the establishment of the Television Allocations Study Organization (an industry group organized to study the capabilities of uhf from a propagation as well as equipment viewpoint) and the deintermixture actions taken two weeks ago.

"None of the commissioners have assumed these actions will be a cure-all which will solve the entire problem," the chairman said, "but we sincerely hope that improvements will result."

He emphasized that the deintermixture actions were only the first steps. Because of the 1952 Communications Act amendments and the Administrative Procedures Act, Mr. McConnaughey said, hearings probably will have to be held where the Commission issues show cause orders to delete channels already occupied and where stations object.

He admitted there have been differences of opinion in reaching these solutions, and added: "But the Commission majority in each case honestly believes that the best possible solution by the record has been achieved."

A vital aspect of the uhf-vhf problem, Mr. McConnaughey emphasized, was to eliminate the differential between vhf and uhf receivers. He called for renewed effort to eliminate excise tax on all-channel sets.

It was at this point that both Sens. Pastore and Potter expressed pessimism.

Comr. Robert E. Lee volunteered a different approach to this situation—put a higher tax on vhf-only receivers. Sen. Magnuson stated that the committee was considering this possibility.

"This industry (television) has developed its present significance with great rapid- ity," Mr. McConnaughey stated. "It is almost axiomatic that growing pains are com- mitent with rapid growth. This does not mean that we should not be concerned with the trouble spots or unwilling to seek to ascertain possible remedies or make constructive changes. But, it does suggest the necessity for deliberate and circumspect consideration before taking action."

Mr. McConnaughey touched lightly on other subjects. Of subscription television he said that the staff has summarized, analyzed and evaluated the voluminous record and that the Commission has had several special meetings on the subject. He declared that as soon as the Commission was through with its television allocations consideration, it could turn "in the near future" to pay tv. His statement contained one paragraph on the network study. He added that there were only a "few" cases [in hearing] pending before the Commission and that a determined effort was being made to decide these.

In other exchanges Tuesday morning, Sen. Magnuson expressed himself as somewhat optimistic about persuading the House Ways & Means Committee to delete the excise tax on uhf or all-wave receivers. The Treasury Dept. has some understanding of this as a special case, he said. "Congress made a special case for motion picture theatres," he recalled. This was last year when Congress deleted the amusement tax on motion picture theatre ticket admissions.

Sen. Monroney asked Mr. McConnaughey whether the Commission could not force manufacturers to make all-wave sets. The FCC has no authority to do that, the FCC chairman replied.

In preparation for a background summary, Mr. McConnaughey reported there were 121 "live" uhf stations in 1953, the peak. Last year when the Commission appeared before the Senate committee, there were 91 such uhf outlets; now there are 90. Mr. McConnaughey said he understood there had been 8 million uhf receivers manufactured. Mr. Doerfer interpolated that there were only 3.9 million in use. This was compared...
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TOLL TV DECISION MAY GO TO CONGRESS—McConnaughey

There were strong indications last week that the FCC may toss the hot potato—pay television—or at least slice it into Congress’ lap. This was hinted Thursday by FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey in testimony before the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.

Pressed with questions from Rep. Walter Rogers (D-Ill.) of the committee, Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.), the FCC chief said he was not ready to say whether the FCC or Congress should decide the policy matter of whether toll tv should be treated as a broadcast service or a common carrier.

“We may have to come to you,” he told the committee, “on some of the questions involved here.” He did not indicate whether he thought such questions should be settled, in such an event, by Congress or by some other expression of congressional intent.

The Thursday session lasted only an hour (10-11 a.m.) and the brief questioning period also covered FCC’s uhf-vhf deintermixture activities, fraudulent and misleading radio-tv advertising, premature “leaks” to newsmen on FCC actions and the Commission’s policy on diversification of ownership of communications media. Mr. McConnaughey read a prepared statement summarizing principal FCC problems.

Chairman Harris tentatively set a return session with the FCC for 10 a.m. tomorrow (Tuesday) after the hearing was cut short so members could report to the House floor at 11 for debate on Senate amendments to the Middle East resolution. Other committee sessions are likely to follow tomorrow’s hearing.

Rep. Rogers brought up the toll tv question by asking Mr. McConnaughey if he had any idea when a decision could be expected on subscription tv.

The FCC chairman replied that his group had asked the Senate Commerce Committee whether tv allocations or pay tv should get first priority at the FCC and was told the former should be acted upon first.

The FCC received thousands of comments on the toll tv question, all of which had to be digested by the staff, and the first digest reports were received by the FCC only recently, Mr. McConnaughey told the committee.

The Commission has held recent meetings on pay tv and hopes to reach a decision “in the near future” on the 18-month-old FCC proceeding, he added.

[The FCC brought up toll tv at a meeting last Monday, discussing the question of whether pay tv should be considered a broadcast or common carrier service and if the latter, whether rates should be regulated. Also discussed was whether the FCC or Congress should decide this question. No conclusion was reached, formal or informal, and it was agreed to take up the problem again in three weeks.]

Asked by Chairman Harris whether he thought the FCC or Congress should have the duty of determining policy on pay television, Mr. McConnaughey said he was not ready to say. Then he added that FCC may have to refer some of the pay tv matters to Congress.

Chairman Harris remarked that “a good many” people feel that the FCC often assumes authority on some things when it shouldn’t and at other times, when it should assume authority, passes the “hot potato” to Congress.

Rep. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.) asked Chairman McConnaughey what was being done on deintermixture, commenting that in his opinion, the FCC’s deintermixture program has been unsuccessful. Noting that the FCC has made Springfield, Ill., in his home district, a uhf-only market, he said many people in his district now can get no tv service, except by receiving vhf programs from St. Louis.

Chairman McConnaughey replied that in recent deintermixture activities, the FCC has tried to create uhf islands to make stations more competitive in these areas.

Rep. Mack said he thought it “makes as much sense” to deintermix am and fm as to separate uhf and vhf. “You must be following a system of moving the vhs to the big cities,” he continued, adding that he knew of no large cities which were made uhf-only markets.

During Chairman McConnaughey’s answer to Rep. Mack on deintermixture, he repeated his statement made earlier in the week that some non-broadcast services are “looking with longing eyes” at parts of the vhf band (see story page 58).

Rep. Isidore Dollinger (D-N.Y.), Mr. McConnaughey explained that the FCC and FFC have effected a liaison system in action against fraudulent advertising on radio-tv (see editorial page 16).

Rep. Dollinger is author of a measure (H Res 26) calling for a congressional investigation of fraudulent radio-tv commercials. The measure was referred to the House Rules Committee, which has not acted upon it. BT was told last week, to cause Rep. Dollinger has not yet called for a hearing on the resolution.

Rep. John V. Beamer (R-Ind.) expressed concern about a story he said appeared in an Indianapolis newspaper to the effect that FCC has decided to whom ch. 13 in that city will be granted, although no official FCC announcement has been made.

Chairman McConnaughey said he, too, is concerned about “leaks” of information, a problem which causes trouble throughout the government, he commented. Sometimes the information “leaked” is true, sometimes false, he said, and the FCC has tried to prevent leaks. He said he had come to a decision on a policy of publishing immediately its instructions to the FCC staff to write decisions, he explained.

Rep. Beamer also questioned the FCC chairman on the Commission’s policy of diversification of ownership of communications media in awarding tv grants. Rep. Beamer noted that he had introduced a bill in the 84th Congress to prohibit discrimination against newspapers in the granting of broadcast licenses and said he probably would reintroduce the measure in the 85th Congress.

Rep. Beamer indicated he felt the FCC had made too many radio and tv grants in Indiana to persons living outside the state. The FCC chairman replied that the FCC, in awarding grants, takes into consideration the concentration of newspaper and radio-tv holdings in a given area and also considers local residence as a factor. However, he said, it sometimes is hard to tell when a person is a local resident because he may have a “local background,” but live in another community for a large part of the year.

Rep. Beamer said all the tv stations in Indianapolis are owned by “New York capitalists,” and said he feared the same situation may prevail in the ownership of uhf stations in smaller cities in Indiana.

Replying, the FCC chairman noted that tv grants might have been granted originally to local residents, but often are sold later to out-of-state interests. Asked by Rep. Beamer if the FCC should not act to prevent such transactions, Chairman McConnaughey said that in the sale of a tv station the FCC has no alternative but to approve sale to an out-of-state interest if the buyer otherwise is qualified for a tv license.

Rep. Rogers questioned Comr. T. A. M. Craven about the latter’s proposal late last
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year to junk the allocations plan and make tv grants on a case-by-case basis [B&T, Dec. 24, 1956], indicating a concern as to how this would affect educational tv reservations.

Comr. Craven replied that his plan proposed "special consideration" to educational tv groups.

Chairman Harris, because of the brevity of last week's session, limited committee members to two questions each, but several members forewent even this privilege out of courtesy to each other and in the knowledge that they will be able to ask questions at later sessions.

It was the second appearance of the FCC last week before a congressional committee, members having testified Tuesday before the Senate Commerce Committee (story page 58). The FCC will also appear before the two committees this week, on the House side Tuesday and the Senate side Thursday.

All the members of the FCC were present for the session Thursday, but only Chairman McGonaghey and Comr. Craven (who answered one question) were called upon to testify. Also present were a number of FCC department heads and other staff executives.

Committee members at the hearing included: Democrats—Harris; John Bell Williams (Miss.); Mack; Kenneth A. Roberts (Ala.); Morgan M. Moulder (D-Mo.); Dolinger; Rogers; and Robert H. Macdonald (Mass.). Republicans—Charles A. Wvolton (N. J.); Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.); Robert Hale (Me.); Beamer; William L. Springer (III.); Paul F. Schenk (Ohio), and Joseph L. Carrigg (Pa.).

HENNINGS' INQUIRY ON NETWORKS AIRED

THE explosive issue of alleged network monopoly in broadcasting was brought into the open last week by Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.), when he issued copies of correspondence he has had with the FCC.

Practical object of Sen. Hennings' statement obviously was the pending St. Louis ch. 11 case. It has been reported that CBS was to be favored for this channel. There are three other applicants for the vhf outlet.

Sen. Hennings said that he had intended bringing up the subject of the "antitrust aspects of the granting of licenses for television stations" at the Senate Commerce Committee hearing last Tuesday. Since the Commission is scheduled to return Thursday, the Missouri senator said, he intends to pursue the matter then.

The senator's release referred to a Feb. 12 letter of inquiry addressed to the FCC on the "progressive concentration of control in American business . . . [and] in the critical field of broadcasting:" a Feb. 23 letter to FCC Chairman George McGonaghey asking why no response had been received to his first inquiry; a Feb. 28 reply from Acting Chairman Rosel H. Hyde; a March 1 inquiry to FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley; and a March 4 reply from Mr. Bartley.

In his initial letter, Sen. Hennings declared that the "one phase of monopoly in broadcasting which clearly requires immediate attention is the position of the dominant networks in the United States and particularly their ownership of broadcast stations, which increases that dominance."

Referring to the "exhaustive investigation and analysis" this "problem" is receiving from Congress, Justice Dept., and the Commission's own network study group, Sen. Hennings declared it was his intention to insure that "where a choice exists" a broadcast outlet will be controlled by "non-monopolistic licensees who are part of the communities to be served and therefore sensitive to the needs of these communities, rather than on the national level by dominant networks."

It would be improper for the Commission, Sen. Hennings said, to take any action which would result in further network acquisitions of broadcast facilities until the results of these studies have been completed. He asked to be informed whether the Commission intended taking any "affirmative" actions on network applications for increased broadcast facilities prior to the completion of these studies. Since CBS is the only network now seeking an additional facility, it was obvious that this is Sen. Hennings' target.

Mr. Hyde responded by citing the regulations on multiple ownership and duopoly.

There are no plans to modify or deviate from the existing framework of the Commission's licensing scheme, and, in view of the highly competitive nature of the multi-party comparative hearing, will almost certainly be brought to the Commission's attention in that area of licensing, it is felt that adherence to existing procedures is in order. It will be seen if a different approach might be determined."

Comr. Hyde's response bore the notation that Comr. Bartley did not concur.

Responding to Sen. Hennings' inquiry, Comr. Bartley explained that he has consistently maintained that when multiple owners seek additional stations a hearing should be ordered to consider the effects of these acquisitions on "over-concentration of control of broadcast media."

Comr. Bartley added: "It has been my opinion that such increasing concentration of ownership by networks and other multiple owners, particularly in major markets, could have a serious impact on our present competitive broadcast structure, affecting network affiliation, the program service in areas involved, and competition for advertising revenues, both national and local. I have stated on several occasions that, in the light of the serious policy questions presented by these applications, the Commission should designate such applications for hearing in order that it might have before it a full and complete factual record upon which it could determine whether or not a grant of such applications would, in fact, serve the public interest, convenience and necessity."
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ANALYSIS of why the TV allocations situation is as it is—and how he thinks the problem should be attacked—was given by Comr. T. A. M. Craven to the Senate Commerce Committee last week. It is an articulate exposition of current facts and, whether or not you agree with his conclusions, stands as "must" reading for the person interested in broadcasting. This is a condensation.

IN 1952 when the Sixth Report and Order was promulgated, manufacturers in this country were still not in a position to produce efficient all-channel television receivers which could be marketed at a reasonable cost as compared to vhf-only receivers. Consequently, the television receiver industry manufactured receivers capable of receiving vhf channels only and produced "make-shift" tuners or converters to accommodate uhf channels in markets where uhf transmission only was available.

This "make-shift" equipment—and today's tuners and converters are nothing more than that—is inefficient and costly to maintain compared to the receiver performance possibilities possible today. Thus the existing receiver situation is one of the significant factors contributing to the present disparity between vhf and uhf television.

Likewise in 1952, when the "television freeze" was lifted, the manufacturing industry had not developed uhf transmission facilities capable of exploiting the potentialities of uhf. In spite of this, many entrepreneurs commenced operation of uhf transmitting stations with very low power, with consequent small service areas and poor technical quality of signal in the homes.

It is now obvious that the premature operation of uhf television stations with inadequate technical facilities, combined with the receiver situation previously described herein, resulted in a condition where uhf has become generally preferred by those who support the economics of television as being the more useful media of television broadcasting. Moreover, since 90% of the public look to vhf stations for their programs, receiver manufacturers claim to have insufficient incentive to manufacture and market all-channel television receivers. In some instances these manufacturers have discontinued earlier research leading to the development of an efficient all-channel receiver.

The net consequence of the conditions just described is that there is an extreme scarcity of preferred transmission facilities in many of the major markets of the country. With this lack of comparable competitive facilities, individual station revenues have scored. Vhf stations have become extremely attractive to capital lured by the bait of bonanza returns. Many original "local" owners have sold their television stations at a lucrative profit to non-local multiple station owners. From this it would appear that a trend is developing which will lead ultimately to these scarce but preferred transmission facilities in this tremendously significant media of mass communication being operated by a mere handful of persons.

Undoubtedly, television has had its impact upon the motion picture industry which is seeking to find an outlet for its productions. In this connection that industry is now arranging with television stations film package deals which, if continued along present lines, will gradually eat away the time normally allocated for timely information and live events. Moreover, because they are financially more attractive, these package deals tend to draw stations away from network affiliations, a possible consequence of which is a trend away from a network system of distribution of timely information and live events of national and international importance and interest. I would like to point out that nothing I have said here has any reference to subscription television.

The most significant facet of the trends which I have mentioned is that they run counter to the concept of free competition which is implied in the Communications Act and one might conclude that the American system of broadcasting may be at stake.

To be more specific, it must be obvious to all that the 12 vhf channels presently being used for commercial television broadcasting, standing alone, are pathetically inadequate to provide this country with a national television broadcasting structure erected on a sound basis from the standpoint of public interest. If, as must be assumed, the present allocation of vhf spectrum space is all that can be made available to television broadcasting in the reasonable future, we must discover methods to provide for the utilization of the 70 uhf channels as an integral part of the television broadcasting structure.

Accordingly, taking the long range point of view in the development of a sound national television system, it is essential that (a) the coverage potentialities of uhf be improved by taking advantage of new techniques; (b) the development and marketing of all-channel receivers be fostered, and (c) the acceptance of uhf as a valuable medium for the dissemination of information and entertainment be encouraged.

We May Need Both V. U.

While it may well be that uhf will eventually be accepted as a valuable medium (which in a number of areas it already is), we have no assurance at this time that it will be an adequate substitute for vhf in many markets and some areas of the country. Therefore we must envision that the ultimate maximum utilization of television channels may, of necessity, embrace both vhf and uhf in the same markets or areas. In any event, since the public now has such a huge investment in vhf-only receivers, we cannot contemplate a shift to a uhf-only system on a nationwide basis, or even for large areas, until the public is ready to accept such a radical change. Thus, it is safe assumption that the use of both vhf and uhf in this country and frequently in the same community must continue for years to come regardless of the improvements which the research laboratories of the country will provide for uhf.

Therefore, as I see it, the question which must be answered at this time is simply this: "In what manner can both vhf and uhf channels be used, at least for the immediate future, so as to give some measure of relief..."
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to that segment of the television broadcast industry which thus far has been unable to find its proper place in the American system of broadcasting?"

The combined allocation of vhf and uhf channels to the various communities according to market size obviously is not the answer. To appreciate that fact all one must do is to review the history of television over the past few years and it becomes immediately apparent that the past "economic planning" by the FCC, if it has not failed entirely, has indeed fallen far short of expectations.

In this connection we must recognize the fact that the government cannot force technical or economic development along specific lines if such development is inconsistent with the accepted concepts of prudent business. Neither may the government by edict or flat force the establishment of television stations in markets where there is insufficient economic support or where the public has expressed, by one means or another, a preference contrary to the government's planning. Consequently, further planning of this nature, in addition to being contrary to the public interest, does not present a solution to our problem.

Another aspect to be considered in the development of short-range planning is the fact that the Commission cannot force existing vhf licensees to change their channels to uhf without affording such licensees an opportunity to be heard in opposition to such a move; and in such hearings the evidence must clearly demonstrate that the change which the Commission is seeking to impose is in the public interest. Moreover, the government should not and cannot make radical changes in the existing use of television channels, particularly by shifting all television to uhf, until it can be demonstrated that the new plan is at least equal to if not better than the old, and until there is a general acceptance of uhf by the public in the form of new television receiving systems. If the convenience of the public is to be given proper consideration, an evolutionary transition period must necessarily take place and it must be expected that such a period probably will last for several years.

Obviously, while we are awaiting the end of this transition period something must be done to relieve the unfortunate television broadcasting situation as we find it in many areas today. In my opinion, from a short-range point of view, which is our immediate interest, we must (a) rescind the allocation table; (b) make available extra vhf channels in markets where vhf stations already have a virtual monopoly; (c) encourage the development and marketing of all-channel receivers; and (d) preserve existing uhf markets and, as facts warrant, increase the number of such markets. However, it must be remembered that in some of these uhf areas, particularly in rough terrain, the uhf service presently is unsatisfactory from a technical point of view.

Unfortunately, while it is generally known that uhf transmitting stations can provide an excellent technical quality signal when the receiving system in the home is efficient and when the receiving antenna is in line-of-sight with the transmitting antenna, it is also recognized that, with present techniques, the over-all coverage of uhf stations is not as good as that which is obtained from vhf stations.

Fortunately, however, there are in the process of development new techniques which, within reasonable economics, will make possible a large degree of improvement in the coverage capabilities of uhf transmitting stations. On the other hand, while nothing of scientific character is impossible of achievement, it would be far more realistic if those in the television business would accept the possibility that in many parts of the country uhf will not prove to be an adequate substitute for vhf except at prohibitive costs both in money and radio spectrum space. Consequently it may be more prudent at this time to envision the probability that in some areas of the country and in many of the large metropolitan markets we must think in terms of the indefinite use of both vhf and uhf.

In my opinion, the Commission's rigid adherence to its table of television assignments to communities has fulfilled its excellent initial purpose. However, the Commission's insistence upon the continuation of the plan beyond its initial purpose is one of the elements which enhance the undesirable trends described hereinbefore.

In uhf certain existing stations operating on the higher uhf channels are encountering difficulty because existing uhf tuners are more inefficient in the upper portion of the television spectrum than in the lower portion. Uhf licensees who desire their stations to be shifted from vhf to uhf are confronted with frustrating procedures. Many times, after battling their way through long, weary months of administrative procedures, they fail because they cannot find a substitute for a useful but unapplied-for channel in a small market also in the area. Moreover, uhf licensees who may desire their stations to be upgraded in the form of new uhf coverage are unable to do so because the table of assignments tends to prevent the addition of uhf channels in the station's own market even though the channels are unapplied for in minor markets where in some instances they will lie fallow for years to come.

To date, any existing uhf station desiring to move from a small market, in which the economics are hopeless, to a larger market in which competition is inadequate, is confronted with difficulties of a procedural character involving both delay and business risk. A uhf station now operating in a large market, in which there are too many stations for the market to support economically, desiring to move to a smaller market in which there is inadequate competition is confronted with frustrating barriers. Such a station licensee must risk financial ruin by reason of the procedures which are associated with the rule making necessary to accomplish a change in the table of assignments. While these conditions do not block entirely the readjustments which are in accord with the natural laws of economics and the doctrine of free competition, they do retard them. Without this table the adjustment would come more rapidly and less
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painfully to the individual licensee and the public. The first 200 markets of the country may be grouped into 169 TV markets. An examination of these 169 television markets will show the following with respect to VHF channels used for commercial broadcasting: 16 markets have 4 or more VHF channels each; 38 have 3 VHF channel each; 49 have 2 VHF channel each; 28 have 1 VHF channel each; and 38 have 0 VHF channel each.

Omitting overlap considerations, one might state that the 66 markets having one or no VHF station are markets which are primarily UHF. The remaining 103 markets are primarily VHF. Only 16 of the latter can be characterized as markets in which the doctrine of free competition is even given a chance. Certainly in 49 of the markets adequate competition does not prevail. Based upon these statistics alone it is obvious that the present blind adherence to the channel assignment plan fosters monopoly.

AMST COMES OUT AGAINST CRAVEN PROPOSAL

THE Craven plan to delete the FCC's table of television allocations received its first serious set back last week when the high powered Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters announced its opposition to the dropping of the table of assignments, heart of the proposal.

The action was taken by the AMST's board of directors Feb. 21 in Chicago. Ten of the 15 directors were present and the opposing statement was adopted unanimously.

AMST makes two points in its objections to the deletion of the assignment table: (1) That no such far-reaching move be made until after the results of the research program now underway under the aegis of the Television Allocations Study Organization, and (2) fear that withdrawal of the allocations table might open the way to the reduction of mileage separations between co-channel and adjacent channel VHF stations.

ufh as compared to VHF. Information is also sparse with respect to the engineering standards of allocation which might lead to improvements in the utilization of both VHF channels and UHF channels. I have therefore advocated that the Commission continue its active support of the Television Allocation Study Organization in its program of research.

As previously mentioned, the receiver problem is perhaps one of the most significant factors contributing to the present disparity between VHF and UHF. While the TASO group may provide information with respect to the future potentialities of receiver performance, their studies will not motivate the television receiver manufacturing industry toward the development, production and marketing of all-channel receivers. The removal of the 10% excise tax on all-channel receivers as proposed by both the Federal Communications Commission and the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee of the Senate appears to be a most important step toward the solution of the second problem previously mentioned.

However, we should not assume that this step alone will solve the solution of the problems previously mentioned. Still more has to be done to stimulate the interest of the television receiver manufacturing industry. Still further incentives have to be provided and in this connection we must be realistic and envision that technical ingenuity may be capable of providing VHF-only receivers which can be marketed at less cost, including the 10% excise tax, than the future tax-free all-channel receiver. I have therefore suggested that the Commission encourage existing VHF operators in the major markets to broadcast their programs simultaneously on VHF and UHF for such a period of time as may be necessary to establish UHF on a firm basis provided such dual operation otherwise tends to throttle desirable competition.

The reason for this suggestion is that, even if the Commission should decide to establish more UHF-only markets, it could not accomplish this in time to constitute an effective incentive for television receiver manufacturers to produce and market all-channel receivers in the reasonable future. Moreover, even if the excise tax is removed from all-channel television receivers, the use of such receivers in what are now VHF-only markets would have doubtful value to the public in such markets. On the other hand, if there were available in these large markets one or more UHF stations having transmitting good programs—even though duplicated by VHF stations—there might be many instances in which the public could make use of the UHF portion of its receiver. This is because in particular locations there will be better quality reception of a program on UHF than VHF.

I have witnessed the performance of UHF in New York City. While I do not believe that UHF will become an adequate substitute for VHF in New York without an exorbitant use of radio spectrum space and without great cost, I feel certain that in certain localities within New York City, UHF can provide a superior technical quality of service. Consequently I venture to state that in New York City, which is solely VHF at the moment, there might be a growing satisfaction on the part of an appreciable segment of the public in that city if they had available an all-channel receiver and good programs available on both VHF and UHF.

In rescinding the table of assignments, it will be necessary to preserve the UHF strongholds which have or will become established. Consequently, as an emergency measure or until UHF can stand on its own feet, it will be necessary to prevent infiltration of VHF stations in such markets. The Commission could designate those markets which they consider to be primarily UHF and by public notice indicate that the Commission will not, for the time being, entertain the applications, which tend to deteriorate the UHF characteristics of these markets. While at first blush, this may appear to be an adherence to the doctrine of protectionism against competition, it is in fact, quite the contrary. From the standpoint of the national public interest such a policy would tend to make available ultimately far more channels than are now being utilized and consequently far more opportunities for the application of competition to offset the existing trends toward monopoly contrary to public interest.

I have advocated special cooperative treatment for educational use of television. I would not delete educational channels where they are desired or needed. I have long recognized the potential value of television in the field of education and I believe that much more has to be done to provide educational systems with an adequate number of tv channels. My suggestion is that all of the educational institutions which indicate bona fide intentions to use television channels in specific locations should receive special consideration from the Commission.

On the other hand, I recognize that unused channel assignments now designated for the sole use of education, and in which no one seems to have any interest, should not remain fallow indefinitely. Moreover, if television should develop technically toward the effective use of UHF it would always be possible for the presently hesitant educators to enter the television field at some future time when all available channels have been established on a sound basis.

New technical standards undoubtedly will offer more to the public than my suggestions here, but until we learn more about the engineering facts of life, I would maintain the present engineering standards of the Commission. However, as TASO and others make progress I feel certain we will know how to secure maximum efficiency in the use of the television spectrum and at the same time preserve a high quality technical service to the public. At the time this new knowledge becomes available, the Commission will be in a position to apply new and generally accepted engineering standards.
February 1957 Washington Board of Trade News
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Washington, D.C. is America's third fastest growing market

Population January 1, 1957*
showing growth rate since 1950 census
*population in thousands

Washington metropolitan area, 1950 census—1,469,089
Washington metropolitan area, 1957 estimate—1,954,000

Map prepared by and reprinted with permission of Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade.

WWDC is Washington's fastest growing radio station

Represented nationally by John Blair & Co.
with the maximum of flexibility which is so lacking under the present system.

It would be less than candid if I did not mention some of the broader aspects of the problems which confront the Commission with respect to all of the radio spectrum. While these may have great impact upon the television problem, it is my opinion that they transcend in importance, in terms of the national economy, even the television matters just discussed. In fact, I am fearful that the long-range emphasis the Commission may concentrate their attention solely on the television problem they may have failed to see the forest for the trees. I speak of the use of the radio spectrum from the very lowest to the very highest portion thereof. It is here that we find all types of radio services including aids to navigation for both aircraft and ships, aviation and maritime communications, air traffic control, microwave telephone and telegraph common carrier systems, land transportation radio systems, police, fire, and forestry radio services, private radiotelephone and telegraph systems, and a host of other services such as citizens radio, amateurs, television, fan broadcasting, auxiliary radio broadcasting services, radio paging services, taxicab services and many applications of radio to industrial communications and processes.

The last basic allocation of this radio spectrum to the various classes of services was in 1946. Since that time there has been a tremendous expansion in growth of many of the radio services then recognized; and there has been an increasing demand for new and different applications of radio. The net result is that again the demand seems to exceed the supply and, again, wise judgment must be exercised as to who is entitled to use radio for the benefit of the public or for their private purposes.

In 1946 the concept of vhf and uhf was such that this portion of the radio spectrum was considered as having relatively short-range characteristics. There were advocates who advocated that these portions of the radio spectrum may be useful for long distance transmission with even greater reliability, particularly in northern latitudes, than existing radio methods. Other groups dispute this optimism. In any event, if the national interest should indicate that the long-range possibilities of these portions of the spectrum should be utilized, it may be necessary to displace hundreds of existing radio stations now operating with relatively small area coverage. It is even possible, but not necessarily probable, that the lower portion of the vhf television spectrum could be affected. In any event, the ongoing reasons that the Commission will soon undertake an investigation to reevaluate and reappraise the allocation of radio spectrum space above 25 Mc (low band vhf).

Pressures from the nation’s industrial and service organizations are increasingly intense and the Commission, the administration and Congress will be confronted with decisions involving basic policies affecting the nation’s economy which will transcend in importance those confronting you this past two years.

Don’t Delete ‘Unique Service’

From FCC Rules, Ams Urge

DO NOT take away our added coverage protection for ‘unique program service,’ 19 of 23 commissioners told the FCC on the Commission’s proposal to delete Sec. 3.182 (c) and (v) of its am rules [BT, Jan. 7]. The Commission had proposed to delete the provision—providing protection from interference beyond the normally protected contours (500 uv/m) for stations offering a unique service—on the grounds it is vague and indefinite to be of assistance in determining when a unique program service is involved.

Deletion would create, rather than eliminate, uncertainty and confusion among broadcast licensees, the 19 pleaded, and that clarification rather than deletion is the solution. ABC, CBS and several college-owned stations were among those opposing the Commission plan, while KXOL Fort Worth and three consulting engineers thought the deletion would assist the FCC.

WVW New York, WOI Ames, Iowa, and KWSC Pullman, Wash., thought that the section is no more vague or indefinite than many of the standards and criteria utilized by the FCC in many cases.

NBC Studying WOCN (TV) Plea

To Take Away WRCV-TV’s Ch. 3

NBC was studying last week the petition filed two weeks ago with the FCC by ch. 52 permittee WOCN (TV) Atlantic City, N. J., to move ch. 3 from Philadelphia to Atlantic City [BT, March 4]. NBC’s WRCV-TV operates on ch. 3.

WOCN claimed that New Jersey, ranking eighth in population among the states, had no vhf television channels. WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., ch. 13, it said, was actually a New York City station. It pointed out that New York state had 14 vhf and 57 uhf assignments and Pennsylvania 11 vhf and 48 uhf channels. New Jersey, it declared, was blanketed by vhf signals from New York and Pennsylvania outlets. New Jersey had just 14 uhf assignments, it pointed out.

NBC acquired WRCV-AM-TV last year in its swap with Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., whereby the network gave WBC its three Cleveland stations (now KYW-AM-FM-TV) and $3 million in exchange for the Philadelphia outlets. This exchange is the subject of a government anti-trust suit against NBC, on the charge that WBC was coerced into the transaction by NBC’s threat to withdraw its affiliations from WBC.

Willimantic Grant Finalized

THE FCC last week finalized an earlier initial decision proposing to grant Willimantic, Conn., a new am station on 1400 kw, 22,000 units. The permittee is Windham Broadcasting Co. WHIL Medford, Mass. was allowed to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw on 1430 kc. The Commission also denied the application of Robert A. Mensel for a new am on 1430 kc in Willimantic. Mr. Mensel was paid $3,148 by WHIL and $2,179 by Windham for out-of-pocket expenses. Windham principals also own WPCT Putnam, Conn.

There’s Little Chance

For Hill Music Probe

UNLESS there are some sweeping changes in the attitudes of the Senate Commerce Committee members the problems of The Songwriters Protective Assn. will remain unsolved for now. With the work load now before the Committee and the communications subcommittee, it is most unlikely they can get into an exhaustive series of hearings despite the desires of SPA. Moreover, the committee staff is not terribly impressed with the SPA attitude.

"Those fellows think they are putting on a Broadway production," one staff member said.

"Our committee does not go in for spec- taculars," said another staff official.

The work of the committee is a painstaking, careful process of gathering evidence and checking information, it was pointed out.

None of the staff or committee members say there is not good reason to explore the writers complaints. But, they do say, the House antitrust (Celler) subcommittee already has gone into the problems. That report has not yet been published.

The Senate wants to see the report, even though Arthur Schwartz, a spokesman for the songwriters, said he told Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) [BT, March 4], committee chairman, there was a great deal of new evidence to present the committee—new since the Celler hearings last fall.

Magnuson Heats Group

Sen. Magnuson listened to the complaints of the songwriters with "sympathy," one observer said, but the Senator said he did not understand very much about the problems. He suggested they discuss the matter with Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), chairman of the communications subcommittee.

The group—Otto Harbach, Douglas S. Morrow, Dorothy Fields, Stanley Adams, and John Schulman, attorney for SPA—got an appointment with Sen. Pastore. He listened with interest but, it is understood, refrained from expressing any views.

He told the group he would study the problem. "His attitude was his usual judicious one," a member of the senator’s staff said.

The writers committee left a brief with both senators. It is understood to have made these three points:

* Proposed legislation calling for dis- vestiture by the networks of record companies.
* Proposed direct supervision of the networks by the FCC.
* Suggested the FCC has authority in the field of music which it is not now exercising.

Sen. Magnuson suggested, although his staff admitted it was a curbitone judgment, the writers might have a case which could be brought before the Federal Trade Commission. He also suggested that if the writers had cause they could take up the matter with the Justice Dept. antitrust division.

Although Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio)
Great New Service
to Rush Hour Motorists
Means Even Greater Audiences
for WWJ ...
introduced a measure last year which would have licensed the networks, there is good reason to believe he would not go along with anything involving the station.

In a move similar to that of singer Frank Sinatra's to the Celler subcommittee last year, Bing Crosby wired Sen. Magnuson last week: "I feel very strongly that the control of the music business should not be in the possession of the very people who dominate the air by our government's leave. As a member of ASCAP, it is my fervent hope that you and your committee will explore all of the angles of the situation and you will conclude that the public is entitled to hear all of the music written instead of just the music owned and exploited by the broadcasters themselves."

STORZ SCORES FCC INACTION ON WSBM

- Will Revise Own Promotion
- Giveaways May Be Revived

The FCC was on notice last week that the Todd Storz stations were no longer going to lean toward backing to restrain legitimate promotional efforts, including giveaways.

This was the meat of a March 1 letter sent to the Commission by Todd Storz, president of Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co. Mr. Storz told the FCC that since the Commission paid no attention to his complaint against the program practices of WSBM New Orleans, he was revising his stations' promotional policies.

The Storz stations in mid-1956 voluntarily ceased using promotional giveaways and other such audience-interest getters when the FCC granted Mr. Storz permission to acquire WQAM Miami from the Miami Herald for $850,000. By a single vote the FCC approved the transfer, notwithstanding the minority's desire to set the transfer application for hearing because of the money-grabbing aggression of the station.

At that time Mr. Storz wrote the Commission that, since the propriety of giveaways and other promotional gimmicks was questioned he was ceasing such activities on all stations.

Early this year, when Radio Hawaii Inc. bought 50% ownership of WSBM New Orleans from Paramount Gulf Theatres Inc. for $90,000, Mr. Storz objected. He maintained that WSBM, under the direction of a Radio Hawaii Inc. program executive, had begun using giveaway gimmicks and other promotional contests. He also charged that the presence of the Radio Hawaii Inc. program executive made a difference in WSBM management before the FCC approved the transfer. The Commission approved the WSBM transfer late last month and told Mr. Storz it had considered the allegations but had found Radio Hawaii eligible [B+T, March 4]. Radio Hawaii is part of the Founders Corp. holdings, licensee of KPOA Honolulu. Founders also owns WTAC Flint, Mich., and 50% of KTVR (TV) Denver, Colo.

Storz stations, in addition to the Miami outlet are KOWH Omaha, Neb.; WDGY Minneapolis, Minn.; WHB Kansas City, Mo.; and WTXI New Orleans, La.

House Group to Study FCC, Other Agencies

A SPECIAL subcommittee was named last week by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee to review, study and examine the execution of the laws by the administrative and independent agencies of the government within the jurisdiction of the [parent] committee.

Chairman of the nine-man unit—the "Special Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight"—is Rep. Morgan M. Moulder (D-Mo.).

Last month, in a discussion on the House floor, that he would appoint such a group [BT, Feb. 11].

No schedule of hearings for the unit has been announced.

Other members are Democrats John Bell Williams (Miss.), John J. Flynn Jr. (Ga.), Leo W. O'Brien (N. Y.) and John E. Moss (Calif.), and Republicans Joseph P. O'Hare (Ill.), Robert Hale (Me.), John K. Heseltone (Mass.) and John B. Bennett (Mich.).

Rep. Harris and Rep. Charles A. Wulverton (R-N.J.), ranking Republican on the parent committee, were announced as ex officio members with voting privileges.

A number of Democratic senators and representatives—among them House Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.)—criticized the FCC and other federal regulatory agencies during the 84th Congress, charging among other things that the Eisenhower Administration has had undue influence on the decisions of independent federal agencies originally created as arms of Congress.

During the floor discussion last month, Speaker Rayburn said: "I trust the gentleman [Rep. Harris] will set up a subcommittee and I think under the broad authority of this resolution he has that authority, to go into the administration of each and every one of these laws creating the FCC and other agencies and find out whether or not the law as we intended it is being carried out or whether a great many of these laws are being repealed or revamped by those who administer them."

Onondaga V Proposed For Share-Time Operation

AN educational station and a commercial applicant were recommended for share-time operation on ch. 10 in Onondaga, Mich., by an FCC hearing examiner last week. Annie Neil Huntington favored the applications of the State Board of Agriculture (governing body for Michigan State University) and TV Corp. of Michigan Inc. (Edward E. Wilson, 60%, and WILS Lansing, 40%, the latter principally owned by John C. Pomeroy and family).

Denied by the hearing examiner were the applications of Triad Tv Corp., Booth Radio & TV Stations Inc. (WIBM Jackson and other stations) and Jackson Broadcasting & TV Corp. (WKHM Jackson), all seeking the same facilities for Parma, Mich. The examiner heard over 90 days of comparative hearing among the five applicants for the channel and her initial decision filled 225 pages.

The favored applicants reached a agreement Aug. 30, 1954, to share the channel in the event their applications were successful. Under the agreement, the educators will program from 9:30 a.m.-2 p.m. and 6:00-7:30 p.m. Mondays-through-Fridays; 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturdays, and 12 noon-4 p.m. Sundays, with the commercial operators to use the channel at all other times. Michigan State agreed to construct a transmitter plant at its own cost to be used by both stations. TV Corp. will pay annual rental base on a percentage of own use of actual air time used by both stations, plus 20% of its net income before federal income taxes.

Onondaga is approximately midway between Jackson and Lansing in south-central Michigan.

Michigan State U. is licensee of WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing and permits of ch. 60 WKAR-TV, which began operations Jan. 13, 1954. The examiner ruled that the construction permit of WKAR-TV must be surrendered by State Board of Agriculture if it receives the ch. 10 grant.

State Board and/or TV Corp. were favored over the other three applicants on inferences of own use of a broadcast experience, local residence, past operation of broadcast stations and awareness of community needs and most likely to effectuate their programming proposals.

Court Denies Protest Against Miami Ch. 10

The U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C. last week refused to stay the Feb. 8 grant of Miami ch. 10 to Public Service TV Inc., subsidiary of National Airlines Inc. The three-judge Washington court denied requests for a stay filed by WKAT Miami, Fla., and Eastern Airlines Inc.

The Miami grant was made by the FCC over violent protests by WKAT (which had been recommended for the vhf grant by the hearing examiner) and Eastern Airlines. Basic attack was on the public policy of having an airline own and operate a television station. The controversy touched off congressional interest with several communiques from Senators Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) and even flared into the newspaper columns via Drew Pearson.

The appeals court members were Chief Judge Henry W. Edgerton, and Circuit Judges Charles Fahy and George Thomas Washington. Arguing for WKAT was Paul A. Porter, former FCC chairman; for Easterns, Harold L. Russell, Atlanta, Ga.; for the FCC, Daniel R. Ohlbaum, and for National, Norman E. Jorgensen. Argument was held Thursday morning and the court's denial was issued that afternoon.

WMEX Gets License Renewal

AFTER three years of trying, WMEX Boston, Mass., last week received a renewal of its license from the FCC, which upheld a hearing examiners initial decision recommending the license.

The WMEX first applied for renewal Jan. 18, 1954, was heard at a hearing because of the station's broadcast of horse racing information. In granting the license renewal, the Commission found that WMEX has not broadcast the objectional programming for sometime.
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New Orleans, Beaumont UHFs Ask FCC for Move to Ch. 12

TWO uhf tv stations—one dark and one on the air—last week petitioned the FCC to order them to show cause as to why they should not be authorized to operate on ch. 12 in Beaumont and New Orleans.

The Commission, two weeks ago, announced that it had instructed its staff to draw up orders adding ch. 12 to both of these cities [B•T, March 4]. Ch. 31 KBMT (TV) Beaumont asked for temporary authority to begin operating on ch. 12 and that the request be acted on concurrently with or subsequently to grant of ch. 4 Beaumont-Port Arthur. Port Arthur College holds an initial decision for this facility following an agreement with two competing applicants [B•T, Feb. 17].

KBMT was on the air for over two years but has been dark since mid-1956. Ch. 6 KFDM-TV is the only Beaumont station presently on the air.

Operating ch. 20, WJMR-TV New Orleans, which originally requested a show cause order for ch. 12 Feb. 14, repeated its request and asked that action be taken concurrently with a final order allocating ch. 12 to New Orleans. The station said that it is ready to commence operations on the vhf channel immediately and that it would be impossible for WJMR-TV to continue operating as a tv in a four-uhf New Orleans market.

The only v presently operating in New Orleans is ch. 6 WDSU-TV. Also assigned are educational ch. 8 (WYES [TV]) and ch. 4 WWL-TV (which is forbidden to start construction by the FCC, pending outcome of the deintermixture proceedings).

New U Assignments Sought In York, Pa., Niagara Falls

CH. 49 WNOW-TV York, Pa., last week asked the FCC to institute rule-making proceedings toward assigning ch. 33 to York and to issue a show cause order as to why WNOW-TV should not shift operations to that channel. Ch. 31 WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa., has a request before the Commission that the same facility, presently assigned to Reading, Pa. (now dark WEEU-TV), be reassigned to Harrisburg, 20 miles from York.

WNOW-TV said that it would be willing to accept any picture image interference which might occur from ch. 18 WTLF (TV) Baltimore (not yet on air) and asked FCC to waive its separation requirement of 75 miles. Distance between the proposed WTLF transmitter and that of WNOW-TV is 48 miles, the petition stated. (Both WNOW-TV and WTPA (TV) are presently on the air.)

A similar petition was filed by ch. 59 WNYT-TV Buffalo, N. Y., seeking to exchange its authorization for ch. 29, now assigned to Niagara Falls, Ont. The petitioner said that it had an opportunity to buy the used equipment of ch. 17 WBUF (TV) Buffalo at a substantial reduction in original cost. This equipment, WNYT-TV said, could be used on a lower uhf channel such as 29 but is not adaptable to use on its presently assigned channel.

The station said that it expected to be able to compete financially with two vhf stations in Buffalo because of the large number of uhf receivers in the area and that the requested channel assignment would meet all mileage separation requirements.

Rome Citizens File for Ch. 9 Now Held by WROM-TV

REQUEST for the channel (9) now held by WROM-TV Rome, Ga., was filed with the FCC last week by TV-Rome Inc. in an effort, the application said, to keep a local tv service in Rome. Applicant for ch. 9 is a group of Rome citizens headed by James H. Scarberough and R. L. McBrayer and their wives.

A year ago WROM-TV requested FCC permission to move its transmitter to a location approximately 45 miles north of Rome (near Chattanooga, Tenn.) and on Jan. 4 the Commission asked for comments on a proposal to shift ch. 9 to Chattanooga. A protest to this reallocation of ch. 9 also was filed last week by Mr. Scarberough.

The applicant requested 12 kw, antenna 320 ft. above average terrain and estimated construction costs as $142,869, with $89,000 for first year operation.
FCC EXPECTS ALL-OUT ATTACKS FROM LOSERS IN DEINTERMIXTURE

THE FCC is bracing itself for expected oppositions from tv operators and grantees whose vhf channels have been moved away from their cities. This was done in the Commission's far-reaching first step toward deintermixture two weeks ago [B&T, March 4]. It also was expecting objections from uhf operators in the two cities where v channels were retained—Hartford, Conn., and Madison, Wis.

Basic attack, it was obvious, will be the inconsistencies between the newly segregated areas and those where uhf-vhf integration remains.

No announcement has come from General Electric Co. regarding its attitude toward the Commission's shift of ch. 6—now occupied by GE's WRGB (TV)—from Schenectady to Syracuse, N. Y. It was understood, however, that FCC commissioners were told last week that the statement of R. W. Welpott, WRGB station manager, that GE would fight the move "did not represent the General Electric Co."

Official GE reaction so far is "no comment."

A check of Washington attorneys representing the other four vhf permit-holders who are supposed to lose their channels indicated that WRIL-TV Springfield, Ill. (ch. 8), WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind. (ch. 7), KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif. (ch. 12) had decided to file court appeals against the FCC's actions. WMAY-TV Peoria, Ill. (ch. 2), was giving "serious consideration to the question of whether to appeal or not."

The Commission actions two weeks ago shifted ch. 2 from Springfield to St. Louis, Mo., and offered ch. 36 KTVI (TV) St. Louis temporary operation on that vhf channel; ch. 7 from Evansville to Louisville, Ky.; ch. 8 from Peoria to Davenport, Iowa; Rock Island-Moline, Ill.; and ch. 12 from Fresno to Santa Barbara, Calif.

The Commission also voted to retain ch. 3 in Hartford and Madison, and to instruct its staff to write an order placing ch. 12 in New Orleans, La., and Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex., ch. 3 to Lake, Charles-Lafayette, La., and ch. 11 to Houma, La.

In his testimony before the Senate Commerce Committee earlier last week, FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey said there were about 10 more deintermixture actions awaiting FCC decision. These include the proposals to add vhf channels to Miami, Fla.; Norfolk, Va.; Charleston and Columbia, S. C., and Duluth, Minn.-Superior, Wis.

Pending FCC action are requests to deintermix these cities:


$47 Million Excise Tax Paid
By Radio, TV, Phonograph Business

EXCISE taxes on radio, tv and phonograph sets brought $46,950,000 into the U. S. Treasury in the last quarter of 1956, the Internal Revenue Service revealed last week. Radio, tv and phonograph sets produced revenue of $42,865,000. Records gave the Treasury $4,093,000.

The figures topped government returns of 1955 for the last quarter. Tv and phonograph sets brought into the federal coffers about $200,000 more than in 1955. Records produced an increased income of about one million dollars.

Mattia Trusteehip Petition
Denied for Pittsburgh Ch. 4

FCC last week denied a petition by Mattia Enterprises (one of five applicants for ch. 4 Pittsburgh) for establishment of an interim trusteehip to construct and operate a tv station on that channel pending a final grant of the facility. The other four applicants are tv City Inc. (favored in an initial decision), WCAE Pittsburgh, Wespen tv Co. and Irwin Community tv Co.

The Commission ruled that proceedings were so far along (toward a final grant) that the proposal would not speed a new tv service for Pittsburgh; that in view of opposition of Wespen to a trusteehip, there is no assurance that the five parties could reach accord on interim operation of the proposed station, and that the Mattia proposal was vague in details as to the interim operation.
PREFERRED Two to One

The GATES BC-1J... Most Outstanding One Kilowatt Transmitter Today!

FEATURES

The only transmitter made for full 540-1600 Kc. Tunes to Conelrad without buying extra parts. Guaranteed first on tune-up. At certain frequencies actual unused capacitors become self-contained spares. If you sell, when going to higher power, BC-1J will operate at any broadcast frequency. Complete relay complement for ease in remote control and equipment protection — no circuit breakers. Twin-drive audio for low distortion. Center line metering.

QUALITY

Big all the way — in component size, electrical strength and mechanical design. Full-fledged Tee network. Edgewise ribbon coils in entire final tank. Roomy cabinet eliminates parts stacking. Ample space between parts means cooler operation. Extra large main plate transformer weighs 92 pounds and rated continuous duty at 90% sine wave modulation — not just average modulation.

PERFORMANCE

Response, distortion and noise pleases the most exacting engineer. Extremely low harmonic radiation. Negligible intermodulation. BC-1J is known as an easy modulator because of abundance of R.F. drive and high power capabilities of 833A modulators... a transmitter that sounds as good as the published specifications.

SALES

Based on field reports compiled by Gates sales engineers, BC-1J outsold all competition during 1956 and came close to equaling the combined sales of any two competitors, notwithstanding one competitive model less in price.
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KBIF Fresno Sale Among Three Filed

CONTROLLING interest (51%) of KBIF Fresno, Calif., has been sold by John Poole Broadcasting Co. to David Harris and Ethan Bernstein of Fresno for $40,800, subject to FCC approval. Poole retains 49% and a second Poole corporation, John Poole Radio Properties Inc., entered a long-term lease agreement with KBIF Inc. covering the station's real estate.

Mr. Harris will become president of the station and Mr. Bernstein secretary-treasurer. Poole also owns KBIG Catalina, Calif., which will continue to sell time jointly with KBIF, and holds cps for ch. 53 KBID-TV Fresno and ch. 22 KBIC-TV Los Angeles, neither of which is on the air. KBIF is on 900 kc with 1 kw daytime only.

Filed last week for FCC approval was the $215,000 sale of WCTC-AM-FM New Brunswick, N. J. [B+T, Mar. 4], to a group headed by Joseph L. Rosenmiller and Peter A. Bordes. Selling the station is the Chanticleer Broadcasting Co., whose president since its founding in 1946 has been James L. Howe. This is the second station property bought by the Rosenmiller-Bordes group in its plan to secure several radio- tv properties, the other being WESO Southbridge, Mass. Also one of the purchasers is Louis J. Appell Jr., president of WSBA-AM-TV York, Pa. WCTC-AM-FM balance sheet, as of Dec. 31, 1956, showed current assets of $40,633, total assets $150,307, current liabilities $24,436, earned surplus $82,018 and total capital $125,870.

WCTC is on 1450 kc with 250 w and the fm outlet operates on 89.3 mc with 1 kw. S. L. Goodman is seeking FCC approval for the sale of WDDY Gloucester, Va., to the station's vice president and manager, Charles E. Springer, former 33 1/3% owner of WKJK Leonardsville, Md. The station, on 1420 kc with 1 kw day, went on the air only last Jan. 20. Mr. Springer is paying $4,000, plus the assumption of approximately $8,500, which represents Mr. Goodman's expenses in establishing the station. A May 1 deadline was set for FCC approval of the purchase.

Mr. Goodman also owns WYTI Rock Mount, WILA Danville, and 60% of WYSR Franklin, all Virginia.

FCC Grants Seven Cps For New Radio Stations

THE FCC last week granted seven construction permits for new radio stations. Colorado Springs, Colo.—Western Broadcasting Co., 1580 wc, 500 w daytime. Western co-owners are David P. Pinkston, general manager of KDAV Lubbock, Tex., and Leroy Eimore, 30% owner of KDAV.

Daytona Beach, Fla.—Volusia County Broadcasting Corp., 1380 kc, 1 kw daytime. Volusia principals include Lyman W. Menard (42.6%), former announcer-engineer at WNDB Daytona Beach, and Julia F. Menard (42.6%), housewife.

Athens, Ga.—Southeastern Broadcasting System, 1470 kc, 1 kw daytime. Southeastern owner is James S. Rivers, owner of WMJF Cordele and 90% of WTJM East Point, both Ga.

McRae, Ga.—Radio Telfair, 1410 kc, 1 kw daytime. Equal partners of Radio Telfair are Allen M. Woodall, 50% owner of WDAK Columbus, Ga., and 30% owner of WGEA Geneva, Ala.; Miles H. Ferguson, sales manager of WDAK, and 25% owner of WHJO Opelika, Ala., and WGEA; W. Newton Morris, 40% owner of WMLT Dublin, Ga., and George T. Morris, 60% owner of WMLT.

Georgetown, Ky.—Robert E. Johnson, 1580 kc, 250 w daytime. Mr. Johnson is owner of Southwest TV Sales & Service.

Rayville, La.—Richland Broadcasting Co., 990 kc, 250 w daytime. Richland principals are Charles L. Planchard, 16% owner of KNOK Natchitoches, La., and H. E. Ratcliff.


Protestants Challenge Jesuit Ownership of Tvs

THE right of Jesuit organizations to own and operate tv stations in New Orleans and St. Louis has been challenged by Glenn Archer, executive director of Protestants and Other American United for Separation of Church and State.

In a letter to FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey, Mr. Archer charged that the Jesuit order—Roman Catholic Society of Jesus—is an alien within the meaning of the Communications Act. He also charged that "the organization is so thoroughly partisan and separatist in its religious and moral policies that it is incapable of dealing fairly with any religious point of view other than that of the Roman Catholic Church."

Targets of the attack were St. Louis U. and Loyola U., New Orleans, both Jesuit universities. St. Louis U., through St. Louis University Inc., is on ch. 11 in that city now awaiting a final decision. Loyola U. owns WLL-TV, which holds a grant for New Orleans ch. 4 but has been prohibited by the FCC from starting construction pending outcome of the deintermixture proceedings.

KNEW Sale Authorized

SALE of KNEW Spokane, Wash, was approved by the FCC last week. The station was sold by Scripps League Newspapers Inc. (40%), Burt C. Hagadone (40%) and Harry Henke Jr. (20%) to Mount Rainier Radio & TV Broadcasting Corp. (Lester M. Smith and Lincoln Dellar and their wives) for $422,648. Mount Rainier is licensee of KJR Seattle, KKL Portland, Ore., and KHMO Hannibal, Mo. The Dellers also own KXXA-AM-FM and ch. 40 KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Battery of Nine Mitchell Cameras
Photographs Edgar Bergen's TV Show

One of the most startling developments in TV film making is today's growing use of multiple camera set-ups. An outstanding example of this trend is Edgar Bergen's popular weekly TV show on CBS, The Don Fedderson Production, "Do You Trust Your Wife?" for which a battery of nine Mitchell 35mm cameras is used.

Four cameras are in simultaneous operation at all times and sound and filming is continuous for one hour before a live audience; later editing reduces footage to a half-hour show. Director Jim Morgan has made over 50 shows to date with nine Mitchell cameras used in this technique.

Similar to this production format is NBC's Groucho Marx Show, "You Bet Your Life," where eight Mitchell cameras are used.

Multiple camera work places great demands upon the cinematographers' equipment. Mitchell Cameras meet these exactingly uniform precision filming requirements as do no other cameras in existence. For information, write: Mitchell Camera Corporation, 668 West Harvard St., Glendale 4, California.

Looking into the imposing array of cameras are Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy and contestants.
TIME PLANS RADIO-TV SUBSIDIARY
WITH COY SLATED FOR PRESIDENCY

A WHOLE new corporate set-up to encompass all of Time Inc.’s broadcasting properties is expected to be spelled out this week with the filing of application with FCC covering the company’s $15,750,000 acquisition of three radio and three TV stations from Consolidated Television & Radio Broadcasters Inc.

TLF Broadcasters Inc. (the initials stand for Time Inc.’s Time, Life, and Fortune magazines) has been formed as a subsidiary of Time Inc. to hold all the stocks of all of the parent company’s radio and TV properties. In addition, TLF Broadcasters, which will not itself be a licensee, has incorporated two subsidiaries in preparation for taking over the Consolidated stations. One of these subsidiaries will operate WOOD-AM-TV Indianapolis and WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Wayne Coy, who with Time Inc. currently owns KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, is slated to be president of the TLF subsidiary, which will operate the Indianapolis and Minneapolis-St. Paul stations. Under him, Eldon Campbell, Time Inc. consultant on broadcast management who most recently has been on special assignment at Time Inc.’s KDYL Salt Lake City, is expected to be named vice president and general manager of the WFBM-AM-TV division, and Phil Hoffman, manager of Time Inc.’s KLZ-AM-TV Denver, is due to take over as vice president and general manager of the WTCN-AM-TV division.

There has been no decision as to Mr. Hoffman’s successor at KLZ-AM-TV, where Hugh B. Terry is president and general manager.

Willard Schroeder will continue as vice president and general manager of WOOD-AM-TV, where he has served under the present ownership.

TLF Broadcasters, which will serve as a sort of holding company for all the various properties—and which was set up by Time Inc. in order to segregate its broadcasting interests from its other operations—will be headed by Roy E. Larsen, Time Inc. president, as board chairman and president. Weston C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc. vice president and head of its broadcasting activities, will be executive vice president. Arnold W. Carlson, also a Time Inc. vice president, will be vice president and treasurer; John W. Harvey, Time Inc. controller, will be secretary, and Andrew Murtha, also of Time Inc., will be assistant secretary and assistant treasurer.

The board members of TLF will be basically the same as those of its various licensees, and the stations will continue to operate largely autonomously.

The applications for FCC approval of the acquisition of the Consolidated properties are expected to be filed early this week, approximately a fortnight after the Consolidated stockholders, headed by Board Chairman Harry M. Bitner Sr., gave their formal approval to the transaction [BWT, March 4].

The papers will point out that if final FCC approval has not been received within eight months after the Consolidated stockholder’s adoption of their liquidation plan—which would be eight months from Feb. 26—then either buyer or seller may terminate the agreement on five days written notice to the other.

Time Inc.’s current radio-TV interests include 100% of KLZ-AM-TV, 80% of KDYL and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City, and 50% of KOB-AM-TV. The Albuquerque properties, however, are being sold to KSTP Inc. by Time Inc. and Mr. Coy, president and general manager as well as half owner, in a separate transaction.

Cravath, Swaine & Moore and Pierson, Ball & Dowd are the law firms representing Time Inc. in the Consolidated transactions, while Dempsey & Koplovitz represent Consolidated.

WOR Working on Travel Market, Described as Vast Ad Source

A MOVE designed to tap the expanding travel field for radio was reported last week by Robert J. Leder, manager of WOR New York, who announced the appointment of Paul Andrews as the station’s first director of travel and transportation advertising.

Mr. Leder said the “mushrooming travel industry represents a vast and comparatively untapped source of radio advertising.”

Mr. Andrews, who conducts WOR’s nightly Let’s Travel, is a former advertising manager of Sabena Airlines.

ASSOCIATES IN PGW GET COMPANY STOCK

ACTIVE associates of Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., radio-tv station representative, have acquired full stock ownership in the company, H. Preston Peters, PGW president, is announcing today (Monday).

The acquisition of all stock ownership was made possible by the sale last year of all remaining shares held by James L. Free, one of the founders of the firm who retired from active company management last May.

The corporate name, Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., was activated on March 15, 1956. Before that date, the firm was known as Free & Peters Inc. Top officers of PGW are Mr. Peters; Lloyd Griffin, vice president and director of television, who joined the firm in 1945 after service as radio director with Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, before World War II, and Russel Woodward, executive vice president and director of radio, with PGW since 1934, a former member of George Batten Co., and, shortly after the merger of that firm with BBDO, one of the five founders of Benton & Bowles in August 1929.

ON HAND for a dinner held in conjunction with the stockholders meeting in New York of Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc. were:

Seated (1 to r): William W. Bryan, vice president, manager Detroit office; Russel Woodward, executive vice president, director of radio; H. Preston Peters, president; Lloyd Griffin, vice president, director of television; Jones Scovorn, vice president, treasurer; Hal W. Hoag, vice president, West Coast manager.

Standing (1 to r): Jack Brooke, eastern sales manager, television; William Tynan, midwest sales manager, television; Arthur Bagge, midwest sales manager, radio; Otis Williams, television sales, New York; Lon King, assistant vice president; John Sias, assistant to director of television; Daniel Mosely, assistant to director of radio; Robert Somerville, radio sales, New York; George Castleman, new business development, television; John A. Thompson, assistant sales manager, radio; Frank Woodruff, director of radio promotion and research; and John Francis, radio sales, New York.
WGR, Transcontinental Merger Hinges on Vote

STOCKHOLDERS of WGR Corp., licensee of WGR-AM-TV Buffalo, N. Y., and Transcontinental Television Corp., owner of WVOC-TV Rochester, N. Y., and 50% of WSVG-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va., will vote March 25 on a plan for the merger of the companies. The merger envisages the exchange of 18 shares of Transcontinental stock for each share of WGR stock.

Principals of WGR are George Goodyear, chairman-president; Eugene McMahon, Arthur Victor Jr., William A. Lutz, Seymour H. Knox II, Seymour H. Knox III, J. Fred Schoellkopf IV and Paul A. Schoellkopf Jr. The latter three also are directors of Transcontinental.

Principals of Transcontinental, in addition to the WGR directors are David C. Moore, H. W. Chamberlain, David G. Porman, Arthur Heimbach, Paul Renshaw, and Preston L. Wright Jr. Messrs. Chamberlain, Heimbach and Renshaw are executives of General Railway Signall Co., which owns 50% of Transcontinental.

WPTV (TV) Staffers Named; Blair Tv Appointed as Reps

THE completed staff of WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., has been announced by John H. Phipps Broadcasting Stations. Sale of the ch. 5 facility (formerly WJNO-TV) to the Phipps firm was approved by the FCC last fall.

General manager of WPTV is Stephen P. Willis. Department heads are W. L. Woods, national sales manager; Robert F. Carris, program director; Gino Ricciardelli, chief engineer, and W. A. Snowden, director of engineering. L. Herschel Graves is managing director of the Phipps group (WTAL Tallahassee, WTVS Marianna, both Fla.; WKTG Thomasville, Ga.-WCTV (TV) Tallahassee,-Thomasville and (WPTV).

WPTV has appointed Blair Television Assoc. national sales representative and Harry E. Cummings for the Southeast.

Local Color Now on WBBF-AM

LOCAL, live color made its debut on WBBF-AM Wilkes-Barre, Pa., last Monday with the opening of a "Color Week." The inaugural was held next door to WBBR-TV studios at Fowler, Dick & Walker department store, which has been originating live telecasts for almost a year. Local color shows originated hourly in the store and could be seen on color sets on every floor. In addition to the Fowler, Dick & Walker program, At Home in the Little White House (local cut-in on the daily NBC-TV Home show), fashion shows, houseware demonstrations and regular WBBR-TV features were telecast in color from the store. WBBR-TV is adding at least six hours of local live and film color weekly to its network color schedule.

Katz to Shift Missouri Office

From Kansas City to St. Louis

THE Katz Agency, national station and media representative firm, last week announced the transfer of its Missouri office from Kansas City to St. Louis effective April 15.

The St. Louis office will be managed by Alan Axell, currently of the Katz Chicago office. At the outset it will be staffed by five men whose work will be specialized by media. In addition to Axell, there will be television and radio specialists to be named in the near future.

WABC-TV Sets Up Department

CREATION of a department of sales development and research was announced last week by Robert L. Stone, vice president in charge of WABC-TV New York. John Curtis has been named director of the new local service. Mr. Curtis transfers from WABD (TV) New York, where he was a sales representative. From 1953 to 1956 he was with ABC-TV as researcher and presentation writer in television sales development.

WAKR is First in Listeners

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX

Share of Radio Audience — Akron City Zone — Nov.- Dec. 1956

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MORNING (7 AM-12 NOON)</th>
<th>AFTERNOON (12 NOON TO 6 PM)</th>
<th>NIGHT (6 PM - 10:30 PM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WAKR 46.0</td>
<td>WAKR 43.2</td>
<td>WAKR 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;A&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;B&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;C&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;C&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;C&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;D&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;D&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station &quot;E&quot;</td>
<td>Station &quot;E&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cleveland Station with primary service in Akron. Off the air.

NIELSEN NCS AND PULSE ALSO AGREE THAT WAKR IS A DECIDED FIRST.

Represented Nationally by BURKE-STUART Company, Inc.

- NEW YORK  - CHICAGO  - DETROIT - LOS ANGELES - SAN FRANCISCO

WAKR-TV • WAKR-RADIO

RADIO-TELEVISION CENTER — 853 Copley Road — Akron 20, Ohio
WJR’s Total Advertising Sales Hit Record $3,516,764 in ’56

GROSS advertising revenues of $3,516,764—27.5% increase over advertising sales for 1955 ($2,759,802.56), according to John F. Patt, president of WJR, The Goodwill Sta-
tion Inc.

Non-network sales in 1956 reached a new high, increasing exactly 40% over the pre-
ceding year, the report showed. After Fed-
eral income taxes, net profits totalled $478,112.09 as against $274,738.61 for the same period in 1955. And net earnings per share amount to $0.88 as compared to $0.50 for 1955—these figures based on 542,130 shares outstanding at last year’s end.

KBST-TV Now KEDY-TV

KEDY-TV are the newly-granted call let-
ters for the KBST-TV Big Spring, Tex., tele-
vision station, now owned-and-operated by Texas Telecasting Inc., W. D. (Dub) Rogers, president of Texas Telecasting, announced last week.

Soon after Texas Telecasting took over operations from Big Spring Television Inc., Mr. Rogers said, KEDY-TV’s program schedule was enlarged to an average of 15 hours each weekday. Texas Telecasting also operates KDUB-TV Lubbock and KPAR-
TV Sweetwater-Abilene, both Texas.

KTVX (TV) Increases Rates

KTVX (TV) Tulsa, Okla., has issued a new rate card (No. 4), raising its rates effective this Friday (March 15). Hourly rates are being raised for the following: Class AA—

from $500 to $600; Class A—from $400 to $500; Class B—from $300 to $400. Class C rates will remain the same—$200 for one hour.

WTIC Promotes Johnson, Others

As Firm Is Given TV Go-ahead

WALTER C. JOHNSON, assistant general manager of WTIC Hartford, Conn., has been named vice president and general man-
ger of Travelers Broadcasting Serv-
vice Corp. (WTIC-AM-FM and ch. 3 WTIC-TV), it has been announced by President Paul W. Morency.

Walter C. Johnson

The announcement followed the FCC decision not to delete the sole vhf channel as-
signed to Hartford in last fortnight’s deintermixture proceedings [WET, March 4]. WTIC was granted ch. 3 last July but had been forbidden to build until the FCC had dealt with the deintermixture proposal.

Also promoted were Leonard J. Patricelli from program manager to vice president, programs, and Bernard L. Mulkins, public relations director, to vice president for that department. Irwin Cowper, assistant sales manager, was named sales manager.

New Post for William Berns

WILLIAM A. BERNs, WRCA-AM-TV

New York news and special events director, has begun a year’s leave of absence from the stations to take the post of managing director of the Marine Amphitheatre, Jones Beach, Long Island. Mr. Berns will return to the NBC-owned outlets March 1, 1958.

He will report to New York State Park Commissioner Robert Moses, who asked for Mr. Berns’ services in a letter to Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA and NBC board chair-
man. As managing director, Mr. Berns will work with bandleader Guy Lombardo, who produces the annual shows at Jones Beach.

WTPA BARES HEART

WTPA Harrisburg, Pa., presented a live, one-hour remote program of a heart operation performed last month at the Presbyterian Hospital in Phil-
adelphia.

Don Wear, station manager, who directed the nine-man control crew in WTPA’s mobile unit, narrated the program which showed an operation to relieve coronary thrombosis. Six doctors, nurses and the patient made up the “cast” for the show, televised for educational purposes and to sup-
port the 1957 Heart Fund drive.

The second portion of the program included films of open heart opera-
tions and of related fields to heart surgery—research, patient care, prep-
aration for an operation, technical apparatus used, discussion of the nor-
mal and the diseased heart and types of medical and surgical treatment.

MR. JOHNSON
Lang Named Manager Of GE's Stations

GENERAL Electric Co. announced last week that the company's radio and television stations and the Maqua Co., a wholly-owned affiliate (a printing plant), have been assigned to the advertising and sales promotion department of the apparatus sales division of GE. These units formerly had been assigned to GE's public and employee relations services.

J. Milton Lang, formerly general manager of the company's tube department, was named general manager of broadcasting stations’ operations and president of the Maqua Co. In his new post, Mr. Lang will have overall responsibility for GE's radio and tv stations in Schenectady—WRGB (TV), WGY, WGFM (FM) and WGEQ (shortwave). Mr. Lang assumes the dual responsibilities formerly handled by Robert B. Hanna, who recently was named general manager of GE's industrial heating department in Shelbyville, Ind.

A GE spokesman said present station managers would continue in their posts, reporting to Mr. Lang.

Station Representative Company Formed in N. Y. by Jack Masla

JACK MASLA, former executive vice president and general manager of Burke-Stuart Co., New York, last week announced formation of a new station representative firm under his own name, Jack Masla & Co., 551 Fifth Ave., New York, and plans to establish a branch office in Chicago. Telephone number of the New York office is Yukon 6-7370. The new corporation will represent both radio and tv stations.

Mr. Masla has been in broadcasting since 1947. He joined Burke-Stuart in 1954 as vice president in charge of the New York office when that firm was first organized and subsequently was promoted to executive vice president and New York office general manager. He resigned Feb. 15.

McKee Buys KOWB for $75,000

RICHARD P. McKEE has purchased KOWB Laramie, Wyo., from John Alexander and George Dent for $75,000, it was announced last week. Allen Kander & Co., Washington, D. C., was broker for the transaction. KOWB, a Mutual affiliate, operates on 1340 kc with 250 w. Mr. McKee formerly was with WINS New York and the Berkshire School in Sheffield, Mass.

Have the BIGGEST Helping of Rochester Listeners!

Competing with FIVE other Local Stations, WHEC Averages More Than 27% of the Local Audience

CINCINNATI'S MOST POWERFUL INDEPENDENT RADIO STATION

McKee Buys KOWB for $75,000
**TV IN COURTS: LIVE OR DELAYED**

A NEW YORK State Supreme Court Justice and a former general counsel of the FCC agreed in a broadcast "debate" that cameras and microphones might well be admitted to court proceedings, but differed on whether their coverage should be live or delayed.

The debaters were Justice Walter R. Hart and Attorney Telford Taylor. They gave their views on "Should Courtroom Trials Be Televised?" on WCBS-TV New York's half-hour Right Now program on Saturday, March 2. Oddly, perhaps, it was the judge who advocated free admittance for broadcasting, while the former FCC official took the limiting viewpoint.

Mr. Taylor, U. S. chief counsel for war crimes in the Office of Military Government (1946-49) as well as former FCC general counsel, held that there are relatively few trials that television would be interested in, and those chosen for telecasting would likely be the more sensational ones apt to arouse emotions to a high pitch. In lengthy trials, he felt, complete coverage would be impossible without sponsorship. The sensational trial where public emotion runs high, he said, constitutes the "main hazard" in tv coverage.

He could see "no real objection," Mr. Taylor said, in filming or kinescoping a trial for telecasting after the case is over. In this way, he pointed out, the public tensions would be minimized and pressures on judges and other participants would not be made greater.

Judge Hart, already on record in favor of "absolutely" permitting the telecasting of "any and all trials which the public might be interested in" [B&T, Feb. 18], argued that television is entitled to cover trials live for the same reasons that other segments of the press are entitled to do so.

As it is, he maintained, newspaper versions of a trial vary from paper to paper, so that the public may get "four or five versions," whereas television would give only one, without editorializing.

Messrs. Hart and Taylor were agreed that tv equipment need not be obtrusive in the courtroom, and that excluding television would not solve the problem of judges, lawyers and others—even Senators and Congressmen, Mr. Taylor noted—"hamming it up" during the course of proceedings.

Newscaster Ron Cochran was moderator for the discussion.

**WVT (TV) Newsman Cited For Contempt**

A WVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., newsman faces City Judge John Rudd, of Tallahassee, today (Monday) because silent film footage shot in the corridor outside the courtroom appeared on the station in violation of a court order.

The municipal judge told Jack Murphy, Tallahassee correspondent of WVT, during a segregation trial that he should destroy his film, shot Feb. 25. Later that day the coverage appeared on WVT, according to Dick John, station news director.

George Thurston, covering for WFLA-TV Tampa, destroyed his footage in Judge Rudd's presence on court order, the jurist having observed him using his camera. Mr. Murphy voluntarily told Judge Rudd that he, too, had shot silent corridor scenes but instead of destroying the film on the spot he sent it by plane to Tampa.

Mr. Murphy was instructed last Monday by Judge Rudd to appear voluntarily in court. He will be accompanied by counsel assigned by Oklahoma Publishing Co., operator of WVT.

**WATE Names Carpenter**

DAVID H. CARPENTER, former manager of WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn., has been appointed manager of WATE Knoxville, it was announced last week by W. H. Linebaugh, vice president of WATE Inc. and general manager of WATE-AM-TV. During the past year Mr. Carpenter served as sales manager of KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M.

New Contract With WABC Signed by Martin Block

SIGNING of Martin Block to a new five-year contract with WABC New York was announced last week by Stewart Bartholmness, general manager of the station. It is reported the pact calls for a minimum guarantee of about $1 million for the five years.

Under terms of the contract, Mr. Block will conduct a Monday-Friday 11-noon EST program and 3:6 EST show. He will discontinue his ABC Radio activities during the day, but will continue Teen Dance Party (ABC Radio, Mon.-Fri., 6:25—6:30 p.m. EST), sponsored by American Home Foods. In addition, on ABC Radio, Mr. Block will present 20 five-minute programs under sponsorship of Carling Red Cap ale, on each of seven selected weekends from March 15 through Aug. 21, with the programs on Friday and Saturday evenings.

**WHLS**

**WHLS**
You still pay these “temporary” wartime taxes

During World War II, Congress levied special taxes on the passenger fares and the freight charges paid to railroads and other forms of public for-hire transportation. One reason for these special taxes was to discourage the use of these transportation facilities in wartime.

The war ended more than ten years ago but these taxes go on — and on. They still add an extra 10 per cent to the passenger fares you pay, and they add 3 per cent to the freight charges on everything that moves by public carriers such as railroads.

The reason for these “temporary” wartime taxes vanished long ago. But they are still discouraging the use of our public transportation systems. And by so doing, these taxes are weakening our public carriers — essential to peacetime commerce and vital to national defense.

These discriminatory and burdensome taxes should be repealed — now!

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
### WKY Inc. Promotes Lovell

H. J. LOVELL has been appointed to the newly created post of director of technical operations for the WKY Television System, it was announced last week by P. A. Sugg, executive vice president. “Our expanded operations and the importance of maintaining our technical equipment at the highest possible standard made it advisable to create the top echelon engineering position now filled by Mr. Lovell,” said Mr. Sugg. For the past 25 years Mr. Lovell has been chief engineer of WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City, Okla., and has been with station for a total of 28 years. WKY Inc. is also licensee of WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., and WTVT (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.

### REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS


WPOP Hartford, Conn., appoints Kettell-Carter as its exclusive New England representative.

### REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE


Stu Barondess named manager of new Dallas office, Stars National Inc. New Office is located at 1000 Main St., Suite 624. Telephone: Riverside 2-3605.

Leonard Ross, assistant research director, Forjoe & Co., to Charles Bernard Inc. as account executive in N. Y. office.

Robert G. Spielmann, NBC Radio Spot Sales, to George P. Holllingbery Co., N. Y., as tv salesman.

J. Taggert Simler, sales manager, Adam-Young Inc., Chicago, and Thomas H. Belvisio Jr., salesman, CBS-TV New York, to The Katz Agency, N. Y., tv sales staff. Mr. Simler succeeds Chuck Dwyer who joins WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, as local-regional sales manager.

### STATION PEOPLE

E. Berry Smith elected vice president-general manager, WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind., succeeding Ted Nelson, who became consultant for WFIE-TV and will remain with station until end of March.

Bill W. Fillingham, assistant manager, WNAV Annapolis, Md., named general manager, succeeding Malcolm A. Campbell Jr.

Dick Amundson, manager, KNOE Monroe, La., to WYOU and WACH-TV Norfolk, Va., as general manager.

Ralph Hansen, formerly program director, WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., to KYW-TV Cleveland, as program manager. Sam Gifford, program director at WHAS-AM, succeeds Mr. Hansen.

### TRADE ASSNS.

### 10 NEW MEMBERS ON NARTB BOARD

TEN new members were elected to the NARTE Radio Board last week, with seven others re-elected, according to results of the annual election announced by Everett E. Revercomb, NARTE secretary-treasurer. Nine odd-numbered districts elected board members, plus two each in the four-at-large categories (large, medium, small and fm stations).

Results were tabulated by an elections committee comprising George Roeder, WCBM Baltimore, chairman Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington, and Carl Lindberg, WPIK Alexandria, Va.

Tv board members will be elected Thursday afternoon, April 11, at the final session of the NARTE convention in Chicago.

Elected to the Radio Board for two-year terms were:

**Dist. 1—**Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn, succeeding Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass. (board vice chairman).

**Dist. 3—**Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU Philadelphia, succeeding George H. Clinton, WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va.

**Dist. 5—**Hugh M. Smith, WCOV Montgomery, Ala., succeeding Owen F. Uridge, WCKR Miami, Fla.

**Dist. 7—**Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio (re-elected).

**Dist. 9—**William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, Ill. (re-elected).

**Dist. 11—**Ray Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S. D., filling a post that has been vacant since resignation of F. E. Fitzsimonds from KFYR Bismarck, S. D.

**Dist. 13—**Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas (re-elected).

**Dist. 15—**J. G. Patridge, KROW Oakland, Calif., succeeding William D. Pabst, KFRC San Francisco.

**Dist. 17—**Tom Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash., succeeding Richard M. Brown, KPOJ Portland, Ore.


Elected for one-year terms were: Large—John M. Butler, WSB Atlanta (board chairman, re-elected). Medium—Todd Storz, KHOW Omaha, Neb. Small—J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattatoo, Ill. FM—Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, Ill. (re-elected).

Retiring as at-large directors are John F. Patt, WJR Detroit (large); Cecil B. Hoskins, WWNC Asheville, N. C. (medium); F. Earnest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky. (small), and Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW-FM Evanston, Ill. (fm).

### NARTB Appoints Carlisle To Station Relations Post

WILLIAM CARLISLE, NARTB field representative, has been appointed manager of the association’s station relations department. He succeeds Jack Barton, resigned [CLOSED CIRCUIT, March 4].

Mr. Carlisle joined NARTB in August, 1954, having previously been sales manager of the Rust Industrial Co. broadcast division. Before joining Rust, he had been with WKBK Manchester, N. H., and other New England stations. He also was radio director of Western Adv. Agency, Manchester.

In World War II he was a captain in the Marine Corps.
1. This is the famous Raytheon KTR-100A microwave relay—just one in the biggest line of TV microwave relays in the industry.

2. Available in rack mounted or portable, 100 milliwatts or one watt at 6000 and 7000 mc; and 100 milliwatts in portable at 13,000 mc.

3. Four light, compact, portable units, total weight only 162 lbs., ideal for remotes. Provide simultaneous transmission of high fidelity audio with full NTSC color or monochrome video.

4. As STL's too, Raytheon links provide reliable, low-cost operation, with either portable or rack mounted equipment.

5. These and many other advantages add up to one big FACT—Raytheon KTR links outsell all competitive makes.

6. For full details, please write Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Equipment Marketing Department, Waltham 54, Mass., Dept. 6120.
GRUENTHER TO TALK AT NARTB MEETING
- Will open annual convention
- Booth, Jensen also on agenda

THREE major speakers were added to NARTB's annual convention program last week as the association wrapped up final plans for the industry meeting to be held April 7-11 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.

Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, president of the American Red Cross and former supreme allied commander in Europe, will deliver the opening address April 9 as management sessions get underway. He will speak prior to presentation of NARTB's 1957 Keynote Award for distinguished service to broadcasting. Recipient of the award will be former President Herbert Hoover.

Arch N. Booth, executive vice president of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, world's largest business organization, will address the April 11 luncheon on the subject "People, Product and Progress: 1975."

Axel G. Jensen, Bell Telephone Labs director of visual and acoustics research, will guest speak April 8 at the opening day's luncheon of the four-day Engineering Conference. Mr. Jensen has received many high international awards. He is a fellow and former director, Institute of Radio Engineers, and fellow-engineering vice president, Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers.

Luncheon Speakers

Luncheon Speaker April 9 will be FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey. NARTB President Harold E. Fellows will be the April 10 luncheon speaker.

NARTB has revised its agenda for the April 11 morning television session. Instead of panels on color and film, the program will be devoted entirely to television problems. Following board policy, President Fellows has invited non-NARTB members to take part in this meeting which is expected to feature proposed formation of an all-industry copyright committee operating outside the association. The ASCAP tv copyright contracts expire at the end of 1957, with radio contracts expiring a year later.

Some talk has been given to the idea of a special film session, but thus far the convention committee has announced no definite plans.

Members of NARTB's Fm Committee, meeting Thursday in Washington, laid out plans for a special fm session the afternoon of April 8. Topics to be taken up at a panel session include availability of fm frequencies and transmitter equipment, production of am-fm auto radios, receiver availability and sales, status of set counts and surveys, and acceptance of fm as an advertising medium. Committee members showed interest in the increased imports of fm sets from West Germany and other countries.

The Fm Committee adopted a resolution urging fm members who use both am and fm call letters in station breaks to identify their fm frequencies if they do this on am breaks.

John F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice president, said NARTB now has 330 fm station members. He reviewed a recent survey of fm stations.

Donald deNeuf, formerly of Rural Radio Network, Ithaca, N. Y., resigned from the committee, having entered another field.

Attending the Thursday fm meeting were Edward A. Wheeler, WEAF-FM Evanston, Ill., chairman; Raymond S. Green, WFLN (FM) Philadelphia; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, Ill.; Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, and George Volger, KWPC-FM Muscatine, Ia. Fred Isabell, KSON-FM San Diego, Calif., was excused. Participating for NARTB were Messrs. Fellows and Meagher; A. Prose Walker, engineering manager; Robert L. Heald, chief attorney; Richard M. Allerton, research manager; Donald N. Martin, assistant to the president-public relations; Joseph M. Sierick, manager of special projects and member participation, and Thomas B. Coulter, assistant to Mr. Meagher.

Oklahoma Broadcasters Elect KASA's Morris as President

LEO MORRIS, KASA Elk City, was re-elected president of Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. at the March 1 meeting, held at Enid. W. M. Brubaker, KRHD Duncan, was re-elected secretary-treasurer and Pat Murphy, KCRC Enid, was elected vice president.

Directors elected were George Oline, KMUS Muskogee; Eddie Peake, KTOW Oklahoma City; Winston O. Ward, KBEL Idabel; James R. Bellatti, KSPI Stillwater; John M. Mahoney, KVIN Vinata, and Edward A. Ryan, KSIW Woodward.

With 150 members attending, OBA adopted a resolution opposing the proposed 2% state tax on advertising on the ground it would work a hardship on all media and open the door to a new type of taxation on services. A bill to regulate outdoor advertising, pending in the Legislature, was opposed as discriminatory against advertising.

A separate group, Oklahoma Sports Broadcasting Assn., was formed with 31 radio stations as members. It is a general and limited partnership designed to negotiate contracts with Oklahoma U. and Oklahoma A. & M. to produce and broadcast football and basketball as well as to arrange suitable sponsorship. Under present procedure, the highest bidding bidder acquires broadcasts rights to games with stations paying a fee to the university and using the pick-up from the originating station. The new plan would cut cost of handling games for stations distant from the universities.

Allen Heads Sportscasters Assn.

MEL ALLEN, freelance sportscaster, has been elected president for 1957 of the Sports Broadcasting Assn. of New York. He succeeds led Dillon, WFPS White Plains, N. Y. Other newly-elected officers are Chris Schenkel, freelance, 1st vice president; Frank Litsky, United Press radio, 2d vice president; Perry Smith, NBC, secretary, and Guy Lebow, treasurer.
He forgot that "Scotch" is a brand name for tape!

It's easy for all of us to fall into bad habits! While we welcome the mention of our product on your programs, we ask that you respect our registered trademark. If it is impossible for you to use the full name correctly: "SCOTCH" Brand Cellophane Tape, or "SCOTCH" Brand Magnetic Tape, etc., please just say cellophane tape or magnetic tape. Thank you.

MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY

ST. PAUL 6, MINNESOTA
Radio Week Promotion Plans Finalized by Sponsoring Groups

A PROMOTION timetable detailing plans of the four associations jointly sponsoring National Radio Week, May 5-11, was drawn up last Monday at a meeting of representatives of the sponsoring groups—NARTB, National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn., Radio Advertising Bureau and Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.

NARD will promote the week in a special issue of its NARD News, offering ways for dealers to promote the event and to tie-in with broadcasters, distributors and manufacturers. NARTB will supply stations with promotion kits in late March and will enlist the support of some 200 civic and trade organizations. A Radio Week rally will be held the afternoon of April 10 during the NARTB convention in Chicago. RAB will send kits with spot announcements appealing to segments of the public as well as to business and civic groups, plus transcribed jingles. RAB officials will speak at a dozen points during the week. RETMA will provide material for guidance of manufacturers, urging them to work with their field forces, distributors and dealers.

RETMA Meets in Washington Will Exhibit New Building

FIRST quarterly meeting of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. members will open Wednesday at the Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. Government officials and legislators will be guests during the conference.

A reception for government, press and other groups will be held Thursday at the new RETMA Bldg., adjoining the Broad-
I'm one of 4500 dealers who represent the Union Oil Company of California. Minute Men, we call ourselves, because we feature service that's the last word for speed with thoroughness.

Regular customers take it for granted. But we nearly always get a comment from the new ones. Last week, for example, a man I'd never seen pulled up at my station here in Cedar Hills, Oregon.

In 4½ minutes we filled his tank with gasoline, checked his oil and tires, added clean water to his radiator and battery, washed his windows, brushed out his car, emptied the ashtrays and gave him his receipt.

"I've been in a lot of gas stations," he said, "but nothing like this ever happened."

I bragged a little: "Service is what separates the boys from us Minute Men." "Aren't you ever tempted to take short cuts?" he asked.

I allowed as how we sometimes were. But there were two big reasons we didn't.

First, Union Oil. They spend thousands of dollars perfecting new service techniques, then teach them to us for nothing. We've learned it pays to keep our service up to the quality of Union Oil products. And they're the finest!

Second, ourselves. Every Union Oil dealer owns or leases his own station. This gives you the incentive to make every customer a satisfied one.

You know, I think he liked my answer almost as much as the service. Just the other day he stopped in for a credit card. "Go ahead," he said with a smile as we started our service routine. "Spoil me!"

A UNION OIL STATION, customers tell us, is the only place where the service is certain to be good as the gasoline.

This is high praise of our dealers, because their gasoline is new Royal 76, the West's most powerful premium.

As long as our economy furnishes both the dealers and Union Oil the incentive to constantly do better the things we do well, this happy situation is likely to continue.

YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write: The Chairman of the Board, Union Oil Co., Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

Panel 5—Analysis and Theory

Robert M. Bowie (chairman), Sylvania Electric Products; William B. Lodge (vice-chairman) CBS; Benjamin F. Tyson (secretary), Sylvania Electric Products; Howard T. Head, A. D. Ring & Associates; Jack W. Herbstreit (Robert S. Kirby, alternate), National Bureau of Standards; Charles J. Hirsch, Hazeltine Corp.; Robert M. Morris (G. Edward Hamilton, alternate), ABC; Donald W. Peterson, RCA; Ogden L. Prestholdt (Edwin W. Davis, alternate) CBS; Joseph Spindler (Roger Norby, alternate), Zenith Radio Corp.; George R. Townsend, WJLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.; Ira J. Kaar (observer), Hoffman Electronics Corp.

DOUBLED AM SPOTS BY '60, EASTMAN SAYS

- Tells Ohioons it's possible
- Partridge, Cox also heard

SPOT radio billings can be doubled by 1960 to around $300 million, Ohio Radio & TV Broadcasters Association members were told Friday by Robert E. Eastman, executive vice president of John Blair & Co. Mr. Eastman was one of several speakers at the meeting, held at the Biltmore Hotel, Dayton.

David Partridge, president of Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. and manager of advertising and sales promotion for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., criticized an advertiser-agency practice of giving awards for winners of station promotion contests. BPA officially opposes such contests, he said.

Kenneth A. Cox, special counsel for the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, explained federal regulation. He said Congress has defined regulation in general terms, leaving enforcement to the FCC which applies rules from case to case.

Broadcasters should carry out their public service responsibilities so vigorously that there can be no occasion for any thought of government control, he said. He reviewed the committee's network study and effectiveness of programming. The Westinghouse public service programming clinic, held Feb. 27-March 1 in Boston [B+T, March 4], was "a definite step in the right direction," he said.

Spot radio's current billings can be doubled by 1960, Mr. Eastman said, by "consciously improving our programming product and doing a more effective sales job" to increase advertiser "appreciation of the sales effectiveness of evening, weekends and the daytime hours from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m."

Mr. Eastman devoted most of his speech to the radio station representative's "promoting role," pointing out that it now encompasses—among other things—programming counsel, research, assistance in developing rates; consultation on promotion, advertising and exploitation; and sales development, as well as the basic function of straight selling. He saw "a greater need than ever before for more of a partnership type of relationship between the station and the representative."

He said that networks, although competing with national spot for business, have "a valuable place," and asserted that "I have reason to believe that (they) will not only survive, but some of them may prosper far beyond anything realized in the past."

He complimented both ABC Radio and CBS Radio for the daytime rate increases they announced recently, and asserted that in the past "too much network sales emphasis has been on price."

"There is room for both [national spot and networks], but each must prove his value to the advertiser on more than just price if the medium is ever to realize the share it deserves of the national advertising budget," he declared.

Mr. Eastman broke down the sources of Blair radio business as follows: From New York 60%; Chicago 16%; St. Louis 6%; Los Angeles 4%; San Francisco 4%; Detroit 3%; Dallas 2%; Boston 1.5%; Atlanta 1%, and all other markets 2%.

Mr. Eastman said broadcasters: "Don't be afraid to spend money toward the end of making more money. Believe in this medium and its future all the time."

Mr. Partridge said stations should discourage advertiser-agency practices of conducting contests among station promotion managers on the theme of "the best all-around job of audience promotion, exploitation or publicity" on their particular programs.

"Such contests," Mr. Partridge said, are "a not too subtle attempt to unduly influence a promotion manager to exert a little more effort, spend a little more of his precious budget, offer a little more lagniappe to one specific advertiser's program or campaign—if you will, a bribe for these extra efforts and expenditures."

He made clear he was opposed to this type of contest in particular, not to contests in general, pointing out that WBC has had contests running—within its own organization—"almost continuously for the past three years."

But these, he explained, are run on an equitable basis and are designed to stimulate each participant to put forth his best efforts "in order that his station's improvement would be greater than that shown by any other WBC station."

Tv's Overall Reach Cited by Tvb's Cash

EVERYBODY—regardless of income or educational level—wants television. Norman E. Cash, president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, told tv executives, advertisers and agency men at the Miami Beach screening of the bureau's "Beyond the Motion Barrier" last week.

A study of 3,000 families conducted for Tvb by Pulse Inc., he said, indicates families with a $4,000 to $5,000 annual income spend the same amount of time in front of their sets as families whose income is over $10,000. The amount of time spent with television by all households in the U. S. is three times the amount they spend with their newspapers, the study shows.

Mr. Cash said the same "universality" holds true with respect to the educational factor. Households in which the head is college trained put in seven hours viewing on an average day, he said, and those classified at the grade school level spend seven hours and ten minutes.

RETMA Names Two Groups

TWO new committees are in formation at Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. to handle educational activity and closed-circuit tv activities. Ben Edelman, Western Electronic Co., was named chairman of the educational coordinating committee, which will relate work of a number of RETMA groups. The closed-circuit tv committee, which will handle activities in that field, is under chairmanship of Max H. Kraus, Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia.

AFTER submitting to off-microphone interviews by Washington members of America-

Woman in Radio & Television, U. S. congresswomen closed ranks with their inquirers. The dry-run interviews, conducted to demonstrate techniques to college radio-tv students, were a feature of the AWRT Washington chapter reception for congresswomen last fortnight. L to r: front row, Donna Douglas of WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington, Rep. Coya Knutson (D-Minn.), AWRT chapter President Beryl Denzer, associate producer, CBS-TV Public Affairs; Rep. Iris Bitch (D-Ga.), Rep. Edith Green (D-Ore.) and Hazel Markel of NBC News; back row, Patty Cavin of WRC Washington, Esther Van Wagener Tutty, NBC-TV Home show; Rep. Florence Dwyer (R. N. Y.), and veteran broadcaster Ruth Crane, who at the meeting was awarded the chapter's first honorary life membership "in recognition of her activities on behalf of women in radio and television. She is past national and local president of the women broadcasters.
Brilliantly caught in **natural** color on...  
**ANSCOCHROME 16 mm PNI**

Speed and color incompatible! Not when you work with **Anscochrome 16mm PNI**! This three times faster reversal color film has an exposure index of 32, easily pushed to 125 in processing!

With **Anscochrome 16mm PNI**, you "freeze" action once impossible to take. And, the especially long scale guarantees you superb color—from edge to edge—without blocked shadows or washed-out highlights.

**Anscochrome 16mm PNI** gets true, natural color in one-third the light demanded by traditional films. . . lets you use smaller lens openings for greater depth-of-field. . . makes slow motion easy to shoot even in poor light.

Daylight or Tungsten types for processing by consumer or local commercial labs. 100-ft. DLL spools, 400 ft. DRL lengths, or special lengths to order. **Anscochrome 16mm PNI** . . . another great film from ANSCO, A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton, N. Y.

For crisper, color-perfect prints... **Ansco Type 238 Color Duplicating Film**.

Matches the full all the true color of your original print. For crisp definition, cleaner whites, softer middle tones, open shadows, hi-fi sound. Next time . . . every time . . . *specify Ansco Type 238 Color Duplicating Film.*

**Ansco** . . . the finest compliment you can pay your skill
PROGRAM PROMOTION HIGHLIGHTS
FOUR BMI TELEVISION CLINICS

BROADCAST MUSIC INC. last week opened a schedule of two-day television program clinics in New York, Fort Worth, Chicago and Atlanta at which station executives explored various phases of programming and exchanged ideas on the topic. A fifth clinic is to be held today (Monday) and tomorrow in San Francisco.

On the basis of registration for the clinics, BMI estimated more than 500 television station officials will have attended sessions this season. BMI conducts these meetings every few years when they are deemed desirable.

The New York clinic at the Hotel Biltmore, starting last Monday, opened with a talk on “Program and Station Promotion” by William Fay, vice president and general manager of WROC-TV Rochester. Mr. Fay stressed that every member of the station’s staff should become involved in promoting the outlet through membership in civic, professional and religious organizations in the community so that both the general public and industry can become more intimately acquainted with the station. He outlined the steps the station has taken to satisfy the needs of the various segments of the community.

Jean Daugherty, director of children’s programs WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., discussed “What Is Local TV Doing For Children?” and used her station’s programming philosophy as an example. She pointed out the station does not duplicate the service to children provided by networks, but supplies programming of a type the networks have not been supplying a local station. She said WHEN-TV attempts to telescape a “balanced schedule,” with programs appealing to children of all age levels—to preschoolers; to a family audience; to teenagers and to parents. She stressed, however, that the programming never becomes specialized to the point that would exclude viewing by a particular age group.

ASCAP Suit Explained

The background of the suit against BMI by a group of ASCAP songwriters and the recent congressional inquiry into the operations of BMI were outlined during a luncheon talk last Monday by Sidney M. Kaye, vice president and general counsel of BMI. Mr. Kaye indicated that the suit and the inquiry stemmed from the growing popularity of BMI songs and contended that the ASCAP charges were untrue.

Norman Knight, vice president of WNAC-TV Boston, discussed the topic of “Film and the TV Station,” and made the point that in the non-network areas of scheduling programs, films must be “the basic programming commodity for a successful station.” He said that since the television medium is “basically entertainment,” it follows that programming also is entertainment. Mr. Knight acknowledged that public affairs efforts are “important facets of programming” but cautioned that a station which stops entertaining viewers loses large segments of the audience for public affairs telecasts.

Peter B. Kenney, vice president and general manager of WNBC-TV West Hartford, Conn., urged station executives to be alert to a “top-heavy” production budget and offered several suggestions calculated to attain maximum production with minimum personnel and equipment. At WNBC-TV, he said, the station follows a policy of “flexibility” in personnel assignment, with a man drawn away from his basic job to function part-time as a floorman or as a director. He added that with the use of “imagination,” a station manager can reduce the amount of video and audio equipment to be purchased. Mr. Kenney pointed out that props and scenic backdrops also can be expensive and suggested they be borrowed from such sources as local theatrical groups, museums, government agencies, travel agencies and other business and community organizations.

The topic of “Traffic Control” was discussed by S. John Schile, general manager of KLOR-TV Portland. He touched upon the need for station salesmen to include all specifications in the contract; for the production order to include all pertinent information and for the station representative order to cover all details of a purchase. Hayden R. Evans, general manager, WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wisc., described the way his station achieves relatively low cost TV programming. The station’s philosophy, he said, is that ideas, well produced at the local level, should cost considerably less than syndicated films and big-name personalities, and they can compete favorably. Among the live local shows cited by Mr. Evans as proving popular to the audience and to sponsors are: Party Line, news and commentary on community affairs presented in an informal manner; Noon Show, one hour variety-news/weather program with local personalities, a male style-show, a teen-age program featuring a live orchestra. The station, Mr. Evans pointed out, stresses quality in daytime programming, an area in which the outlet can compete with daytime network TV.

Sam Cook Diggles, general manager of WCBS-TV New York, urged TV station executives to perform a better selling job on their public service programming efforts to the public, press and government. He suggested, among other things, that outstanding citizens of the community, who think highly of the station’s public service efforts be persuaded to tell their congressmen about them; an individual at the station entrusted with this area of programming be responsible for continuous contact with government, religious and community leaders, and station personnel be encouraged to serve public service organizations as volunteer workers, “not only on their own time, but also on station time.”

At the Fort Worth clinic, which also opened last Monday, Phil Wygant, TV production supervisor of WBAP-TV Fort Worth, explored the topic of color television and some of its attendant problems. He reported that at WBAP-TV between 400 and 500 foot candles of light seems desirable for lighting for color, as compared with 100 and 200 foot candles for black and white. Mr. Wygant pointed out that more time is required in most departments to present a color show, with the set designer, the commercial artist and the lighting man spending about three times as long as for comparable black and white work, the engineer, about four times as long, and the program director, twice as long.

Other speakers at Fort Worth were Edward Breen, president and general manager, KQTV (TV) Ft. Dodge, Ia., on program and station promotion: Frank P. Fogarty, vice president and general manager, WOW-TV Omaha, on local TV news, weather, sports and special events; Bea Slack, assistant general manager, KTBC-TV Austin, TV pro-

SPEAKING to station executives gathered at New York’s Hotel Biltmore for a two-day Broadcasting Music Inc. TV program clinic is William Fay (l), vice president and general manager of WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y. Standing behind him is George A. Koehler, station manager of WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Others in the picture are (I to r) Otto Brandt, vice president and general manager of KING-AM-TV Seattle; S. John Schile, general manager of KLOR (TV) Portland, Ore., and Jean Daugherty, director of children’s programs for WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y. All three followed Mr. Fay as speakers at the clinic.
duction; James J. Killian, program manager WAAM-TV Baltimore, traffic control; Glover Delaney, vice president and general manager, WHEC-TV Rochester, film programming; John Q. Quigley, operations manager, KAKE-TV Wichita, public service programming, and Marshall Pengra, general manager, KLTW (TV) Tyler, Texas, local programming.

In Chicago at the Sheraton-Blackstone, Ward L. Quaal, vice president and general manager of WGN-AM-TV that city, was in charge of Thursday morning sessions on program and promotion, station integration with the community and public service topics. Carl Haverlin, BMI president, presided over the two-day clinic and also was Thursday luncheon speaker, with Illinois Gov. William Stratton, addressing the Friday luncheon.

George Comte, manager of radio-television for the Milwaukee Journal stations (WTMJAM-TV), warned the program clinic that "instruments of communication are worthless unless they prove "in" and that when people are watching and aren't listening, we aren't being of public service." He reported on policy at his stations whereby public service is integrated in all phases of commercial operation and programming.

"We must offer public service material the public desires or at least that the public will accept," he asserted, citing various fields of activity. He indicated the practice of placing public service fare in sustaining time periods does not itself assure meeting the standards of public interest.

Mr. Comte claimed that with pre-audience building and established personalities, public service messages can be integrated in regular programs "to advantage." He noted that talks for fund-raising and other drives brought greater results when shortened from separate 15 minute segments to five-minute interviews within commercial shows claiming good listener or viewer loyalty. WTMJ-AM-TV handles all major-fund campaigns in such fashion, he reported.

William Fay, vice president of Transcontinental Television Corp. and general manager of WROC Rochester, N. Y., reported on his proposed national citizens council to advise broadcasters. He urged Midwest TV operators to compile evidence of promotion projects related to public service and pass them along to the FCC and to meet regularly with clergymen, educators, lawyers, parent teacher organizations and other groups.

The contention that the "true magic of television" is not realized in routine network or film fare but in station-community integration through local news, weather, sports and special events was held by Otto Brandt, vice president and general manager of KING-AM-TV Seattle. He reported on activities in those fields.

Gov. Stratton told BMI delegates: "You have made us sharpen our government skills and shorten our speeches" and credited the TV industry with stimulating public desire for briefer oratory.

He lauded radio-television as helping to achieve a major reapportionment of legislative districts in Illinois and observed, "we in govern-
Derel Buys 'Crime Club' Novels Plans Mystery Series Package

RIGHTS to 1,500 novels in the "Crime Club" series have been acquired from Doubleday & Co., by Derel Producing Assoc., which now is talking with prospective stars for a packaged mystery series for tv. The Crime Club imprint, running since 1928, has appeared on thrillers by such authors as Georges Simenon and the Gordons.

The contract with Doubleday was negotiated by Derel Executive Producer Gene Feldman for an unrevealed price. Mr. Derel's last package, Exclusive, a half-hour dramatic series based on great newspaper stories by members of the Overseas Press Club, is to be distributed by ABC Film Syndication Division.

C-C Demonstrations Scheduled

A SERIES of large-screen, color closed-circuit television demonstrations will be held in Detroit March 13, 14, and 15 by Closed-Circuit Telecasting Systems Inc., largely for nation's major automobile manufacturers and their agencies. Other advertisers and agencies in area will be invited to attend demonstrations to be held at studios of WWJ-TV Detroit.

PROGRAM SERVICE PEOPLE

Lawrence Conti, western manager of BMI's non-broadcast license department, father of boy, William Lawrence, Feb. 20.

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

WNBF-AM-FM-TV File For NABET Damages

A SUIT seeking $100,000 in damages was brought against the National Assn. of Broadcast Employees & Technicians (NABET) last week by Triangle Publications Inc., Philadelphia. The complaint filed in New York State Supreme Court by Triangle, on behalf of its owned and operated WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, charges Local 26 and NABET with conducting a secondary boycott against stations "as well as with threats, interference and numerous other acts calculated to impair the business of sponsors and to destroy the goodwill of the stations."

The stations, which have been struck since last December 1, also asked the court to enjoin the union from "further such acts."

Specifically cited in the complaint were NABET President George Smith, Local 26 resident Arthur M. Ferrare, as well as the following unidentified individuals: James Ennis, Robert Vosbury, James Sturges, Peter Capani Jr., James Brown, Earl Castine, Cecil Giunipero and Bernard Comisar.

In the complaint, filed by the stations' attorneys, Harrison, Coughlin, Denmody & Ingalls, both Local 26 and the union are charged, among other things, with "circulating an 'unfair list' of station sponsors, monopolizing sponsors' telephone lines, disseminating untrue and scurrilous reports of the controversy between WNBF and the union, threatening sponsors with destruction of their businesses and, in general, seeking to damage the business of the stations and their clients."

In Chicago George W. Smith, NABET international president, accused management of WNBF-AM-TV of "attempting to make use of union-busting tactics that went out of vogue years ago." Mr. Smith asserted that "this imperialistic approach of management has prevented any reasonable settlement of the dispute."

The NABET president noted that the union placed the case before the New York State Labor Relations Board earlier this year and charged that station management refused to meet in the same building with the state mediator and union negotiators.

WGA Contract for Newsmen Approved by CBS, WOR New York

WRITERS Guild of America East announced last week that an agreement has been reached on new contracts covering eight news editors at CBS and nine staff news writers at WOR New York. Both contracts are for approximately one year, running to March 31, 1958, when 12 staff and freelance bargaining agreements held by the Guild expire.

The minimum salary for CBS editors has been set at $208 per week, with overtime beyond 40 hours per week and night differentials. The WOR contract, said to be the first covering staff newsmen, provides for a base minimum of $135 per week and a top of $170 per week after three years. Spokesmen for CBS and WOR confirmed the contract details.

AFTRA Chicago Accord Near

AMERICAN Federation of Television & Radio Artists was near agreement Thursday with all Chicago independent radio stations on new local contracts. The union was understood to have agreed to compromise on pay increases for staff announcers at WAAF, WAIT, WCFL, WIND, WGES, WYBC, WJJD and WSBC. Another feature is the extension of pension and welfare benefits to freelance announcers.

ASCAP Pays Over $4 Million

ASCAP distribution to writer members was $4,770,020 in third quarter of 1956, and $4,838,285 in fourth quarter, Saul H. Bourne, treasurer, reported a fortnight ago at dinner meeting of west coast ASCAP members at Beverly Hills Hotel. Total for the year was not disclosed, but was estimated at over $18 million. Mr. Bourne also reported that increased income from foreign rights, which produced total revenue of $2,706,834 last year, against $2,036,211 in 1955.

Writers to Meet March 21

IMPELLING negotiations on re-opening of the live tv contract and reports on recently negotiated contracts will highlight the membership meeting of the television and radio writers branches of the Writers Guild of America East March 21 in New York. Proposed changes in dues structure also will be on agenda.
plays a hero's role in Television

Where things made of iron and steel must fight off rust and corrosion, you'll find tiny amounts of cadmium playing a man-sized part. A few ten-thousandths of an inch of cadmium plating is often adequate to guard the chassis of a TV set.

Cadmium plating adds years of useful life, too, to components of other appliances and machines, to hardware used outdoors...

Manufacturers like cadmium because it's often cheaper and faster to plate with than other metals and because it solders easily. There are other reasons why this friendly metal is in big demand. Cadmium alloys make superior high-speed bearings for cars, boats, planes. It's the base of the finest pigments of yellow, red, and orange for use in paints and ceramics.

Cadmium is found in ores mined chiefly for zinc and lead, and Anaconda is a leading producer of these major metals. Because of this, and because of skills developed by Anaconda in extracting it, Anaconda is also a leading source of cadmium. Of the 9.5 million pounds refined in the United States in 1955, Anaconda produced 17%.

In fact, Anaconda offers industry the world's most extensive line of metals and metal products in the whole non-ferrous field. Anaconda and its manufacturing subsidiaries are leaders, too, in helping industry find ways to use these products with greater efficiency and profit.

The Anaconda Company

The American Brass Company
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
Andes Copper Mining Company
Chile Copper Company
Greene Cananea Copper Company
Anaconda Aluminum Company
Anaconda Sales Company
International Smelting and Refining Company
Musicians, Other Unions Accused Of ‘Monopoly Power’ in Booklet
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians has been accused along with several other unions, if exercising “monopoly power” in a booklet based on a year-long study of unions by a group of 11 labor-management specialists. The study group was organized at the suggestion of National Assn. of Mfrs., but NAM noted that “the research and deliberations were conducted and the report written on study group’s own independent authority.”

The booklet referred to a 1943 U. S. government suit against AFM—which alleged Federation violated anti-trust laws by forbidding musicians to make phonograph records and electrical transcriptions for radio stations and juke box operators—and also imposed requirement on radio networks to “boycott affiliated stations refusing to meet the union’s demands for the hiring of ‘stand-by’ musicians.” AFM also was cited in booklet for its policy in 1942 of banning phonograph records and electrical transcriptions.

The study group found that “phonograph records practically disappeared for three years until union terms for their use were met.” The study group recommended seven proposals to curb “monopoly power” of union, among which was the elimination of “featherbedding.”

L.A. CBS Workers Petition NLRB
OFFICE employees of CBS Radio and CBS-TV in Hollywood have petitioned the National Labor Relations Board for an election to determine whether the group should continue to be represented by Office Employees International Union or drop union membership. More than 30% signing the petition favor the latter course. These employees want, one representative said, an employee-management-type representation similar to that in force at CBS-New York, where the pay scale “has overshadowed CBS-L.A. by a wide difference.” The plan was set up, he explained, in 1950 when New York workers voted out their office union.

Manufacturing
Radical TV Set Design Changes Predicted At L. A. Convention
WITH the development of the 110-degree tube and the possibility of the flat or wall tv screen, television sets of “great beauty and utility” were predicted for the near future at the 1957 Industrial Designers’ Institute Convention in Los Angeles.

Discusses “New Horizons for Television Designers,” a panel of eight designers agreed that approaching technological advances will bring “radical design changes” to tv sets.

The panel concluded that designers and manufacturers should not sell their products now as “the ultimate of beauty and utility,” but rather wait for further technological, material and design advances. Today’s tv sets cannot truthfully be tagged with such epithets, they agreed.

Members of the panel at the convention, held last month, were design directors Dan Jensen of Philco, Jim Fleming of Telechron, Herb Zeller of Motorola, John Vassos of RCA, Joe Portanova of Hoffman and Jim Kelso of Packard-Bell, who served as moderator. Others were George Beck, for many years design director of General Electric equipment, and John Hauser, an industrial design consultant.

General Precision Laboratory Signs Air Force Contracts
TWO CONTRACTS totaling over $4 million have been awarded by the Air Material Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, to General Precision Laboratory Inc., Pleasantville, N. Y., a subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corp.

The contracts are for manufacture of electronic control amplifiers and research and development work on advanced airborne navigation systems. The new production contract for the control amplifiers is the second received by the company for the units, a component of GPL’s AN/APN-89 Doppler navigation system.

Koch Promoted at Dumont
STANLEY J. KOCH, director of the Allen B. Dumont Labs Tube Research Division, has been named general manager of the Tube Divisions, Dumont President David T. Schultz announced last week. The appointment was part of an overall realignment of the firm’s tube operations. The Cathode-Ray Tube Div. will become the Television Tube Div., while Tube Research Div. will become the Industrial Tube Div. Succeeding Mr. Koch in the latter will be Joseph P. Gordon, former assistant director of the Television Tub Division. May be headed by Alfred Y. Bentley.

Md. Firm Ups New Business 500%
NEMS-CLARKE, Silver Spring, Md., has booked new business totaling $1,200,000 in the first eight weeks of 1957, an increase of some 500% over the same period last year. A. S. Clarke, president of the electronics firm, said his company recently received orders in excess of a half million dollars from the Civil Aeronautics Administration for electronic instrumentation for the government agency’s peripheral and high altitude air ground communications program.
Educator Says Tv Bad For Teacher, Student

TELEVISION constitutes a "real and present menace to the freedom of the teacher and the learner" and the tv screen "can become the final triumph of the machine over man," an educator warned last week.

Earl C. Kelley, professor of secondary education at Wayne State U., painted the "prospect of all human relationships being eliminated by the use of television" at the 12th annual National Conference on Higher Education in Chicago's Congress Hotel.

Tv can do "a great deal of good or evil as it raises or lowers the cultural level of the people as they voluntarily watch tv in their homes" but is "not good" as a substitute for the teacher, Mr. Kelley asserted.

Use of tv as a visual aid, means of two-way communication and as an economical teaching device was questioned by Mr. Kelley. The case for education by television was pursued by Dr. John W. Taylor, executive director of Chicago Educational Television Assn. (WTTW), who claimed it might help solve three basic problems—physical facilities, manpower and quality of instruction.

Neither speaker at Monday's panel session on suitability of mass techniques discussed the merits of educational television as such, limiting their views to the utilization of tv as a teaching medium.

"Television cannot be used as a visual aid," Mr. Kelley claimed, "because it has to be broadcast, and the time of its use is determined by the broadcaster, not the teacher." He said further that tv cannot provide for two-way communication because language is "an uncertain means of conveying ideas from one to another" and the learner should be able to ask questions, "to correct or verify what he hears." Care should be taken to "increase" this technique "rather than eliminating it," he felt.

Mr. Kelley held that, while tv is defended as an "ecomonical" teaching device, "nobody knows whether or not this is so" and tests and evaluations would be needed for learners. Even so, he added, "we might need as many teachers as we now have" and they would be reduced to "custodians and paper readers."

Mr. Kelley observed that "America is not so poor that she cannot provide a teacher for each class of 25 students." He declared that "to go to mass media in education for reasons of economy is to encourage our country in its false economy."

The educator described the teacher-learning process as a "human affair" and a relationship which is "one of the few last bastions for individualism."

Dr. Taylor cited need for educators to increase the productivity of available teaching staffs, "both in quantity and quality of teaching," and felt tv can help do the job. "Television offers the means of multiplying the audience of the teacher in lecture and demonstration work" and for materially lessening school building needs and classroom space, he said.

Supporting his theory that televised education is effective, Dr. Taylor reported on results of Chicago City Junior College courses on WTTW last semester [B&T, March 4].

Puerto Rican Educational Tv Schedules Target Date for May

PUERTO RICO'S first non-commercial educational tv station—WIPR-TV San Juan—expects to have its building in the city's Rio Piedras section completed by May, it was announced last week.

The government-sponsored facility reported that its goal is to provide complete school courses from the elementary level through college. Initial courses, however, will deal with immediate practical needs, to give technical training to potential factory workers. Educational and variety programs from the U. S. also figure in plans for the 4:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. schedule.

The Commonwealth Department of Education is spending $882,000 for the station, and an additional $200,000 has been appropriated for operation during the fiscal year. Future operating costs are budgeted at $343,000 yearly.

Leopoldo S. Lavandero, recently resigned as director of the Yale Dramatic Assn. and assistant professor of the Yale Drama School, New Haven, Conn., has been appointed director of Puerto Rico's educational tv program. This encompasses another station proposed by the government on ch. 3 in Mayaguez. With WIPR-TV covering two-thirds of the island, another outlet in Mayaguez would provide all-island coverage for the educational system. Commercial interests also have applied for the Mayaguez facility.

A recent estimate forecasts tv set ownership in Puerto Rico at 315,000 sets by 1961, or for every four families. Since tv was introduced there two-and-a-half years ago, 130,000 sets have been imported.

WKNO-TV Finances Depleted, Wants Appropriation from City

WKNO-TV Memphis, Tenn., non-commercial educational station which went on the air last June, cannot last this month unless it gets funds to go on, station officials have told the Memphis City Commission.

Community group spokesmen appeared before the commission last fortnight to back up the city Board of Education's
request for $95,000 to operate the ch. 10 facility. After the hearing, commission spokesmen indicated a favorable attitude to the request but stated that the proposed WKNO-TV appropriation would have to be considered along with the complete school budget.

WKNO-TV until now has been financed by public and institutional donations, including sizeable gifts from the three commercial television stations in Memphis.

Educators Vote to Test Toll TV, Oppose Losing Reserved Channels

TOLL TV should be explored by the National Educational Assn. to determine if it offers a potential educational medium, the Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruction of NEA resolved Tuesday during its convention in Washington. The resolution adopted by the 1,500 delegates specified that DAVI itself was taking no official stand either for or against fee tv but felt the group should "underline the importance of experimentation to test its effectiveness." The resolution was adopted by a 2-1 vote.

DAVI adopted a resolution calling for participation in public hearings on allocation of educational tv channels. The group felt it should show its support of "the great need to retain all channels that have already been allocated for development by nonprofit educational organizations." The vote was unanimous.

The four-day convention reviewed problems of visual-audio teaching, with several speakers voicing concern lest tv teaching take jobs away from teachers.

Robert DeKieffer, director of audio-visual instruction, U. of Colorado, was elected DAVI president, succeeding L. C. Larson, audio-visual director, Indiana U.

EDUCATION PEOPLE
Dr. David R. Mackey, Pennsylvania State U., has been named chairman of Boston U. division of communications arts. He is in charge of instructional and research programs in radio, tv, motion pictures and audio-visual aids.

Milton Lewis, WTTV (TV) Indianapolis, to Patricia Stevens Finishing School, same city, teaching staff as director of tv department.

Barton Joins Brokerage Group

JACK BARTON, until recently manager of station relations for NARTB, has joined the newly established broadcast station brokerage firm of Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twinning Associates [B+T, Feb. 18] effective March 15.

Mr. Barton will be in charge of the firm's offices in the Healey Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., as southeastern representative. Headquarters of the new firm is Washington.

MILESTONES

FRANK EDWARDS, news commentator with WTTV (TV) Indianapolis, Ind., marked his 33rd year in broadcasting last month.

CFRB Toronto, Ont., celebrated 30th anniversary Feb. 19.

KCRC Enid, Okla., completed 29th year on air Feb. 26.

WILLIAM F. MALO, commercial manager, WDRC Hartford, Conn., marked 27th year with WDRC.

M. J. MINOR, chief engineer, WBT Charlotte, N. C., completed 25 years service with station.

ART GILMORE, announcer on the Red Skelton, George Gobel, and Climax programs, began his 24th year in broadcasting.

A. & F. FILM CORP., Montreal, Que., marks 20th anniversary.

RAY WALTON, WIBG Philadelphia personality, celebrating 19th year in radio, 14th with WIBG.

FRANK GOSS, KNX-CBS Los Angeles newscaster, began 17th year of broadcasting.

AWARDS

WFIL-AM-TV Takes Field Award For 'Studio Schoolhouse' Show

WFIL and WFIL-TV Philadelphia took the single Marshall Field Award given a communications outlet in the U. S. for outstanding contribution to the welfare of children. The award, a $2,000 honorarium and inscribed scroll honors the stations' Studio Schoolhouse, designed for classroom use. The 10 weekly quarter-hour programs are regularly used in 2,700 classrooms by approximately 450,000 students each week, according to the Philadelphia Board of Education. The stations distribute teacher manuals to accompany the program, which is in its 14th year on radio and its ninth on tv.

Roger W. Clipp, vice president-general manager of the radio-tv division of Triangle Publications, accepted the award. The honorarium will be used to establish one or more scholarships, he said.

Margaret Scoggin of New York City won a similar Marshall Field Award for her Young Book Reviewers heard weekly over WMCA New York and the school educational station WNYE (FM).

ELMA PHILLIPSON (I), executive secretary of the Marshall Field Awards Foundation, presents the only award made this year to a communications medium to Roger W. Clipp, vice president-general manager of the radio-tv division of Triangle Publications.

Hollywood Foreign Press Assn. Selects Top American Tv Shows

FIVE tv programs were given Golden Globe awards Feb. 28 at the annual banquet of the Hollywood Foreign Press Assn. The organization of Hollywood correspondents from abroad each year makes its selections in the motion picture and tv fields. The tv award winners, selected as models from the United States for producers in foreign lands where tv is less well developed, were chosen for their formats and not because of the performances of their stars.

Award for the best American Western tv program went to Cheyenne on ABC-TV. That network's Mickey Mouse Club was chosen as the best American children's program. Best evening theatre on U. S. tele-
vision was Playhouse 90 on CBS-TV; best daytime theatre is Matinee Theatre on NBC-TV, and best audience participation show is This Is Your Life, also NBC-TV, according to the HFPA. The video awards were presented by George Gobel.

Bernstein Gets Radio-Tv Award
TED BERNSTEIN Assoc. received the outstanding radio-tv advertising award of the League of Advertising Agencies at its awards dinner March 1 at the Plaza Hotel in New York. The Bernstein entry was an ABC-TV campaign on behalf of Frostex moth killer for Moth-Gas Inc. Script and story boards were by Ted Kaufmann, and the film was produced by Alexander Film Co. of Colorado Springs.

Mass. UP Plans Radio Awards
ESTABLISHMENT of the Tom Phillips Awards to be presented each year for the best radio news stories broadcast by Massachusetts radio and television stations was announced last week by the United Press Broadcasters Assn. of Massachusetts. The awards will honor Tom Phillips, veteran news director of WNEB Worcester, who died of a heart attack last Fall.

AWARD SHORTS

NBC commended by Chicago Federated Advertising Club for selecting WNBQ (TV) there as origination point for hour-long telecast, Club 60. Network cited for showing “advances in color television techniques” developed at WNBQ.


WHBQ-TV Memphis, Tenn., awarded certificate for “best locally-produced commercial program” by Adv. Club of Memphis for five-minute shoe fashion show.

John Sanford Wise, account executive.

KRUX Phoenix, Ariz., received Distinguished Salesman’s Award from Phoenix Sales Executives Club.

WBCM Bay City, Mich., received “ Citation of Merit” from Muscular Dystrophy Assoc. Station also awarded annual Junior Chamber of Commerce Appreciation award.

Rev. Patrick C. Peyton, Albany, N. Y., received special National Legion award for his broadcast theme, “The Family That Prays Together Stays Together.”

James M. LeGate, manager WCKT (TV) Miami, awarded silver medallion by National Conference of Christians and Jews for “service to the cause of brotherhood.” Mr. LeGate also cited by Fla. Region of Conference for his three years of service as chairman of the board for that region.

WWYA Wheeling, W. Va., received first place awards from Wheeling Adv. Club. Locally produced evening news show, hour long anniversary show, trade paper ad, and promotion brochure won awards.


George Putman, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles newscaster, honored by L. A. alumnae of Phi Sigma Sigma national sorority, for his “outstanding service” to American Heart Assn.

Jack Jackson, KCMO Kansas City, Mo., farm director. cited by Mo. Conservation Commission for service in “public education of wildlife and forestry conservation with farmers.”


Alan Lipscott, 63, NBC comedy writer. honored as “the world’s oldest living comedy writer” at testimonial dinner given by group of 70 writers, producers, directors and actors. Dinner was televised on Tonight.

WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., cited by U. S. Army Recruiting Service “in recognition of outstanding services” by aiding effort to secure enlistments for Regular Army.

Ted Mack, emcee of Ted Mack and the Original Amateur Hour, cited by L. A. City Council for “bringing opportunities to hundreds to present their talents to a national audience.”

Bob Wills musical personality on KVOO Tulsa, Okla. honored for 23 years with station.

"KRIZ Phoenix suggested a vacation at the Grand Canyon, but I decided I wanted a change."
**INTERNATIONAL**

**Critiques on BBM Study Being Held in 3 Cities**

TO GIVE broadcasters and agency executives a chance to criticize the new time period audience survey of the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont., the organization is having meetings during March at Toronto, Montreal and Quebec City.

The Toronto and Montreal meetings are being held before the annual meeting of the organization at Quebec City in conjunction with the convention of the Canadian Association of Radio & Television Broadcasters. The Toronto meeting was held March 6 at the King Edward Hotel. The Montreal meeting at the Sheraton Mount Royal Hotel is scheduled March 22, and the Quebec meeting at the Chateau Frontenac Hotel March 24.

In addition to reviewing techniques and suggestions for improving the surveys, the BBM executives will outline scope and technique of the second time period audience survey to be taken this spring.

Canadian Economic Research Associates, Toronto, has been appointed to act as management consultant and to assume the administrative responsibilities of BBM. This move was announced by Executive Secretary Charles Follett in connection with plans of BBM Research and Development Director Clyde McDonald to resign and join another firm in the near future. Mr. McDonald, who set up the present time period audience survey method, has been with BBM for about two years. Canadian Economic Research Assoc. is now making an analysis of the activities, policies and objectives of BBM for the BBM board of directors. made up of advertisers, advertising agency executives and broadcasters. The analysis is not interfering with the BBM operation and its proposed spring survey. Mr. Follett explained.

**West German Tv Sets Total 750,000 Now, Survey Reveals**

LATEST ESTIMATES in a recent German survey indicate that more than 750,000 television sets were in operation in West Germany and West Berlin as of Feb. 1, 1957. Monthly tv set sales totals in West Germany have been increasing steadily in the past six months, with about 71,000 new sets registered in January of this year.

German manufacturers, according to the survey, believe that West Germany's upward trend in number of operative sets during the past three years (1955-57) is parallel to that of Great Britain in the three-year period, 1949-51. Corresponding figures are for a time delay of six years, the survey states.

In Great Britain during the period April 1, 1949, to Feb. 1, 1951, the number of operative tv sets increased from about 126,600 to approximately 764,000; from April 1, 1955, to Feb. 1, 1957 the tv set total rose from about 126,800 to some 753,000.

On the basis of these parallel figures, West German manufacturers anticipate that there will be 1.6 million sets in their country by April 1 next year, 2.3 million sets by April 1, 1959, and 3.5 million by same date in 1960.

The German survey also noted that percentage-wise Great Britain is far ahead of Continental countries in tv set totals. Some 44% of British homes now have television sets, while there are but 5% tv homes in Belgium; 4.5% in Germany; 3.5% in Italy; 3.5% in France; 3.4% in Holland; 2.6% in Denmark, and 1.3% in Switzerland. Television set totals at end of 1956 for all Continental countries except Germany were as follows: Italy—400,000; France—400,000; Belgium—200,000; Holland—100,000; Denmark—10,000 and Switzerland—20,000.

**Canadians Get Radio-Tv Awards From Authors, Artists Council**

TEN Canadian actors, producers and writers were presented with awards for their contributions to radio and television in the past year at the annual dinner of the Canadian Council of Authors & Artists at the Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, Que., on Feb. 26.

Gold award went to W. O. Mitchell and Arthur Hailey, both of Toronto, for a number of plays and series they did last year for both radio and television. Silver awards were given to radio actor Max Ferguson, Halifax, N. S.; radio-tv actor-producer Mavor Moore, Toronto; actress Corinne Conley, Toronto; and Toronto tv writers George Salverson and Max Rosenfeld. The Benrus citation for outstanding contribution to the welfare of Canadian performers and writers went to Neil LeRoy, Toronto. The S. W. Caldwell award for the best performance on tv was given Toronto actor Jack Creley. The Maurice Rosenfeld Memorial award for the outstanding newcomer on networks was presented to Helene Winston, Toronto; and the president's award went to Louis Belanger, Montreal.

**Advertising Advisory Board Established at Toronto**

A CANADIAN Advertising Advisory Board has been formed at Toronto by the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers and the Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies. The new six-member board, which has invited other media and advertising associations to join, will promote advertising, assist in educational work for advertising personnel and help charity and national public service advertising.

Broadcasting, Film Agencies Form British World News Firm

AN INTERNATIONAL news film service has been formed in the British Commonwealth to supply television stations in various countries. Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has joined with the British Broadcasting Corp., Australian Broadcasting Commission and the J. Arthur Rank moving picture and theatre organization, with headquarters at London, England, to form British Commonwealth Newsfilm Agency Ltd. at London.

J. A. Quimet, CBC general manager, stated at Ottawa that the new organization will have staff cameramen in a number of countries of the Commonwealth and employ a large number of freelance cameramen throughout the rest of the world. Kenneth Dick, formerly assistant chief of TV news for the BBC, has been appointed managing editor of the new service. W. H. Hogg, CBC chief news editor, Toronto, will be Canadian director.

Am Decision Returned to CBC

A RECOMMENDATION last October by the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for a new radio station at Toronto’s suburban Richmond Hill, Ont., has been turned down by the Dept. of Transport, Ottawa, Ont. The three applicants for a license in the northern suburban Toronto area are to appear before the CBC board on March 15 at Ottawa, so that all can present additional material.

John O. Graham, Toronto lawyer, was recommended by the board for a daytime AM at Richmond Hill on 1300 kc, using 500 w. Also applying were William H. Haskett and Elwood J. Reid, both for daytime 500 watt stations on 1320 kc and 1480 kc, respectively, at Newmarket, Ont., north of Richmond Hill.

Caldwell Opens Equipment Firm

FORMATION of a new subsidiary to S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, Ont.—the Caldwell A-V Equipment Co. Ltd.—was announced last week by the firm’s president, Spence Caldwell. Located at 400 Jarvis St. in Toronto, A-V will handle the audio-visual equipment for radio and TV stations, film labs and studies.

M. M. (Pete) Elliott is the new company’s president. He formerly was general manager of Motorola Canada Ltd.

Army to Have Korean TV Station

CONSTRUCTION of the U. S. Army’s own television station at Seoul, Korea, will begin this month, it was announced last week. The station is scheduled to be completed by July 1 and will transmit programs filmed in the United States and shows produced by troop talent.

Commercial TV Urged for Sweden

A COMMITTEE of experts has recommended to the minister of communications that Sweden adopt commercial television, and that the Swedish Bctg. Co., which directs TV for the nation, handle the commercial phase of the business.
'Cinderella' Set for March 31

RODGEERS and Hammerstein will put their musical talents to work for television for the first time in the CBS production of Cinderella. Sunday, March 31, 8-9:30 p.m. The 90-minute color musical starring Julie Andrews is billed as a Rodgers and Hammerstein premiere in tv and will be sponsored by Pepsi-Cola Co. and Shulton Inc., N. Y. (men's toiletries), through Kenyon & Eckhardt. Shulton, whose regular agency is Welsey Assoc., has commissioned K&E for the Cinderella commercials to minimize integration problems.

Indians Return to Roanoke, Va.
WDBJ-TV Roanoke Va., in order to promote the start of Hawkeye, The Last of the Mohicans, a Television Programs of America package, used over 265 spots on the air. The station also hired an actress to dress as an Indian and represent the new show on two of its children's shows and had a western wagon with two Indians driving it around town. The series is sponsored by Bunker canned beef.

WMCA Launches Radio Clinics
WMCA New York, in cooperation with the Center for Mass Education, Columbia U., has launched a series of radio clinics on the topic of prejudice. The discussion series, heard Thursday 9:30-10 p.m., will examine all facets of prejudice, its origin, its concept, its manifestations and will play host to a number of prominent representatives of the fields of religion, education, sociology and dramatic arts.

EXECUTIVES of the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., Charlotte, N. C., are ready to board the vehicle that has proven itself a quick route to new sales. L to r: Virgil Evans, assistant manager director of WBT Charlotte; Kenneth Tredwell, managing director of WBT (TV) there; Wallace Jorgenson, WBT assistant managing director; pilot Thomas C. McNeil Jr. (on wing), and Charles H. Crutchfield, executive vice president and general manager of Jefferson stations.

Jefferson operation, he had to find a versatile staffer to go with it. In Thomas C. McNeil Jr., an Air Force Korea veteran and commander of a National Guard squadron, he found his man. Mr. McNeil, when he isn't flying, which is seldom, serves in a sales development capacity on the ground. He is on call at all hours to pilot the Jefferson Cessna.

SKY'S THE LIMIT FOR THESE SALES

STATIONS of the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.—WBT and WBTW (TV) Charlotte, N. C., and WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C.—can boast a piece of equipment that has brought in new business worth more than twice what it cost when it went into operation less than a year ago. That is the record on which continues to improve, of the stations' private airplane.

The twin-engine, all metal, five-seat Cessna also earns its keep in ways that don't quite fit into a cost-accounting system. It works for both the sales and news departments.

It takes Jefferson executives on sales flights to Chicago, Cincinnati, New York, Washington and other points and brings them home the same evening. Whenever time is important, schedules must be submitted and decisions reached, the Cessna covers the miles to reach agencies, representatives and sponsors. A typical short hop last fortnight took Virgil Evans, assistant managing director of the company, and Paul Marion, WBT national sales manager, to Atlanta. Between noon and closing time in Atlanta, they contacted Liller, Neal & Battle.

agency for Delta Air Lines; Joe Caughman, district manager of Monsanto Chemical Co. (All detergent), and W. V. Pentecost, district manager of Colgate-Palmolive Co. (Brisk toothpaste). They were home before dark.

Reporters and cameramen use the Cessna for distance coverage when it's not on a sales run. A December trip took them to Washington for the FCC hearings on Charlotte ch. 9, which gave the community its second vhf station (WSOC-TV). There crews made sound film of the proceedings, processed it in Washington and flew it back to Charlotte for telecast the same night.

When Charles H. Crutchfield, executive vice president and general manager of the stations, decided last April that a private plane would be an asset to the
Marge & Gower Champion on CBS

Paul Harrison will produce, and James Sheldon direct, The Marge and Gower Champion Show starting on CBS-TV Sunday, March 31 (7:30-8 p.m., EST). J&M Productions announced last week. Mr. Harrison is finishing an assignment as producer-director of the Eddie Fisher program on NBC-TV. The Champion show is to alternate with the Jack Benny show and will be sponsored by American Tobacco Co. for Hit Parade cigarettes through BBDO, N. Y.

NTA Promotes 'Rocket 86'

As a means of promoting its new 20th Century-Fox package of feature films, called the "Rocket 86," National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., is offering stations buying the films a promotion piece. It consists of five pocket books in a slipcase. The books are said to be a sample of the best sellers and literary classics which have been adapted for the screen and are included among the features in "Rocket 86."

KARD-TV Plugs Color

In an effort to make every home in its area "color conscious," KARD-TV Wichita, Kans., is sending out color schedules each month listing the coming month's color programs. In addition, the station invites its listeners to send in their color comments, whether good or bad. KARD-TV has adopted "Your color station for the center of the nation" as its trade-mark. It is also using local papers to advertise color TV and has rented a showcase at the local airport which it uses to plug color.

NBC Begins Financial Series

A new financial series Pocketbook News, aimed at the American women who own more than 70% of the nation's privately held wealth, started on NBC Radio Sunday (11:15-11:25 p.m. EST). The weekly analysis of events affecting home and business is made by Mrs. Wilma Soss, founder and president of the Federation of Women Shareholders in American Business Inc.

'Home' Cookbook Published

Recipes featured on NBC-TV's Home program (Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.-12 noon EST) form the basis of a new cookbook. Cooking at Home, which was placed in distribution last week under the imprint of Dell Publishing Co., N. Y. Arrangements for the cookbook were made with Dell by the merchandising division of California National Productions Inc., an NBC subsidiary.

Y&R Mails Laugh Record

Young & Rubicam, N. Y., mailed a TV laugh record—one minute and five seconds of continuous laughter by the studio audience—to editors. The disc was made during the filming of "Lucy Does the Tango" on the I Love Lucy show, which was to be aired today (Monday). Desi reportedly had to ask the audience to stop laughing so that the show could go on.

'Mystery Voice' Contest Held

Wgol, Goldsboro, N. C., conducted a "Mystery Voice" contest last month which was tied in with its station breaks. The station recorded a series of voices of prominent public officials and used them as part of its ID's. Wgol offered free passes to local theaters to the first person who correctly identified a voice it was broadcast. The station reports that it recorded additional voices due to the "success of the first series" and for these, it used merchants and professional men in that city.

Radio in Rare Form

Minneapolis housewives now are finding it easy to keep up with their favorite radio programs while shopping at one supermarket in that city: Tait's Southdale Square Super Value Store has 18 shopping carts equipped with portable radios.

Tait's, a large independently-owned grocery, believes it is the first in the nation to feature such a service. The radios are the type designed for use on bicycles and were adapted for the shopping carts by store owner Bob Tait.

Homemaker Mrs. Richard Mahnert and young son seem pleased with their radio-equipped shopping cart, and the novel device also attracts the attention of Larry Hoeg (l), general manager of Wcco Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Allen Gray, the station's Housewives' Protective League director.

There's Only One Leader...

Kxlf-TV4 Montana

The Continental Divide Station, Butte
SILENCE IS GOLDEN
WITH CLEVER maneuvering and responsible "City Hall" sources, WTTM Trenton, N. J., came up with an exclusive recorded program on the city's 1956 budget—broadcast a week's delay.

Members of the Trenton City Commission, representatives of employee, business and taxpayer groups agreed to record the show five days before broadcast and present arguments on the pros and cons of the proposed increased city budget—with the proviso they would not release statements until broadcast time.

The story was developed for broadcast on a special public service program, Let's Face It, which WTTM airs only when major public issues are involved. Station Manager Fred Walker served as moderator for the program.

Newspapers got the story via news releases after broadcast time and splashed it on page one—with WTTM receiving full credit as source for the "scoop."

KROC-TV Plugs Home Town
CONTINUOUS growth of Rochester (Minn.) as an industrial area—exemplified by a new $10 million IBM plant to be built there—was outlined by Don Perry, KROC-TV Rochester, to New York media and time-buying personnel at a party given in New York by Mrs. Elizabeth Beckjorden, a network-station representative. Mr. Perry also described KROC-TV's programming policy which stresses local live and network programs, plus outstanding feature films on weekends.

Christopher Offers New Series
MEANS of introducing "constructive values" into television is the theme of several programs in the new series of 52 Christopher half-hour shows, just completed for the 373 tv stations which schedule the organization's program year-round as a public service. The new series includes Biblical narrations by Sir Cedric Hardwicke and interviews with 42 personalities by Father James Keller, director of the Christopher movement.

KTTV Sneak Previews Series
A SNEAK preview of a new tv program, Private Line—Hollywood was telecast by KTTV (TV) Los Angeles for a group of executives from Revlon and BBDO. The program, packaged by Walt Tibbels and Lee Savin, features KTTV commentator Paul Coates and Zsa Zsa Gabor, who interviews celebrities at home. Robert Stack was interviewed by Mr. Coates in a Person to Person style and composer Dimitri Tiomkin was visited at home by Miss Gabor.

'The Hope that Jack Built'
NATIONAL Assn. of Investment Companies, N. Y., has retained Robert Lawrence Productions to produce a seven-minute animated cartoon, The Hope that Jack Built. The cartoon, which tells the story behind mutual funds, will be made available free to tv stations requesting a print. Distribution of the film, which cost $38,500 exclusive of promotion and distribution fees, will begin this summer.

Mouseketeers '57 Launched
PRODUCTION on the 1957-58 Mickey Mouse Club tv film series is scheduled to be launched at the Walt Disney Studios in Burbank, Calif., today, March 11. It will feature juvenile entertainers signed after a state-wide talent hunt in California. The initial filming will include "Talent Roundup" and "Fun with Music" segments, starring the Mouseketeers and special guests.

Beauty—4th Yr. Vintage—Chosen
IN CELEBRATION of its fourth birthday, KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash., conducted a contest for "Miss Channel 4." All entries were required to be girls four years old. The station reports that 2,240 little girls entered the contest. The winners, "Miss Channel 4" and two princesses, received certificates; $100 and $25 bonds, respectively; dinner; theatre passes; oil portraits of themselves and a new wardrobe.

NATION-WIDE NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
RADIO • TELEVISION • NEWSPAPER

EASTERN
NEW ENGLAND FULLTIME
$40,000.00
Exclusive town of 10,000.
$68 million retail sales in county.
$15,000 cash required down.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

MIDWEST
REGIONAL FULLTIME
$65,000.00
Top independent in market. Good facilities. Growth area. Terms 29% down; balance in 4 to 5 years.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2755

SOUTHERN
SOUTH FLORIDA DAYTIME
$85,000.00
North Florida profitable operation. Ideal place to live and work. Terms one-half down; balance in 4½ years.

ATLANTA, GA.
Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.

SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST TEXAS NETWORK
$150,000.00
New facilities with valuable real estate. Profitable operation with good potential. Terms are available to qualified buyers.

DALLAS, TEX.
Dewitt Landis (Judge)
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.

WEST
CALIFORNIA NETWORK
$70,000.00
29% down for this profit maker. Area is tops for living conditions. Facilities in good condition.

SAN FRANCISCO
W. R. Twining (Ike)
111 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

Call your nearest office of
HAMILTON, STUBBLEFIELD, TWINING & ASSOCIATES
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February 27 through March 6

includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.

Abbreviations:
Da—directional antenna, cp—construction permit, ERP—effective radiated power, vhf—very high frequency, uhf—ultra high frequency, an.—antenna, aural.—audio, vis.—visual, kw—kilowatts, watt—megacycles, d.—day, N.—night, L—local sunset, mod.—modification, trans—transmitter, un.—unlimited hours, ke—kilocycle, RAC—radio communications authorizations, SSA—special service authorization, STA—special temporary authorization, educ.—educational.

Am-Fm Summary through March 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On Air</th>
<th>Licensed</th>
<th>Cps</th>
<th>Am</th>
<th>Fm</th>
<th>licensed (all on air)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants since July 11, 1952: (When FCC began processing applications after tv freeze)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications filed since April 14, 1952: (When FCC began processing applications after tv freeze)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncomm. Educ.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncomm. Educ.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New TV Stations ... ACTIONS

Jacksonville, Fla.—Educational TV Inc. granted vhf ch. 7 (174-189 me); ERP 16.4 kw vta., 8.2 kw surf; ant. height above average terrain 491 ft., above ground 521 ft. Estimated construction cost $45,695. first year operating cost $60,000. P. O. address 414 Sheriff Dr., Jacksonville, Fla., estimated completion date April 15, 1953.

San Angelo, Tex.—San Angelo TV Co. granted vhf ch. 3 (60-56 me); ERP 3.02 kw vta., 1.58 kw surf; ant. height above average terrain 223 ft., above ground 264 ft. Estimated construction cost $50,000, first year operating cost $40,000. revenue $50,000. P. O. address 414 Sheriff Dr., Jacksonville, Fla., estimated completion date April 15, 1953.

Existing TV Stations ... ACTIONS

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz.—Tucson Television Co., ch. 9. Changed from KXTV-TV.

WDCV (TV) North Adams, Mass.—Hudson Val.

FOR THE RECORD

FLORIDA

$65,000.00

An independent in one of Florida's attractive growth markets. Liberal financing.

WASHINGTON

$150,000.00

A long established profitable regional facility in a sizable farm market. $50,000 down, balance over five years.

NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

Blackburn & Company

WASHINGTON, D. C.

James W. Blackburn

Jack V. Harvey

Washington Building

Sterling 3-4341

ATLANTA

Clifford B. Marshall

Healey Building

Jackson 5-1576
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FOR THE RECORD

New Am Stations

Fresdina, N. Y.-Louis W. Skelly granted 1570 kc. 250 w. D. P. O. address 7601 S. 14th Ave., Birming-
ham, Ala. Estimated construction cost $40,000. first year operating cost $12,000. Mr. Skelly is corporate gen.
 mgr. WHOT Campbell, Ohio. Announced Feb. 28.

Manning, S. C.-Clarendon County Bestc. Co. granted 1110 kc. 1 kw D. P. O. address 520 E. Fourth St., Sum-
ter, S. C. Estimated construction cost $6,000. first year operating cost $3,000. Mr. Williams is owner.

Jackson, Miss.-Announced 1450 kc. 5 kw. 10% control of New York and New England Broadcasting Co. by
 Feb. 28.

New FM Stations

Hagerstown, Md.-United Bestc. Co. of Western Maryland granted 90.3 fm. 1 kw. WJHB Fm Shrewsbury, Md.

Troy, N. Y.-Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 91.1 me. WPTK 600 w. D. P. O. address 726 Avenue of the

Existing FM Stations

Renewal of License

WCMF-B FM (FM) Hartford, Conn.; WPPM (FM) Providence, R. I.

FOR THE RECORD

New FM Stations

Hagerstown, Md.-United Bestc. Co. of Western Maryland granted 90.3 fm. 1 kw. WJHB Fm Shrewsbury, Md.

Troy, N. Y.-Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 91.1 me. WPTK 600 w. D. P. O. address 726 Avenue of the

Existing FM Stations

Renewal of License

WCMF-B FM (FM) Hartford, Conn.; WPPM (FM) Providence, R. I.

Ownership Changes

For the Record

New Am Stations

Fresdina, N. Y.-Louis W. Skelly granted 1570 kc. 250 w. D. P. O. address 7601 S. 14th Ave., Birming-
ham, Ala. Estimated construction cost $40,000. first year operating cost $12,000. Mr. Skelly is corporate gen.
 mgr. WHOT Campbell, Ohio. Announced Feb. 28.

Manning, S. C.-Clarendon County Bestc. Co. granted 1110 kc. 1 kw D. P. O. address 520 E. Fourth St., Sum-
ter, S. C. Estimated construction cost $6,000. first year operating cost $3,000. Mr. Williams is owner.

Jackson, Miss.-Announced 1450 kc. 5 kw. 10% control of New York and New England Broadcasting Co. by
 Feb. 28.

New FM Stations

Hagerstown, Md.-United Bestc. Co. of Western Maryland granted 90.3 fm. 1 kw. WJHB Fm Shrewsbury, Md.

Troy, N. Y.-Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 91.1 me. WPTK 600 w. D. P. O. address 726 Avenue of the

Existing FM Stations

Renewal of License

WCMF-B FM (FM) Hartford, Conn.; WPPM (FM) Providence, R. I.
JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Commercial Executive Officce
1735 De Sales St., N. W. 
Office and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

JAMES C. MCNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone Dist. 7-1205
Member APCCB*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg., Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member APCCB*

GUTENY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1053 Warner Bldg. National 8-7775
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member APCCB*

RUSSELL P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio & Television Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans 1001 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member APCCB*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member APCCB*

ROBERT M. SILLMAN
Consulting Radio Engineer
1403 15th St., N. W.
Republic 7-5446
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member APCCB*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-108
Member APCCB*

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3002 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phome EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Member APCCB*

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1220
Executive 3-5821
Member APCCB*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Skolom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road—Riverside 7-3153
Riverside, Ill.
(A Chicago suburb)

VANDIVERE,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
412 Evans Bldg., N.A. 9-2496
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

WILLIAM E. THOMPSON
Engineering Consultants
4900 Eucled Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
Henderson 2-4089
Member APCCB*

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St., Hilland 2-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

EXPERIENCE:
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountains and Plain Terrain

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
Henderson 2-4089
Member APCCB*

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
1316 S. Kearney Street
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

A. E. TOWNE ASSOC., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
220 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
Member APCCB*

Ralph J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 276, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering" AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Patents • Licensing Field Service
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in cash. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed—Monday preceding publication date. Display—Tuesday preceding publication date.

Situation Wanted
20¢ per word. $8.00 minimum. Help Wanted 25¢ per word. $20.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30¢ per word. $4.00 minimum. Display ads 15¢ per inch.
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to:

BROADCASTING  
1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington, D. C.

Applicants: If transcriptions of bulk package submitted, 10¢ charge for mailing. (Forward resumes separately. Numbers of replies to box numbers are sent at owner's request. Broadcasting will not be responsible for loss of resumes.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

RADIO

Help Wanted

Managerial

Somewhere—in a west coast smaller market there must be a young, aggressive sales man who has developed his station to maximum po- tential and who seeks the opportunity for further exploiting his sales ability in a larger California market. Interested parties will like to hear from us as the opportunity is unlimited. Send complete details for initial interview will be arranged. Box 729E, B-T.

Wanted for immediate opportunity. One hard- hitting time salesman with creative ideas who the station needs now. Established small market station in leading regional station operation in this rich quarter million market potential. Rush resume and picture to Box 799E, B-T.

$500.00 per month guarantee on excellent account list. Mississippi metropolitan market top-rated station needs salesman with advancement to sales manager and manager. Must have executive ability and creative ideas. We expect him to promote from within. If you click next job man- ager. Apply Box 809E, B-T. Sales manager, complete resume, late photo to Box 799E, B-T.

Minnesota station wants manager who can sell! Will sell 25% interest in this news station for $7,000. Only good credit person who can invest need apply. Tell all first letter. Box 822E, B-T.

Good proposition for producing sales manager, large eastern market. Box 839E, B-T.

Commercial manager. Assume full sales responsibility, will get extensive regional radio and maximum power NBC basic television station under construction. Stakes of northeast northeast metropolitan area. Unusual circumstances create ex-ceptional opportunity for qualified person. Open notch organization, all paid benefits including retirement plan. Send complete resume. Box 846E, B-T.

5 figure income for top-notch salesman with management background for leading independent in Ohio. Box 801B, B-T.

Major Baltimore independent needs an outstanding solid producer strong on sales. Excellent deal for good man. Box 815E, B-T.

Pennsylvania station needs an assistant manager with good announcement background. Job pays above average salary with commission bonus. Looking for young married man with car. Position permanent and opportunity at management soon. Send complete resume, tape, resume and photo to Box 890E, B-T.

Have opening for assistant sales manager whose duties will be handling small market and local selling. Salary commensurate with ability and experience. Contact John Connell, KOMU-TV, Columbia, Missouri.

Assistant manager. We have an excellent posi- tion for an experienced, hard working radio trainer who is a good combination of sales and administrative work. If you can accept responsibility, contact W. C. Billing, Manager, WNAV. Annarbor, Michigan.

Salesmen

Experienced, dependable salesman wanted by leading chain, a 500 watt fulltime, in midwest city of 55,000 persons. Competitive market but station has organization to support sales- man's efforts. Guaranteed weekly draw against commission percentage. Good man can earn $5,000-$6,000 first year and more in second. Tell all about yourself and work record, with references, in first letter. Box 700E, B-T.

Salesman for New Jersey independent. Salary plus commision. Box 729E, B-T.

Are you ready to step-up in sales work? Here is an opportunity. Texas. Box 735E, B-T.

RADIO

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Salesmen

Sales: Fulltime radio station wants progressive minded time salesman full of ideas, and willing to work. Good salary, commission arrangement for growth. Immediate opening. Box 756E, B-T.

Commercial 100 watt in Indiana. Guarantee and commission. Present average $125.00. Box 813E, B-T.

Illinois station has opening for experienced an- noencer-salesman combination. Take over established account management for airwork, com- missions on sales. Good man will earn over $6,000 first year. Single station market. Tell us all about yourself in first letter. Box 806E, B-T.

Lion's share of California market available to man who can handle it. Box 862E, B-T.

Salesman. Draw against 15% commission. West Virginia market opens in 1957 for top-notch salesman with imaginative ideas. Box 878E, B-T.

Salesman or sales manager, young and eager to advance, by kilowatt to start music and local news independent. Guarantee and commission. KZEM, Tulare, California.

Salesman—metropolitan market. Excellent oppor- tunity for live wire, former box office, Stamford, Conn.

Announcers

Immediate opening for man with minimum six months experience in selling. Box 799E, B-T. To start, 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations, etc. Must-A: First class radio, first class phone, city or local area. Good mixture for advancement within chain. Send resume and tape. Box 876E, B-T.

Job with a future for qualified staff announcer with several years experience, Illinois kilo- watt independent. Newswriting ability helpful. Liberal fringe benefits. Personal interview necessary. List age, education, experi- ence in detail. Box 796E, B-T.

$600 a month for DJ with gilb, fast-paced de- livery, Rhyming intros to records. Limited rock 'n roll, just good kicks and albums. WANTED by station in midwest. Box 798E, B-T.

Leading independent station in large southeast- ern market has opening for combination an- noencer-engineer with first class ticket. Excel- lent opportunity and working conditions. Send resume to Box 844E, B-T.

Hundred a week to start for top-notch announcer with first class ticket. Long established midwest network station. Box 847E, B-T.

Experienced staff announcer at Illinois daytimer. Start at $70.00 plus annual bonus. Box 879E, B-T.

Strong kilowatt independent needs good an- noencer-engineer. Good salary plus good commission. Experience good. Bring references to interview. Box 790E, B-T.

Salesman for New Jersey independent. Salary plus commision. Box 729E, B-T.

Are you ready to step-up in sales work? Here is an opportunity. Texas. Box 735E, B-T.

Radio

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Announcers

1000 watt Mutual radio station with tv in con- nection needs three competent combo men. Stati- on is located twelve and a half miles south of Federal National Park in beautiful northwest Montana. Applicants must have first class licenses. Rush letter, photograph and audition tape to Dick Vicks. Bozeman, Montana.

Immediate opening: Night man, emphasis on news, 5000 watt station. Call Manager, KGZX, Williston, North Dakota.

Immediate opening, combo man, first phone, afternoon shift, new 5kw daytimer. Sales opportu- nity. Recent graduate acceptable. Emphasis on announcing... contact Manager, KLGA, Al- gona, Iowa.

Experienced play-by-play baseball announcer needed immediately. Must have own equipment, can also do staff or sales work. Wonderful proposi- tion for right man. Send tape, letter and photo to WACL, Waycross, Georgia.


Jerry Clement formerly WIDE contact Evans, WSMJ, Saint Joseph, Michigan.

Good salaries for top announcer with first ticket with emphasis on news and sales. Also experienced announcer needed who can write copy that sells... contact WLS, Big Stone Gap, Virginia.

Immediate opening for announcer by first phone by top East Coast station. Salary, paid vacation, excellent position, Relief liability more important than experience. Contact Allen, 450 West, San Francisco.


Technical

West coast station wants a vacation relief man, combination announcer-engineer. Must have first class phone, strong on engineering, possibil- ity of permanent employment. Box 147E, B-T.

First class engineer-announcer for commercial Indiana non-directional 1000 watt daytimer. Box 815E, B-T.

Chief engineer, Louisiana station. Less than 40 hours; $60.00 weekly. Transmitter. Modern 4- room apartment furnished. $150.00 monthly. We pay all utilities. Box 843E, B-T.

Chief engineer with good maintenance ability for station in central eastern Pennsylvania. Must have experience and be able to assume responsibilities for maintenance, repair and purchasing. Charlotte, N.C. Box 813E, B-T. Good salary to right man. Send photo, resume and operating record. Box 816E, B-T.

First class engineer needed at once Ohio 5kw— $800 to $1000 weekly. 48 Hours. Box 873E, B-T.

Chief engineer, strong technical background, wanted for 5000 watt. Send full information immediately to George Morgan, Station KINN, Denver 14, Colorado.

Transmitter engineer, first phone, 1 kw am di- rectional, 3 kw fm. Car necessary. Write WEOI, Elyria, Ohio.


Florida new station urgently needs first class engineer-announcer. Apply immediately to Mar- voy, WZRF, Lakeland, Florida. Phone East 5-3884. Excellent salary, poss. on position. Box 910E, B-T.

Experienced 1st phone chief engineer, light an- nouncing duties. Contact WTUS, Tuskegee, Ala- bama.

Programming-Production, Others

Wanted: Experienced copywriter who can handle promotion at station with coast-to-coast par- ticipating market... in southeastern New York. Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Box 814E, B-T.
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**Administrative opportunity in network for man experienced in program production and direction of large station in medium size or larger market, willing to travel extensively. Degree and strong background in general business preferred. Under 35. Send detailed resume to Box 852E, B-T.**

Immediate opening in metropolitan Ohio city for experienced announcing DJ. Send sample copy, photo, resume. Box 854E, B-T.

**Situations Wanted**

**Managerial**

Top advertising sales executive large organization wants to join small city radio station in south or midwest. Full information and references to interest you if you contact Box 856E, B-T.

Manager—commercial manager independent station, on or southeast preferred. Exceptional sales record, references. 23 years experience. Now employed, station sold. Write, wire Box 858E, B-T.

**Salesmen**

Combo sales-announcing, radio and/or tv. Six years experience. Sales manager background. Station manager experience. Some tv announcing, also Spot selling. Excellent voice, looks over costs and college. Prefer Rocky Mt. or northwest station. Available immediately. Box 796E, B-T.


Announcer

Personality-DJ—strong commercial, gimmicks, etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go anywhere. Box 886E, B-T.

Baseball play-by-play announcer, seven years experience. Finest references. Box 603E, B-T.

Girl personality—DJ, run own board. eager to please. Go to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box 868E, B-T.

Sportsman—newsmen—announcer, play-by-play position, a must. Six years experience in baseball, football, basketball. Also news and staff experience. Radio and television combined operation preferable in east or midwest. Box 731E, B-T.

Negro DJ, versatile, all phases. Good board operator. travel. Box 785E, B-T.

Sports only. 12 years large market tv and radio play-by-play. Major league references. College grad. Available April lst. Box 786E, B-T.

Attention mid-Atlantic stations: Have good announcer 8 years experience, with us 3 years. General staff, emphasis on play-by-play sports and good music. Experience in all phases medium station operation. Family man, has car. We are de-emphasizing play-by-play sports and good music, catering more to country music and hiring new old pros. Will release him next month. Can use him few more months, or if necessary could use short notice. Get details from station manager Box 745E, B-T.


Experienced sportscaster desires baseball job for 1957. Tape. references available. Box 763E, B-T.

Announcer: Eleven years experience. thrives. versatile, married, vet. Desires early morning shift within 75 miles of N. Y. Available immediately. Box 765E, B-T.

Experienced sportscaster—local newsmen desires sportscasting job. Tape. references available. Box 771E, B-T.

Announcer—ten years play-by-play sports announcing for professional station, B-T.

Red hot hillbilly, different style. Can match any. Like Tennesse. Box 794E, B-T.

Deep, resonant voice. 4 years staff announcing experience. Prefer midwest. $40 minimum. Box 795E, B-T.

Announcer-DJ—6 months commercial experience. Veteran with board. Prefer midwest but will go anywhere. Box 797E, B-T.

Country DJ, announcing school graduate. 8 years experience wins change. Make offer. Box 801E, B-T.

Young negro announcer seeks radio or tv station, strong as newscaster as well as DJ. No preference as to location. Box 804E, B-T.

Somewhere in these United States is a combination radio-television organization which has no fears, is progressive, has a tuned organization, expects quality and quantity production, which recognizes loyalty and ability, and is willing to pay for it. If you are such an organization and you need a mature sports director, who has done news and special features, as well as administrative and public relations, whose voice presentation ratio, and now employed, why not write. Box 807E, B-T, we could have much in common.

Available: Outstanding play-by-play sports announcer presently employed in small market. 4 years experience with program management ability to create large personal following. Baseball, football and basketball interested only in aggressive sports operation. Present employer knows of this and believes I am ready for larger market. References. Air check tape. Box 808E, B-T.

Young, versatile announcer. Six years experience. Excellent Voice. Strong news and commercials. 26, single, personable. Box 809E, B-T.

Negro. Experienced rhythm and blues DJ and spirituals. Tapes. Travel. Box 810E, B-T.


Early-mid morning DJ, top women’s show MC will trade 13 years am-tv experience and ability to sell snow shovels in July (and everything else from automobiles to turtle neck sweaters) for job with a white operation. Thinks on competition. Seriouisly interested write Box 815E, B-T.

Back from 1½ years news, dj, production work, intro to tv at Tokyo’s largest commercial outlet ($50,000 wate) . . . 7 years experience, heavy on records. News with 2 years play-by-play. Will consider any situation offering a challenge . . . in tv or radio. Facilities are mature. quality. Box 832E, B-T.

Veteran DJ-newsmen. Tested, tried, proved. Don’t overlook. Box 840E, B-T.

If you can answer YES there is a strong active demand for your services. But . . . it takes more than a quick yes to land the better positions.

We invite confidential inquiries, with your resume, for analysis of advancement opportunities.

BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE, INC.

333 Trans-Lux Bldg. 724 Fourteenth St., N. W.

Washington 5, D. C.
**RADIO**

**Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)**

**Programming-Production, Others**

Program director-top disc jockey metropolitan area available April 1st. Box 864E, B.T. Need a program director with the right music formula for your station? Ten years in big, small stations. Excellent references. Prefer south. Write Box 860E, B.T.

Need a trained, experienced copy-local news writer? "idea man" or programming, promotion, advertising, etc.? Then you need me. Available February 23. Write Box 2549E, B.T.

Available, Sparks, program director. 9 years experience. Seeking pro basketball. college football. Can sell. Box 826E, B.T.

Hard working sports man desires position in sports production, assistant sports director, statistician. Excellent play-by-play. Good radio background. Married. Box 841E, B-T.

Taped programs now available—name yours. Pop —rock 'n roll—latin country and western. Half, or full hour tapes marketed by block, or participating sponsorship. Box 464E, B-T.


**TELEVISION**

**Help Wanted—(Cont’d)**

**Technical**

Wanted—by south Florida vhf a transmitter engineer. 1 year experience. Write Box 8171E, B-T.

First class license tv transmitter operator. Tv experience desirable but not essential. If you like skiing this is an unexploited opportunity. Transmitter at Stowe, Vermont. Station provide food, Liberal food expense, plus mileage. Reply Chief Engineer, WCAX-TV, Burlington, Vermont.

Transmitter engineer, vhf. NBC-ABC affiliate. Supply background of experience and/or training with salary required. Chief Engineer, WPIT (TV), Pittsburgh, New York.

Need radio and television vacation relief engineers approximately April through October. Prefer minimum 1 year experience, phone interview only. Excellent opportunity to gain studio and on-air experience. Reply Chief Engineer NBC, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.

Television engineer. Immediate opening for experienced. Write on first page of letter to H. E. Barg. 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

**Programming-Production, Others**


**Situations Wanted**

**Managerial**

General or national sales manager. Currently employed outstanding tv representative. Extensive Madison Avenue selling experience. Station management background including FFC hearings. Family. Interested moving from N. Y. C. Box 765E, B-T.

Seek major opportunity as right-hand to head of metropolitan operation or stations group. Production, versatile experience in television, radio, newspapering. Accomplishments in reporting, newscasting, on-camera appearances, promotion, personal and public relations, sales management is above—average. In present areas, 44 years old, only three jobs past 22 years, each with increased responsibility. At present manage newspaper, printing plant, real estate, and company with tv franchise. Available for interview during NARTV Convention in Chicago, elsewhere before. Box 861E, B-T.

**Techncial**

Assistant chief engineer is interested in responsible position with progressive organization. Thoroughly familiar with all technical and administrative phases of television engineering department, station engineering, sales operations, systems design, budgets, personnel management, etc. Prefer west or midwest. For resume write Box 766E, B-T.

Chief engineer, competent, extensive experience as chief vhf and uhf. Box 853E, B-T.

**Programming-Production, Others**

Tv-radio-dramatic commercial writer, newspaper reporter, time and space salesman, photographer, tv or radio news job in Florida. Box 800E, B-T.

Young man would like a chance to direct. Presently, announce and floorman in a large market. Trained in all phases of tv. Box 813E, B-T.

South or southwest. Producer-director-switcher. Experienced all phases television. Wish to relocate. Complete resume sent upon request. Box 818E, B-T.

Experienced newspaper currently employed midwest, seeking better position with opportunity for advancement. Completely familiar with wire services, silent film, and still news photography. Conduct local news program, live and film. Experienced police beat, and in direction and planning on-the-spot news. Excellent experience in sports, including play-by-play. Thirty, married, not interested in furnish excellent references. Box 811E, B-T.

**FOR SALE**

Stations

For sale: Kilowatt am in northwest college town. fuller $50,000.00. $10,000.00. down balance terms. Write Box 798E, B-T.

Western kilowatt, college town, black operation, channel permits unlimited, $20,000.00 down, details to responsible person. Box 855E, B-T.

Station in growing secondary market with Florida's favorable living $120,000.00. Pw. can be financed. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.

Station within day's drive Washington, D.C. New instrument, equipment, one -mill to one -erctor. Excellent vhf. offered as sales at asset of $65,000 with $25,000 down. B.T. H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.

Outstanding vhf and am properties now available. Details available to qualified and identified principals. Ralph Erwin, Broker. Tulsa.

Stations Wanted. Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas. Louisiana, Oklahoma, Colorado, Ralph Erwin, Licensee Broker. 1443 South Trenton, Tulsa.

The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisal, handled with care and discretion, based on operating our own stations.

Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding radio, tv, and newspaper properties. Write to Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 3631 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

**Equipment**

RCA TT-5A high band transmitter, factory converted to air cooling. Box 203E, B-T.

Western Electric 5 Channel audio console, used but good condition, complete with rectifier relay supply, built in monitor, and complete facilities for small am station. For further details and prices write to Box 845E, B-T.

Irk im Western Electric 503-B2 transmitter; Hewlett-Packard modulation and frequency monitor; RCA ISO-coupler; 320 feet 1/4 inch coaxial cable; GE four bay antenna. Equipment now in service. Box 849E, B-T.

For sale: One RCA 70-D turntable complete with cabinet, filter, two arms (RCA microphone with cartridge) open baffle and 10 inch ET arm with vertical-lateral universal head). In excellent condition. $250.00 F.O.B. Beatrice; we'll crate. Also, one RCA 400-D complete with three speeds, $75.00 F.O.B. Beatrice. We'll write to Bud Pett, KBWE, Beatrice, Nebraska.

For sale—used 180-A iconoscope tubes. Still have plenty of operating hours left, if you are not too critical. $35.00 each. F.O.B. L. A. Pierce, WBBM-TV. Chicago 11, Illinois.
FOR SALE

Equipment

315 ft. Blaw-Knox self-supporting tower. CAA lighting consisting of 2 Code beacons and 8 hazard lights. Also 5-way V.E. clover-leaf Fm antenna. Now standing. Excellent condition. Available immediately. Will consider any reasonable offer. As is or dismantled and bundled. WDBU-FM, P.O. Box 150, Roanoke, Virginia.


For sale: 860 feet-3/4 inch teflon transmission line. 130 feet-31/2-31/3 ohm steatite transmission line. 4-50 ohm to 13 ohm matching transformers. 4-45 degree swivel elbows. All material stored in garage. Contact Harry Hill, WPB-7777-TV, Green Bay, Wisconsin. Phone 227-6411.

For sale: Several Gates CB-t1 turntables. This is the famous two-speed Gates turntable, with an adapter for use on 45 rpm. These turntables have been used as "loafer" equipment but are thoroughly reconditioned. While they last—$75.00 each. Gates Radio Company, Quincy, Illinois.

Phase monitor, Western Electric 2A, near new condition, two tower monitoring. $285.00 FOB. Thomas B. Moseley, 6114 Northwood Road, Dallas 25, Texas.

1 Gates BC-14 transmitter been in use sixteen months and 1 new Gates BC-2P transmitter with two 1270 crystals and two 960 crystals never been used. Will sell to prefer Collins transmitter. Write or call D. C. Stephens, Prestonsburg, Kentucky. Telephone 2151.

WANTED TO BUY

Equipment

Wanted: Fm antenna power gain of 3, prefer RCA BP-12-B. Will consider any antenna. Box 3811, B-T.

Pre-1940 18" transcriptions wanted by private collector. Any label. Old transcription libraries also purchased, all or part. Box 3701E, B-T.

One remote microwave link. State price, make and condition. Box 639E, B-T.

250 or 1kw transmitter, monitors. console. etc., 150-70 foot guyed or self-supporting tower. Box 665E, B-T.

Wanted—250 or 1000 watt transmitter for Concealed operation. Station KDAN, P. O. Box 1058, Eureka, California. Phone 2-6611.

250 watt transmitter, turntable, console, and frequency monitor. Contact Manager, WADE, Wadesboro, North Carolina.

Fm transmitter, 1-3-5-10 kw, associated equipment, Edwin Kennedy, WILM, Wilmington, Delaware.

Need good used REL fm receiver. 68-108mc. Advise condition and price. WTYN, Tryon, N. C.

Want late model RCA 73 series disc recorder. Date Model, The Bauer Stations. Kilpatrick Building, Omaha 2, Nebraska.


INSTRUCTION

FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or resident training. Our schools are located in Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C. For free booklets, write The Graham School of Electronics, Desk H-B, 1503 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood 21, California.


RADIO

Help Wanted

Salesmen

SALES ENGINEERS

Broadcast equipment manufacturer has openings for sales engineers to call on radio stations in following territories. Middle Atlantic Kipper Southern States Technical background essential, previous experience desirable. Please send complete resume to Box 709E, B-T.

HELP WANTED

Metropolitan network station box DJ opening for good combo-man. Must be experienced in program requirements as DJ announcer with at least three-class license. Age 21-31, reliable, neat in appearance. Reasonable home work full vacation pay plus holiday extra. Excellent working conditions. $150 per week salary guaranteed. Not rely opportunity for qualified applicant capable of earning top dollars. If you are that person, send complete details, recent photo, audition tape to Box 712E, B-T.

MORNING MAN WANTED

Air salesman, family man with good habits, knowledge of pop music and experience. Chambered personality preferred. Rush a tape and picture, plus expected starting salary to Ray Sturr, Radio Station WJAN, Spartanburg, S. Carolina.

WANTED:

Engineer to construct and become Chief of new Skw in Sylvia, N. C. Prefer Southerner with announcing experience. Also need Chief Engineer-announcer for WMMH, Marshall, N. C. Send complete resume to James B. Childress, 34 Maxwell Street, Asheville, N. C.

ENGINEER—ILLINOIS

Experienced first phone, airwork not required. Complete responsibility, maintenance, repair, and operation. Contact Bob Douglas, WRAI-Radio, Macomb, Illinois. Phone 1550 or 1573L.

STATION OWNERS

If your station needs aggressive management in today’s highly competitive period, I can be of help.

13 years background includes program and management experience with a proven sales record in multiple radio-tv market.

Presently earning over $15,000 as sales executive. Prefer market of 350,000 or larger. Correspondence will be confidential.

INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISERS

This is the age of specialists. Why trust your fortunes solely to an account man who works for someone else? Engage a versatile broadcaster to scout your stations, analyze your spot program effectiveness, make "guest" appearances in your behalf, actively represent you as a "company man". Thirteen Years radio-TV all capacities; on-camera personality to management positions including public relations and consultation service. Imaginative family man. Will travel. Minimum $10,000.00 inquiries invited. Box 865E, B-T.

KENTUCKY— TENNESSEE AREA

Metropolitan market radio station grossing in excess of asking price of $185,000, 29% down.

PAUL H. CHAPMAN COMPANY

84 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia
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ADVERTISING AGENCIES

Help Wanted

Sales

FOR SALE

Television

Help Wanted

Equipment

TELEVISION

Chief Engineer

Enjoy living in the climate capital of the world.

Opening for a qualified Chief at Denver's fastest growing TV Station. RCA equipment.

Channel 2.

write or phone

Ray Gallagher

KTVR

550 Lincoln, Denver, Colorado.

Situations Wanted

Programming-Production, Others

Producer-Director

Eight years experience, network and local.

Desires VHF station in large market. Prefer southwest. Married, 31 years of age, will be available in two to three weeks. Call Hollywood, No. 5-4501, or write to 2110 E. Live Oak Drive. Hollywood, California, for more details.

Employment Services

Top Jobs—Top People

We have, or will find, just the person or job you're looking for. Contact E. Stone, Manager.

National Radio & Television Employment Service

5th floor, 1227 'C' St. NW.
Washington, D. C. —BE 7-0643

Advertising Agency

Radio-TV Salesman

Experience in servicing and some selling of accounts essential. Must be a good idea man and know Radio-TV thoroughly.

Will direct work of TV copywriter and work with top-notch artist.

Agency presently situated in uptown New York. Salary open. Future limited only by your ability to service accounts effectively, prepare and present proposals for new and increased business.

A good chance to go places in a growing department of a well-established agency.

Write fully, enclosing photo if you have one.

Box 565E, B+T

For Sale

A 5000 watt radio station in one of America's greatest markets today and tomorrow. Station currently under construction. Assets include property, audio, CP. Principals only, and complete identification requisite. ONLY buyers who submit complete information and who are acting on their own behalf ONLY will be considered. No terms, no adjustments, cash $93,485.00, and only qualified buyers, with ability to meet terms need reply.

Write

Box 870E, B+T

Trade TV Equipment

Want to trade 3 RCA TK-10A studio camera control units complete with housing, master monitors and 2 WP, 33A power supplies for 3TK-30A field control units and power supplies.

Otis Freeman, WPIX, 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York.

MU 2-6500.

TAPE RECORDERS

All Professional Makes

Supplies-Parts-Accessories

STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.

4605 W. North Avenue

Milwaukee 8, Wis.

Hilltop 4-2715

America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Ad

For the Record

Continues from page 108

Routing (1) waiver of rule relating to transfer control, (2) reconsideration. On June 12, 1956, order directing that corporation cease and desist from the use of the name "XAKJ (TV)" and be then and there reorganize and reconstitute XAKJ (TV) as XAKJ (FM) was vacated. Order granting application for assignment of license to XAKJ (FM) was vacated. Order granting application for reorganization and reconstitution of XAKJ (TV) was vacated. Order granting application for waiver of rule relating to transfer control was vacated.

Routine Roundup...

BROADCAST ACTIONS

By the Commission

KXG I Fort Madison, Iowa—Granted increase power from 500 w to 1 kw; trans. remote control.

KOMB Cottage Grove, Ore.—Granted specified hours of operation, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. weekdays, Sunday, 9 a.m. to noon.

Renewal of License

KQFM (FM) Portland, Ore.; KHON Honolulu, Hawaii.

By the Broadcast Bureau

Actions of March 1

WSEB Bvetierville, Tenn.—Granted license to increase power, install new trans. and change ant. system.

Actions of February 28

The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KLAA-TV Las Vegas, Nev., to 4-20; KFRC-TV San Francisco, Calif., to 3-14-1; KHSL-TV Chico, Calif., to 6-15.

Remote Control

WARF Jasper, Ala.; WKKX Kalamazoo, Mich.; KSON San Diego, Calif.; KCVX Tuscaloosa, Ala.; WAKK Aiken, S. C., to February 27.

Actions of February 27

WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.—Granted mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 263 kw, sur. 132 kw and make ant. and equip. changes.

WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.—Granted mod. of cp to install new trans. and ant. system and change to ERP vis. 216 kw, sur. 200 kw.

Actions on Motions

By Commissioner Richard A. Mack

Minnesota Television Public Service Corp., St. Paul, Minn.—Granted petition for extension of time to March 5 to file exceptions to initial decision to application of The Rochester Bcstg. Co. Action Feb. 25.

Broadcast Bureau—Granted petition for extension of time to March 26 to file exceptions to initial decision to application of WSLA Seattle, Ala. Action Feb. 25.

By Hearing Examiner Annie Neil Hunting

Lawrenceville Bcstg. Co., Lawrenceville, Ill.—Granted petition for extension of time to March 15 to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law in proceeding on its am application and that of Southern Indiana Bcstg. Inc., Newburgh, Ind. Action Feb. 25.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharrman

WJR Flint, Mich.—On oral request of counsel and with the consent of other parties in ch. 12 proceeding, ordered that further hearing is scheduled for Feb. 28. Action Feb. 25.

The Westport Bcstg. Co., Westport, Conn.—Granted motion for continuance of certain proceedings on its am application and those of West Shore Bcstg. Co., Beacon, N. Y., and James W. Miller, Milford, Conn.; date for beginning of evidentiary hearing is continued from April 22 to May 22. Action Feb. 27.

By Commissioner Richard A. Mack

Owensboro Publishing Co., Hatfield, Ind.—Granted petition for extension of time to April 1 to file exceptions to initial decision in ch. 9 proceeding, Hatfield, Ind. Action Feb. 28.

By Commissioner T. A. M. Craven

Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co.—Granted petition for extension of time to March 13 to file replies to the exceptions and motions for remand in proceeding on application for cp for new tv. Action March 5.

By Chief Hearing Examiner

James D. Cunningham


Charles W. Dowdy, Tifton, Ga. and Thomas D. Pickard, Ashburn, Ga.—Granted Dowdy's petition for dismissal without prejudice of his am application and returned to processing line an am application of Pickard. Action March 1.

By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper

Broadcast Bureau—Granted petition for ex-
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tension of time from March 4 to March 18 to file proposed findings and from April 1 to April 28 for a period of seven days thereafter, whichever last date comes, in a proceeding, Cheshire, Mich. (Midwestern Bpa. Co. and Straffs Bestc. Co. Action March 1.

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Clarksburg Publishing Co., Clarksburg, W. Va.,—Granted motion for extension of time to April 1 to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of fact and for filing replies thereto not later than 10 days after the receipt thereof. In re application of Ohio Valley Bestc. Corp. for WBLE-7V Clarksburg, W. Va., and for transfer of control of that corporation from News Publishing Co., Wheeling, W. Va., to WTVF Inst. Lebanon, Ohio Action February 28.

March 4 Applications

ACCEPTED FOR FILING

Modification of Cp

Following seek mod., of cp to extend completion dates as shown: KLEW-7V LaFayette, Ia., to 3-24-57; WJED-7V Lansing, Mich., to 3-25-57; KLAS-7V Las Vegas, Nev., to 4-20-57; KTTV (TV) Yuma, Ariz., KSLM-7V Salem, Ore., to 5-27-57.

License to Cover Cp

WHGR Houghton Lake, Mich.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new power and install new trans. WZXY Cowan, Tenn.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am.

WWW’S (FM) Greenville, N. C.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new fm. WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized changes in tv.

February 28 Applications

ACCEPTED FOR FILING

Modification of Cp

Following seek mod., of cp to extend completion dates as shown: WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala., to 7-1-57; WVL-7V New Orleans, La., KQCA-7V Hanitall, Mo., to 5-24-57; KFBC-7V Chey-enne, Wyo., to 4-1-57.

License to Cover Cp

WARK Jasper, Ala.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am. WSUZ Palatka, Fla.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am. WSRG Marks, Fla.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am. WMPI Hancock, Mich.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am. WBAR Dyersburg, Tenn.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am. KIRT Mission, Tex.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am. WMIX Arciibo, P. R.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am. KMA-TV Denver, Colo.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new non-commercial educational tv.

UPCOMING

March

March 10-11: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, San Antonio.
March 15: Board of Governors, Canadian Broadcasters Corp., Canadian Senate, Ottawa, Ontario.
March 25-25: Alabama Assn. of Radio, Assn. spring meeting, Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham, Ala.
March 26-28: Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Queen City, Que.
March 25: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters, Chateau Frontenac Hotel, Quebec City, Que.

April

April 5-6: Oregon State Broadcasters Assn., Eugene.
April 7-11: NAPT annual convention, Conrad Hilton, Chicago.
April 22: Connecticut Broadcasters Assn., Hartford, Conn.
April 25-28: Annual convention, American Women in Radio & Television, Chase Park Plaza Hotel, St. Louis.

May


June

June 5-7: Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel John Marshall, Richmond.
The Double Whammy

TWO federal commissions (Trade and Communications) are warming up to put the double whammy on broadcasters and broadcast advertisers.

The Federal Trade Commission, with a special $100,000 appropriation, has been monitoring radio and tv. As we predicted it would when it was handed the special fund (B&T, Oct. 29, 1956), the FTC is working hard to find enough alleged offenses to justify the congressional appropriation. There is evidence that the FTC is about to issue complaints.

It is not known whether these complaints will be directed against advertisers or stations or both. But no matter who is charged by the FTC, station lawyers can be in trouble with the FCC. That's because the FTC will give the FCC a complete report of stations on which the FTC claims to have found objectionable advertising. The FCC then will "notify" stations of FTC action "in order that such stations may be fully informed in the matters and be in a position to consider taking action consistent with their operation in the public interest."

Translated into English, that statement means that the FCC proposes to see stations into dumping advertising which the FTC alleges—but has not proved—to be objectionable. This is a bureaucratic application of guilt by association. Indeed it is conviction by association with parties that have not yet been convicted or even tried. The FCC needs only to adopt the ordeal by fire to complete its retrogression to medievalism.

It is the history of the Trade Commission that far more complaints issued than cases won. The FTC quashes many of its own complaints after hearing. When the FTC does issue cease and desist orders after hearing, the courts not infrequently throw the orders out. The point here is that an FTC complaint is no more a proof of guilt than the poison-pen letter written by one neighborhood housewife of another.

Assume that Advertiser A is charged by the FTC with broadcasting misleading advertising on Station B. Advertiser A may present his defense—and indeed win it—before the FTC and the courts.

Station B, however, is not a party to the FTC proceeding, but the fact that Station B carried the questioned advertising is inserted in the station's record at the FCC.

Assume further that Advertiser A eventually wins his case. This is a process that can take years for final adjudication. Meanwhile, the license of Station B comes up for renewal at the FCC.

To judge by the tone of the FCC's public announcement, the station will be pointedly asked what it did about the advertising of Advertiser A. As a practical matter it will make renewal easier for the station if it can righteousness announce that it dropped the account immediately upon receiving FCC notification.

But what has it dropped? Advertising which eventually is judged to be perfectly legal is not illegal.

That kind of regulation is not only unjust. It is dictatorial.

We hope that broadcasters and advertisers, through their appropriate associations, will unite to petition the government for redress against grievances which may yet be suffered but are inevitable if the FCC is allowed to enforce penalties in cases which have not been fully resolved.

Television Is Forever

A S THE great debate over television allocations goes on and on, we are appalled by the short-range thinking that seems to animate both sides. Practically no attention is being given to obviously well-contrived plans to preempt the lower end of the vhf band for non-broadcast services, and this when the element of scarcity for tv broadcasting is causing all the furor.

Hereofore, there's been some conversation but practically no concern about the covetous eyes that both government (military) and private industry have cast upon the vhf tv channels. Congress last week got official notice of this danger in the testimony of FCC Chairman George C. McConaughy who alluded to "demands" for vhf channel 2 through 6. This was followed with a formal statement presented in the Senate Commerce Committee record by Comr. T. A. M. Craven, the FCC's only engineering commissioner, in which he guardedly alluded to these developments.

Everyone, it seems, is fearful of talking about this most important long-range phase of the over-all problem—not today or tomorrow, but perhaps a decade hence. A decade, or a generation, is a short time indeed in the life of a medium as important to the people as television.

The military wants low band space for anticipated development of forward scatter transmission and for aviation communication in this jet era. Industrial users, whose claims obviously are secondary to those of the public who benefits directly through tv broadcasting, are not thinking long-range. They want space now, and their lobbies in Washington are potent. The fact that the preemption of a single vhf channel could totally disrupt existing allocations (there are now 203 stations on chs. 2-6 and 41 on ch. 2 itself) apparently is ignored.

The situation isn't being ignored, however, in FCC inner-circles. Comr. Richard A. Mack, within the last fortnight, proposed in executive meeting that chs. 2 to 6 be vacated forthwith either in the New York-New England area, or east of the Mississippi, or possibly for the country as a whole, and that the 203 stations be earmarked for uhf. This was to make way for safety of life and other non-broadcast services. His motion died for lack of a second.

Anyone in public life who has brushed with tv allocations bleeds for the suffering uhf operator and, publically at least, professes that uhf at all costs must be encouraged and maintained. Not a single one of the 70 uhf channels should be turned back, they aver. Yet there are proponents, at this stage, for reduced mileage separations, indiscriminate drop-ins and directional antennas on the 12 vhf channels, even with five of them in jeopardy.

It takes no engineering genius to divine that the breakdown of vhf channels now through reduced separations would be as devastating to uhf as if it were atom-bombed. Uhf operators naturally would rush for the new assignments and could properly claim priority over newcomers. Uhf would be forsaken.

Television, free television, cannot survive on 12 vhf channels—or less. Uhf must be upgraded and protected. But those 12 vhf channels must be kept iniolate too, until more is known about coverage and propagation—work now being carried on by private research at the very instance of the FCC through Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO). One of TASO's five cooperating members—Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters—is currently making a field study of both uhf and vhf coverage for the FCC at a cost of more than $100,000.

This doesn't mean that the FCC should stand still. It should process all existing applications as speedily as possible. It should consider the Craven Plan as a basis for building upon the present structure. It should move ahead with its investigation to re-evaluate the allocation of the spectrum above 25 megacycles—the area in which vhf tv operates.

The Craven Plan presumes that existing mileage separations will be maintained and that engineering standards will be adhered to. It should not be otherwise until the engineering facts produced by the TASO studies supplant the theory on which the present allocations are based.
WBAL-TV SHOWING FIRST-RUN FILMS IN BALTIMORE ON “20th CENTURY THEATRE”

Films Produced By 20th Century-Fox Studios Released For TV Viewing For First Time!

TWO SHOWS EACH WEEK

“20th Century Theatre” will be televised every Saturday and Sunday night at 11:15 P.M. This series will carry a salvo of advertising and publicity unprecedented in the Baltimore area. Billboards, newspaper ads, on-the-air promotions, signs on vehicles, and schedule cards distributed through Food and Drug Chains are a part of the backing this great film show will receive.

The great day has arrived! The film library of 20th Century-Fox studio has been tapped and epic-making pictures will be shown to viewers in the Baltimore area. These screen classics are still alive in the minds of the public... still as fresh and stirring as the day they first burst forth to set new standards in entertainment achievement. Films that reached the hearts of all America such as “Miracle on 34th St.”, “Laura”, “Lifeboat”, “Tobacco Road”, “How Green Was My Valley”. Unforgettable casts ... Academy Award Winners... Comedies... Dramas... Mysteries... will all be shown on this new series titled “20th Century Theatre”. Here is a great opportunity for advertisers to hang their hats on a sure winner, a real audience-catcher.

PARTICIPATING ANNOUNCEMENTS AVAILABLE

A film series of such magnitude is sure to produce a big audience. Get on the bandwagon now!

Contact your nearest Petry office or WBAL-TV, 2610 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

WBAL-TV
CHANNEL 11 • BALTIMORE
Nationally Represented by THE EDWARD PETRY CO., INC.
Your Radio Spots on
KMBC-KFRM

"Go Right Down the Pike" To Sell the entire Kansas City Trade Area

Ever since the magnificent new $160,000,000 Kansas Turnpike opened, smart radio advertisers have been selling this plus of new customers with KMBC-KFRM. These “pike” customers are not “pikers”! They come to Kansas City with pockets full of money to buy all sorts of things. They come from far down the pike in the rich trade area to the west and southwest.

The ability of KMBC-KFRM to give you your pick of the pike customers is no accident. A look at the map above will show you why. Note how the broad coverage of KMBC-KFRM matches the Kansas City Trade area.

And KMBC-KFRM assure you of high listenership—with potent, personalized programming of Music, News, Sports, Major League Baseball, Farm Service and Women's Programs. It all adds up to your best radio buy in Missouri, with KMBC king-sized listenership in the Kansas City area; and KFRM (a bonus to KMBC advertisers) beaming your sales story to the State of Kansas.

MORAL: Send your message down the Kansas Turnpike via KMBC-KFRM and step-up your sales in the Kansas City market.

For choice availabilities, call your colonel from Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

KMBC of Kansas City
KFRM for the State of Kansas
Basic ABC Affiliate

...and in Television
the Swing is to KMBC-TV